IT'S JUST AS STIMULATING WHEN YOU'RE ALONE!

Messed me!

QUAD DAMAGE

OVERWHELMING CARNAGE CHEERFULLY DELIVERED BY SANDPIPER.
GET THE DEMO NOW AT WWW.ACTIVISION.COM

QUAKE III ARENA™ © 1999 ID SOFTWARE, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. DISTRIBUTED BY ACTIVISION.
IF YOU WANT TO SPANK A STRANGER, FIRST LEARN TO PLAY WITH YOURSELF.

REVIEWS

Quake III Arena

Whether you're a newbie or a seasoned, rocket-jumping veteran, Quake III Arena is going to push your skills to the limit. Q3A is powered by the most advanced 3D engine ever, and it features 3D challenging maps that reveal the intensity of the Arena. But don't get caught staring at the scenery; you'll end up as a part of it.

Quake is known for the intensity of the Fragmatch, and this time not even the single player games are safe. Q3A's single player game is a Fragmatch. The computer opponents are armed with highly advanced artificial intelligence and whatever they steal from your fragged remains. These aren't the predictable, learnable opponents; they learn from their mistakes and get better as the game goes on. Let's hope you can say the same.
**Messiah**

**Problem:**
How does a pudgy Messiah with only a diaper for defense find out the source of evil on earth?

**Solution:**
Possession... Naked and defenseless, Bob uses his only weapon and takes possession of the first character he sees, a worker.

Bob, recognizable by the halo, realizes that the worker does not have security access to leave the room. So to cause a commotion, "Bob" lowers a 5-ton tank on unsuspecting worker.

Then he can possess the medic sent in to aid the crushed worker, medics have security access.

Now through a warehouse door, Bob still needs access to the lab where he believes he'll find some answers.

Dumping the medics body, Bob realizes that Cops have access to the lab.

Cops also have laser sighted GUNS! How heavenly!

While being scanned at the door Bob attracts some unwanted attention.

After seeing the awesome power displayed by the behemoth, who needs a cop. Bob takes possession of the Behemoth and is ready to KICK SOME ASS!

The huge 15 foot genetically engineered Behemoth rips the cop's heart out and like a rag doll tosses his lifeless body across the room.

www.messiah.com
EXORCISE YOUR RIGHT OF POSSESSION

FREE
“Making of Messiah Kit”
BY MAIL. SEE BOX FOR DETAILS.

“The only thing that people will be talking about next year is how nothing compares to Messiah.” - GAME PRO

“What will revolutionize the gaming world... is Messiah’s unique style and more than a little disturbing gameplay.”
- PC ACCELERATOR

“It’s this act (possession) of not just taking on a body, but an actual character that makes the game so unique.”
- CORE MAGAZINE

To order call 1-800-INTERPLAY

MESSIAH

Messiah ©1999 Shiny Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. Messiah is a trademark of Interplay Productions. All rights reserved. All other trademarks and copyrights are property of their respective owners.
50 enemies. 33 levels. 25 weapons. 4-time-warped worlds. 2 deadly sidekicks. Everything to feed an appetite for destruction and So don't get too used to your weapon, your enemy or even your notion of time. Once you do, you're bound to awake in a whole,
Criminal Justice for a New Millennium

EIDOS INTERACTIVE
For a closer look go to eidos.com
Darkness falls over the city. Not the kind of darkness that comes with the absence of light, but rather the absence of good. And while many prepare to naively celebrate the new millennium, a small mysterious cult, known as "The Fallen", prepares to fulfill the dark promise of an evil prophecy. Yet, left standing between these "Fallen" ones is a rookie cop and a disillusioned ex-cop.

One woman...one man...one goal...survival.

- Play 1 of 2 main characters - D'Arci Stern - an agile, street-savvy female cop or Roper McIntyre - a mysterious ex-soldier.
- Multiple modes of combat. Engage in hand-to-hand fighting, heavy-weaponry face-offs, vehicle chases and building shoot-outs.
- Command a variety of vehicles. Take control of police cars, vans, motor-bikes, hang-gliders, ambulances, trains and helicopters.
- 3D volumetric fog, rain, snow, night and day simulation, wall-hugging shadows and real-time simulation of crashes enhance the atmosphere and action of the game.
HOW TO BREAK IN A FEDORA:

1. Make sure each side of the crown has a smooth, curved indent.

2. For a look that says you've got places to go and bad guys to hurt, give the brim a nice, even crease.

EXPERT METHODS:


5. Mine shaft wind shear.

6. High altitude bridge-hopping.

From the mountains of Kazakhstan to the ruins of the Olmecs. It's 17 chapters.
3. Never, under any circumstances, turn the brim up. Remember, you want to look like a stud archaeologist, not some guy named Clutus.

7. Raging H2O soaks.

8. Lava vapor treatments.

of epic, blood-pumping adventure — and the hat never falls off. Indy's back.
NVIDIA GeForce 256 can show you the time of your life.

DEUS EX™

DAIKATANA™

ANACHRONOX™

THIEF II: THE METAL AGE™

EIDOS™ INTERACTIVE

eidos.com

NVIDIA™
nvidia.com
Beat the Best New Games

Getting whuped by your games? No one pushes our readers around! (Except us.) Repeat this mantra: read, win, repeat. We'll show you how to kick the crap out of all these great games:

- Age of Empires II: Age of Kings
- Age of Wonders
- Homeworld
- Quake III
- Panzer Elite
- Panzer General 3D Assault
- Rogue Spear
- System Shock 2
- Unreal Tournament

PREVIEWS

Star Trek Deep Space 9: The Fallen
Star Trek Voyager: Elite Force

After StreetWalker, Star Trek may be the oldest license around. But wait! These two games utilize the UNREAL TOURNAMENT and QUAKE III: ARENA engines, and they could be the long-awaited "great" Trek games that will make even those without facial hair and Federation t-shirts beam down for a closer look.

Thief 2

Looking Glass ups the ante on its innovative "first-person sneaker" with THIEF 2: THE METAL AGE, an even more in-depth crash course on 19th-century burglary.
ICEWIND™

A Baldur's Gate™ Engine Adventure beneath the Spine of the World

www.interplay.com/icewind
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Age of Empires II: Age of Kings

• Unreal Tournament
• Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation
• Armored Fist 3
• Dirt Track Racing
• Final Fantasy VIII
• Dungeon Keeper 2
• 1602 A.D.
REAL TIME STRATEGY IN THE FINAL FRONTIER.

- BOARD derelict vessels and repair them to add to your fleet.
- BOMBARD your enemies with long-range weaponry.
- DESTROY your enemy with phasers, photon torpedoes, or over 30 special weapons.
- ASSIMILATE enemy vessels and use their own ships against them.

www.startrek.com  www.activision.com
FOUR RACES.
ONE GALAXY.
ENDLESS STRATEGY.

War rages across the Alpha Quadrant as you command four powerful races in a strategic struggle for survival. Who will live? Who will be assimilated? The future depends on your every decision. No one said leadership would be easy.

- BUILD Starbases to harvest resources and construct your Armada.
- ELUDE your enemy by using one of the five kinds of robots to conceal your forces.
- DEFEND EARTH in an all-out battle for survival as an insidious Borg threat unfolds in 20 action-packed missions.
- EXPERIENCE REVOLUTIONARY EFFECTS: A real 3D engine showcases the cinematic action of your 30+ starships.
- REINFORCE your Armada using wormholes to traverse vast distances in mere seconds.

STAR TREK®
ARMADA

CONTROL THE RACES.
CONTROL THE GALAXY.

Available on PC CD-ROM
POSESSION IS THE LAW
introducing a frenetically paced, visually stunning action RTS from sierra studios and massive entertainment
I. *** SUPER-TELEPORTATION AND THE MANIPULATION OF THE HUMAN SPECIES.***

Since the 1990's, technology available to terrorists has improved, the scope of their destruction has expanded. Sources say Deus Ex was created by Ion Storm to uncover the truth. Some say it's merely the latest conspiracy fueled by a madman. And some say it's a future training tool made to look like a hyperrealistic 3-D role-playing computer game. Whatever it is, proceed with caution. They know you want it.

II. A recent pandemic, popularly referred to as the "Gray Death," has made an already chaotic world situation even worse. According to a report by the Federal Disease Control Center, it is the worst virus since AIDS. It is not yet known what compounds make up this deadly virus, but current data shows Ambrosia are likely candidates. Ambrosia, the virus' stabilizer, has been linked to VersaLife. What is significant about the number 12? Does UNATCO maintain control over Ambrosia distribution? Can only mean www.unatco.com.
III. J.C Denton is a powerful, nano-augmented agent for an anti-terrorist organization. Little is known about this person, but it seems that he is on a mission. 

Can he be the one to save this world from complete annihilation?

***URGENT***

M06-M09: Get augmentations functioning again!

- Subdermal (2)
- Cranial (1)
- Eyes (1)
- Torse (3)
- Arms (1)
- Legs (1)

Bionic Augmentation, Nanotechnology and You!

***BODY ENHANCEMENTS***

- Jump Farther! Run Silently! See in the Dark!
- 2, 3 and 4 Tech Level Upgrades Available!
- 20 Augmentations to Choose From!
- Much More!

Through the gift of science and technology YOU can now GENETICALLY MODIFY YOUR BODY to cope with the everyday demands of espionage and anti-terrorist activities!

ROBOTICS and UNLIMITED. Where Man Meets Machine!

Write For Free Information NOW!

Deus Ex, ION Storm names and logos are trademarks of ION Storm, L.P. All Rights Reserved. © 1999, 2000 ION Storm. Eidos Interactive and the Eidos Interactive logo are registered trademarks of Eidos Interactive. © 1999, 2000 Eidos Interactive. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association.
Born a Prince... Raised a Peasant...
Become a Hero!

TZAR
the burden of the crown

Massive armies storm the castle
Wizard thwarts dragon attack
Ships of war destroy enemy fortress

visit the kingdom of tzar at www.talonsoft.com
available spring 2000

We Make History™
www.talonsoft.com
Losing by Saving

Has computer gaming suffered irreversibly because of the save game? I found myself asking this question recently after spending 25 minutes watching Chris, our managing editor, play his way to a high score in Galaga on our classic arcade game emulator. After his game ended, I wondered why I had been so riveted to his game, and the answer was obvious: I was procrastinating. But this question triggered another thought. Part of the reason I was watching was because at any point during his bid for digital immortality, Chris could have choked and lost everything—the double-fire power, the high score, and the Galaga greatness.

There aren’t any save mechanisms in arcade games, which can make for a greater sense of accomplishment.

Aside from sports games and multiplayer contests, this kind of hugely dramatic moment seems harder and harder to come by in PC gaming. I wonder if we’re spoiled when it comes to the ability to save our games. Take, for example, one of the hunts included with ULTIMA ASCENSION. “Save often,” the tip says. “Britannia is a dangerous place.” That it is. But by saving every four minutes, don’t we nullify some of the thrill and sense of accomplishment of playing the game? It seems that game designers are designing their games around the save-die-reload-repeat process, creating situations where the only way to succeed is to die over and over, reloading the same saved game again and again. Gaming death is cheap and meaningless, rather than a powerful motivator and source of emotional tension.

Gaming death is cheap and meaningless, rather than a powerful motivator and source of emotional tension.

Hey, I’ll be the first to admit that we’d ding a computer game that didn’t allow us to save our game at any point. And while I understand the reasoning—like a book or a movie, you want to be able to leave your game at any point, and return to the exact same place—I’ve begun to fear that, over the long run, this expectation is hurting gaming. (Yes, there’s an easy answer. Save your game less often. This is akin to asking the Fox Network to stop airing shows like When Vegetables Attack.)

Maybe there’s a new solution that sits somewhere between saving and not saving. Like rewarding the gamer who saves less frequently, or punishing the gamer who saves more frequently. Maybe death can be less final and fatal so that when you die in a game, it’s emotionally devastating, but not so devastating in terms of gameplay. Or perhaps true gaming death can be made harder to come by, depending on what you’ve previously accomplished in the game...kind of like those pop-ups that miraculously save your ball from going down the side chute in Pinball

A climactic, save-the-world-or-lose-everything moment loses some of its tension when it stops being a moment and becomes several moments, punctuated by frequent quicksaves.

George Jones
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In Stores Now!
Think you can drive better than the pros?

Prove it.

More real tracks, cars, and drivers.

From the makers of the best-selling PC NASCAR Racing Sim ever!

www.papy.com
www.NASCAR.com
www.sierrasports.com
HUMAN ANATOMY FROM A
MERCENARY'S POINT OF VIEW.

You've got a job to do, but that doesn't mean you can't enjoy your work.
When it's time to take down one of your country's enemies, SOF's revolutionary
new GHoul technology gives you 25 different gore zones to choose from.
Each gore zone gets a different reaction to keep you from getting bored.
Now the only question is where your next target gets it first.

SOLDIER OF
FORTUNE®

ACTIVISION®
“As one Great Furnace flam’d, yet from those flames
No light but rather darkness visible”

- Paradise Lost

THE FALLEN

Utilizes an enhanced version of the Unreal Tournament engine.

a MILLENNIUM chronicle

Coming Spring 2000
LETTERS

ULTIMA Aggravation

Thank you for exposing the facts about ULTIMA 9: It does not work, it’s not finished, and Origin isn’t winning my vote. I’ll wait and see in about two or three months if they have finished the game. As I see it, the CD demo was an “alpha,” the boxed CD is somewhere close to a “beta,” and anyone who paid cash was ripped off.

Most games come out with few “bugs,” and it’s damn near impossible to be even 95 percent “bug-free” (just big stuff like crashing), but it seems like some companies just don’t learn. Too many teams are held hostage to the publisher, who owns the rights and pays the bills. The result: a too-early release due to “fiscal” concerns. How long will the public take it? I know that I personally am PISSED UP!

Denny Figuerrtes

After being sued over ULTIMA ONLINE, we thought Origin would make sure UA ran smoothly. Unfortunately, it does seem unfinished. We had problems just installing it, let alone getting it to run. See our review on page 86.

Confessions of a Pokémon

It was great to see in your January 2000 issue several positive references to Pokémon, the Gameboy game. I know this had to be a hard opinion to go public with, seeing as how the only thing easier to bash these days is Jar-Jar Binks. I’m closer to 40 years of age than to 30, I wear a white shirt and a tie to work, and I am an after-hours Pokémon junkie. I bought a second Gameboy as well as the Red, Blue, and Yellow versions so that I’d always have a trading partner.

You’re right—the game is amazingly addictive. Last weekend, I almost bought a Nintendo 64 just to play Pokémon Snap. Thank you for affirming my addiction. I may be a Pokémon loser, but at least I know I’m not alone!

John Coppersmith

Actually, the ranks of Pokémon losers grows ever stronger. In late November, the top two selling PC games were Pokémon Blue and Red. We were even thinking about doing a Pokémon special issue, until the following letter gave us a better idea.

And GOD Gave to Gamers: Girls

I was more than a little shocked and disappointed when I received the latest issue of CGW with the Gathering of Developers “Girls and Games” calendar. I am a big fan of computer games and a very big fan of curvaceous females. However, I have no desire to have these two interests combined and forced upon me. I do not recall paying for a subscription to “PlayGamer.”

So here’s to games and here’s to girls, but please let me be the one to decide when and how to combine them.

Spencer Grey

Several people wrote to tell us they don’t like cheesecake served with their gaming fare. We respect that, but we also like your PlayGamer idea, so we’re pretty sure this problem will solve itself.

Are We Living Room Bound?

I’m responding to the Read.Me article from the December 1999 issue entitled “X marks the Box,” in which the writer previewing the new gaming consoles asks, “Are we really living room bound?” He suggests that since PC monitors have such a higher resolution than TVs, it doesn’t seem likely.

But what’s going to happen in a few years when HDTV is pumped into our homes on huge 64-inch, 16:9 aspect-ratio screens? Our homes are going to become home theaters. When that happens, will we still be content to sit in front of our desktops when we can be totally immersed?

Brian A. Mercer
Seattle, Washington

You make a good point, but a lot of games don’t lend themselves to playing in the living room. Aside from that, when our significant others and kids are glued to the HDTV screen, we’ll be glad to have our PCs back again.

This Month’s Soapbox Letter

I really like the issue about AGE OF EMPIRES 2—my personal favorite game series. But I must say that it will probably be the last game that I buy for my PC for a long time. I have a “dream system,” a Hewlett Packard Pentium-III 500MHz with 128MB RAM and an Nvidia 32MB video card.

This is more than adequate to play any PC game on the market. But I just bought MOTO CROSS MADNESS and it freezes after about 10 minutes of play. MECHWARRIOR III plays great, then the screen craps out with horizontal lines. This has gone on for years, and it hasn’t really gotten better.

Screw that “did you load the latest drivers” BS. I JUST WANT IT TO WORK. I don’t have the time—I barely find time to play the games, much less putz with my system to get these things to work. PCs have to be as foolproof as TVs or... game consoles.

This year will be a Dreamcast Christmas in my house.

Dean Chinni
San Antonio, TX

$7/ Hour Gameplay

I just finished OPPOSING FORCE. It was truly full of gaming goodness! Lots of fun, great story. But I live in Canada, where the game is between $45 and $55. That much money for seven hours of gameplay, plus some extra multiplayer maps, is a rip-off. Is Sierra in that much financial trouble that they have to soak customers by charging more for this add-on than it costs to buy the actual game?

Catseye
Can You Control the Beast Within?

""Best RPG of E3"

- Official E3 Game Critics Award

www.activision.com
Live as a vampire, feeding on human prey while struggling to maintain your humanity.

Survive over 800 years — from medieval Prague to a modern-day gothic New York.

VAMPIRE®
THE MASQUERADE
REDEMPTION™

Gain experience through quests or slayings to upgrade your abilities or learn dark powers involving combat, stealth and manipulation.

Build your own thrilling online adventure with a unique storytelling system. Choose a clan from the vampiric bloodlines and join in the never-ending war of darkness.
IT'S ALL
GUNS,
GIRLS &
GLORY

- Smooth combination of rapid-fire action and puzzle solving.
- Customize the difficulty settings for both action and adventure.
- Immerse yourself in a stunning 3D world.
ONCE YOU GO WEST

James West.

He could out-shoot any marksman and out-think any mastermind. Now you can put on his holster, tilt your hat to the horizon and start an all new mission in the Wild Wild West.

Your gun play has to be quick—and your mind even quicker—as you race to uncover a plot to assassinate the President. Play the parts of James West and Artemus Gordon and get into predicaments as wild as their personalities.

So if you think you’re ready to tame the new frontier, then reach for your six-shooter, muster up your courage and go West!

WILD WILD WEST
THE STEEL ASSASSIN

Own the movie on VHS or DVD!

- Challenging missions for both James West and Artemus Gordon

WILD WILD WEST ©1999 Warner Bros.
At this writing, it is 17 days until the end of the millennium. If the world actually ends, and no one but a few radioactive bugs end up reading this, then we can at least take solace in the fact that computer gaming went out not with a whimper, but with a bang. More great games were released in 1999 than in any year in recent memory, making it an embarrassment of riches for gamers, and a real pain-in-the-neck for your humble CGW editors, who are faced with the unenviable task of having to pick and choose the year's best.

This was a year in which no single game dominated the world like HALF-LIFE did in 1998, but which nevertheless saw more original and exciting titles than any normal person who actually talks to other humans would ever have time to play. In virtually every genre (with the notable exception of the moribund Adventure genre), we had more candidates than we had room for. If you don't see your favorite game listed below, chances are it probably just missed the cut. Or else you have really bad taste. That was a joke.

This was also a year of great surprises. Games that we had not much hope for at all—OUTCAST, FREESPACE 2, even UNREAL TOURNAMENT—turned out to be awesome experiences. Each are strong contenders in their categories, and are easily among the best games of the year. On the other hand, some high-profile games that we were really anticipating turned out to be utter bombs—PRINCE OF PERSIA 3D and INTERSTATE 82 came to mind. We were holding a spot in the RPG-of-the-Year category for ULTIMA IX: ASCENSION until the last minute, but the boxed release was so buggy that we immediately disqualified it (see our review in this issue). No game that ships in this state deserves any kind of award—except the negative kind.

Finally, this was a year in which multiplayer gaming really came into its own. Many of the candidates here in different categories are either multiplayer only, or emphasize multiplayer over the single-player experience. While we will always be looking for good single-player games, the multiplayer trend is still very excit-


Realty Check

The big winner this month: HOMEWORLD, an across-the-board home run with every gaming publication. The big loser: PRINCE OF PERSIA 3D, a case study in how not to make a sequel. Here's our roundup of 10 recent games and their corresponding review scores from the major gaming mags and websites. All scores use each pub's own scoring system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>CGW (out of 5)</th>
<th>PC Gamer (out of 50%)</th>
<th>CCM (out of 5)</th>
<th>PC Accelerator (out of 10)</th>
<th>GameSpot (out of 10)</th>
<th>Gamecenter (out of 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;C: Tiberian Sun</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciples: Sacred Lands</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fly!</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force 21</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeworld</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL 2000</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panzer General 3D</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Of Persia 3D</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogue Spear</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven Kingdoms II</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates game has not been rated • red = editor’s choice game
Hasbro Slashes Workforce, Kills FALCON and Other Games

Bad Day at Microprose

Hasbro fired 130 software developers and shut down two of its four MicroProse studios in December as part of a massive worldwide layoff that included 2,200 employees.

By closing its Chapel Hill, NC, and Alameda, CA, studios, Hasbro terminated X-COM GENESIS, MASTER OF MAGIC II, and add-ons to FALCON 4.0. In a press release announcing the closures, Hasbro asserts that the brands and traditions that have made MicroProse an industry legend—minus hardcore flight simulations, a MicroProse staple since the company's inception—will continue at the Hunt Valley, MD, studio. The projects in development there, GUNSHIP III and X-COM ALLIANCE and their respective teams, were unaffected by the layoffs. Hasbro also said it will publish CIVILIZATION III and M1 TANK PLATOON III under the MicroProse brand.

The layoffs hit the teams in Chapel Hill, NC, particularly hard. Some of the employees were recent hires who had "uprooted their lives and moved 2,000 miles in the last month just to get a pink slip two weeks before Christmas," said a member of the X-COM team.

"The worst thing for me," said another X-COM member, "is that we don't know why. We had a killer game that looked great and was right on schedule. If we sucked, I'd understand it. But we did everything right. I just don't get it."

Hasbro's cutbacks follow similar moves at Sierra and Interplay, where several hundred developers have been let go and numerous games cancelled. While softer sales in the PC market are often blamed, flight sims have been especially hard hit. These latest cutbacks mark the end of MicroProse's high-end flight sim line, which was responsible for such famous games as F-15 STRIKE EAGLE, F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER, and FALCON—the latter two being CGW Hall of Fame winners.

At the Alameda offices where the FALCON team worked, one artist found his dismissal sadly ironic. "One thing we heard repeatedly over the last year was that Hasbro was about 'making the world smile.' We're not smiling much around here."

Sierra President Dave Grenewetzki Discusses Changes, Cancelled Games

Sierra Talks Back

Sierra On-Line's late-September announcement of major organizational changes, layoffs, and the cancellation of BABYLON 5 and a few other games created a vocal wave of criticism from gamers and the gaming press—not all of it accurate, according to Sierra. We sat down with Sierra president Dave Grenewetzki and let him tell his side of the story.

Grenewetzki corrected us in our report last month that Dynamix had shut down. Although there were numerous layoffs, the office is still open, and the Dynamix name—at this point—still exists as a brand. The teams still in operation include those working on the TRIPS franchise, and the 3D ULTRA titles.

As far as the BABYLON 5 cancellation goes, Grenewetzki had this to say: "We know people had their hearts set on this and we did too. But this game was in development for so long, and we were considerably farther out than [the development team] wanted to believe. During all the development time the TV show went off the air, and we were still throwing a lot of money at it. We just didn't see any way to get to the other end of this—to produce a game good enough to satisfy those waiting for it, and to make back what we spent on it."

Grenewetzki says the future is still bright for MIDDLE EARTH and other Tolkien games. "We are not getting out of the Tolkien business," he said. "We've done a 'reset' on the design of MIDDLE EARTH. The original team just wasn't taking us where we wanted to go. We have one of the seriously cool worldwide licenses here and we want to make sure we do the right thing."

-Jeff Green

ULTIMA IX Here we go again. Apparently, the multimillion-dollar class-action lawsuit filed by angry consumers for the premature release of ULTIMA ONLINE was not enough incentive for Origin to do the right thing this time. The right thing? That would be to finish their game before selling it to the public. ULTIMA IX's hideous performance and massive bug list is an embarrassment to the industry, and a blight on the name of this great series. All involved should be ashamed.

The GOOD...

UNREAL TOURNAMENT

Well whaddya know. CGW was overwhelmed at best by UNREAL, which seemed more like a pretty engine than an actual game. But UNREAL TOURNAMENT is nothing less than amazing, with some of the best, most creative deathmatch levels we've ever played.

CGW had been a "QUAKE house" for years—it's been the default deathmatch game from the first release on. Not anymore. All hail UNREAL TOURNAMENT—the New King of first-person deathmatch.

the BAD...

RED STORM'S CARAMEL CORN

It arrives every Christmas. It looks horrible. Those who don't know what it is don't even want to look at it, let alone eat it. But the big bag of extra-sweet, chocolate-covered caramel popcorn that Red Storm sends is possibly the most delicious food ever created by man or beast. It resides in "The Bad" this month, because we are all sick from eating too much. And it was gone in two days.

Next year, Red Storm, we want two vats.
Stealth Mode

Jar Jar, say hello to my boomstick. It's not enough that they've taken over our computers with elves and orcs, and caused us to lose jobs and families to our online EVERQUEST addictions. Now Verant Interactive is rumored to be making an official Star Wars massively-multiplayer game. It's frightening to think how popular this game could be. Verant has also opened a second development studio in St. Louis to go along with their headquarters in San Diego.

Not to let Verant have all the fun, Hasbro Interactive and their new acquisition Wizards of the Coast are planning a massively-multiplayer Dungeons & Dragons game. Requests for proposals have gone out to various developers and are being sorted through by Hasbro Interactive. A persistent-world D&D game could hit the sales chart with a magic missile. How the recent massive layoffs at Hasbro affect this plan is not for Sneaky to say, however.

They've been working on the railroad, so now it's time for a tropical vacation for Poptop, makers of the well-received RAILROAD TYCOON 2. Sneaky was picking up his usual monthly shipment of black-market Havanas when a voice whispered out of the shadows:

"Sneor Sneaky, you loosten now. You know Poptop, no?" I nodded, all ears. "Their next game well be called Tropica. This mysterious figure went on to explain that the game would put players in charge of a banana republic country as a sort of Fidel Castro-like leader. The game will be a mix of building and tongue-in-cheek politics. "But what about a RAILROAD TYCOON 3?" I asked. "Maybe...maybe," the stranger said and disappeared.

Buried in Eidos' third-quarter financial statement was a mention that, yes indeed, they had acquired 51% of Ion Storm.

Impressions is cancelling the Mac port of PHARAOH. They're not happy with the support that Apple is providing for games, and the market isn't exactly huge, either. The more things change...

Sneaky understands that in Europe the perception of the U.S. is formed by Baywatch and Miami Vice re-runs. Europeans think we strap a glock and slip a couple combat knives into our boots, just to take out the garbage. Still, the Finnish level-designers of MAX PAYNE really need a couple of armed bodyguards just to check out some abandoned buildings on their trip to New York? In their own words, they had "three close encounters with the natives, curious of the six strangers visiting their hoods. Thanks to our security personnel, we managed to get out of there alive."

MAX PAYNE would be proud of you, boys. Sneaky hopes you were served milk and cookies on your flight back to Finland.

Get a hot tip to share? Tell it to Mr. Sneaky at sneaky@zd.com. He's always there for you.

---

### PIPELINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game Name</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Console</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American McGee's Alice Rogue/EA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q4 00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegiance</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anachronox</td>
<td>Ion Storm/Edios</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balduin's Gate II: Shadows Of Aarn Blisware/Interplay</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q3 03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle Isle IV Blue Byte</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q3 03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black &amp; White</td>
<td>EA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign: Hukum Empire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Q1 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codename: Eagle</td>
<td>TalonSoft</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q1 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conquest: Frontier Wars Digital Avril/Microsoft</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimson Skies: Zipper/Microsoft</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Reign 2 Activision</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q1 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deus Ex: Ion Storm</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diablo II: Blizzard</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke Nukem Forever 3D Realms</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evil Dead: Ashes To Ashes THQ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q3 03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/A-18E Super Hornet Interplay</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q4 99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felony Pursuit</td>
<td>THQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Fantasy VIII SquareEA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q1 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force Commander: LucasArts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freelancer: Digital Avril/Microsoft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giants: Citizen Kabuto Interplay</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q1 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good &amp; Evil: Cavedog/GT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q3 03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Control Sierra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halo Bungie</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q4 04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harpoon 4 SSI</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Metal E.A.K.K. 2 B.O.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden &amp; Dangerous: Devil's Bridge TalonSoft</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q1 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Heat 2001: 3D</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Strike Fighter Novologic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loose Cannon Microsoft</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcross Madness 2 Microsoft</td>
<td></td>
<td>Q2 01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Need for Speed: Motor City Electronic Arts**

**Neverwinter Nights Interplay**

** Nex Westwood**

**Oni Bungie**

**PooL Of Radiance II SSI**

**Reach for the Stars SSI**

**Rising Sun TalonSoft**

**Risk II Hasbro**

**Rock IT Interactive**

**Sanity Monolith**

**Settlers IV Blue Byte**

**Shadow Watch: Red Storm Entertainment**

**Shogun: Total War EA**

**Sid Meier's Civilization III Firaxis/MicroProse**

**Silent Hunter II SSI**

**SimMarx Maxis**

**Soldier of Fortune Raven/Activision**

**Soberdance Verant/Sony Online Entertainment**

**Startecner Digital Avril/Microsoft**

**Star Trek: Armada Activision**

**Summation: Volition/THQ**

**Tachyon: The Fringe Novologic**

**Team Fortress 2 Valve/Sierra**

**The Sims Maxis**

**Thief 2: The Metal Age Looking Glass/Eidos**

**Tribes 2 Sierra**

**Vampire: The Masquerade Nihilistic/Activision**

**WarCraft III Blizzard**

**Warlords: Battlecry SSI/SSI**

**Werewolf DreamForge/ASC Games**

---
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Look for Diablo II in stores near you.
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Weapon in your inventory: the mouse.

Prepare to take on the Devil himself in Diablo II—sequel to the monster Action/RPG hit. But be warned: to face such a foe, you'll need one hell of a weapon. Introducing the Razer "Boomslang":

- Better in Battle - Three times the accuracy of a normal mouse (1000 dpi and 2000 dpi available)
- Faster Means Stronger - Lightning-quick, four-button control
- Nimble Precision - On-the-fly, adjustable sensitivity

Raze your gaming performance with the Razer Boomslang... and add a powerful new weapon to your inventory.

Order exclusively via www.allothermice suck.com or call toll free 1.877.razerzone (1.877.729.3796)
Aureal Semiconductor

Because we are known for so much more than making the world's best 3D audio technology and the finest audio processor on the planet, we are proud to announce our official name change to Aureal Inc. from Aureal Semiconductor.

Prepare for the next level.

www.aureal.com
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The Creator of the ULTIMA Series Talks About His "X" Project

Richard Garriott

1. What's been the biggest change in the game industry since you started?
   Richard Garriott: The amount of hard work it takes to make a game versus the financial return. When I published the ULTIMA prequel AKNABETH in 1989, I worked for a few weeks to create a couple thousand lines of BASIC, which generated a simple 3D dungeon game. That game cost me effectively nothing to create and sold about 30,000 copies on the Apple II, for which I received about $5 per copy. If you do the math, $150,000 is not a bad return for a hundred hours of work by a high school kid.

2. Online only? Are you crazy?!
   RG: At first, I thought so too. One great aspect of single-player games not yet found in online games is that each player has the ability to play the lead role in the story. You get to see each and every character as if it was created for you and only you, oblivious to the fact that every other player is thinking the same thing. In online games, you can travel with all your friends; you can literally live in a constantly changing world far richer in many ways due to the thousands of other real people, than one we could create artificially. However, in online games, everyone cannot play the lead role. Your life is therefore often less "charmed," which is a basic attraction of fantasy.

   So... I believe I have the answer. I believe I have a plan for a bold new type of online game. A game which embraces the best aspects of single-player games, yet also shares these experiences with new and future friends across the globe. My pet name for this new game is the roman numeral "X." Whatever we call this game, it is the spiritual successor of ULTIMA; thus, having just released ULTIMA IX, I call it X.

3. Now that ASCENSION is wrapping up the ULTIMA series, how do you feel embarking on a new game like "X"?
   RG: Honestly, I am really quite sad that I can't take time to do everything I have an interest in doing. I am far from done with my interest in the series. Yet, I also have been waiting years to do something new, to create a new world and fiction. Still, though, for me the new game will be an Ultima, in that it will be a detailed, immersive, virtual world with a compelling reason to be there. It will still be an interactive sandbox with lots of things to touch and play with. It will still have a philosophical basis underpinning the society within it.

   Honestly, I am also rather scared. I am honored that Electronic Arts and Origin feel that I am one of the best bets they can make in creating a big new property, which is a financial holy grail in gaming. And though I have strong confidence in my skills and dedication to this craft, I have proven that I can do this only once...20 years ago...when there was no competition.

   As I have gotten deeper into the new design recently, my confidence has grown that I am onto something really good. With the new game, I am trying to showcase the far future of games, to really go out on a limb and try to grab some aspects of what games might be like 20-50 years from now. Which means this game will be hard to make—another aspect of my work which can often get my teams into trouble. Wish me luck!

4. "X" is still in the very early stages, obviously. Where do you get your ideas for it?
   RG: I believe there are always way too many good ideas within easy reach. But, a good individual idea is far from being a complete great game. How you sort through potential ideas and fill in around initial key concepts requires a great deal of work and insight. When I am in the early stages of a game, as I am now with "X," I document and study the core concepts I am considering. For example, I am reading a great deal of Buddhism right now, as there is a strong correlation with Buddhism and the philosophy I am considering for "X."

Lord British, Garriott's ULTIMA persona, greets an audience to a gaming show.

I have retold the broad game design to many of the employees at Origin, five at a time, over five-hour dinners in private rooms of my favorite restaurants. I find that in retelling the design over and over again, while watching the body language and listening to their feedback, it helps me promote as well as subdue design precepts. Plus, quite frankly, most of the best new ideas come from them! Thus, I get to gather the best ideas from throughout the company. It's a huge time sink, and very repetitious for me, but it works well to slowly craft a gem from raw ideas.

5. What kind of game do you want to play that hasn't been made yet?
   RG: I want to plug into the ultimate virtual reality, such as in the movie Total Recall. I want the virtual world to be indiscernible from reality. I hope I help make such a game in the future. -Interview by Mark Asher

Tchotchke of the Month


It's a history-making day here at Tchotchke of the Month. For the first time ever, we have been forced to award a tie. Award #1 goes to this charming garden gnome, given to us by CDV Software, a German game company who wanted us to have something...German...no matter how unrelated to their WWII strategy game. (Hey, how about a bratwurst next time?) Award #2 goes to this "Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?" candy bar, with Regis Philbin's handsome face adorning a million dollar bill, carefully worded with a "this is not legal tender" message, in case there was any confusion. A German garden gnome or Regis Philbin? Like you could decide!
**Top 40**

Each month we take a new poll of your favorite games, and each month we're amazed at the consistency of the results. The top three of **HALF-LIFE, STAR CRAFT**, and **BALDUR'S GATE** continue their reign, and apart from **AGE OF EMPIRES II**, which debuted at number 4, the rest of the Top 10 are stalwart favorites. After that, the raft of new releases is starting to take hold, including **ROGUE SPEAR**, **OPPOSING FORCE**, and **UNREAL TOURNAMENT**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Stars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>Half-Life</strong></td>
<td>Havas Interactive</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>StarCraft</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Baldur's Gate</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Age of Empires II</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>StarCraft: Brood War</td>
<td>Havas Interactive</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Quake II</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Final Fantasy VII</td>
<td>Eidos</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>Fallout 2</strong></td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><strong>Heroes of Might &amp; Magic III</strong> 3DO</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri</td>
<td>Fraxis</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top Action Games**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Stars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>Half-Life</strong></td>
<td>Havas Interactive</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Quake II</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rainbow Six: Rogue Spear</td>
<td>Red Storm</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Thief: The Dark Project</td>
<td>Eidos</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Half-Life: Opposing Force</td>
<td>Havas Interactive</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dungeon Keeper II</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Caesar III</td>
<td>Havas Interactive</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>SimCity 3000</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Unreal Tournament</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>MechWarrior 3</td>
<td>Hasbro</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Baldur's Gate: Tales of the Sword Coast</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>FIFA 2000</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>EverQuest</td>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Rollercoaster Tycoon</td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Need for Speed 4</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Myth 2 Bungie</td>
<td>Bungie</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Falcon 4.0</td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>FIFA 99</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Jagged Alliance 2</td>
<td>TalonSoft</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Darkstone</td>
<td>Gathering of Developers</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Delta Force 2</td>
<td>NovoLogic</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>BattleZone</td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td><strong>Gabriel Knight 3</strong></td>
<td>Havas Interactive</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td><strong>Brekan Pysogenesis</strong></td>
<td>Neowiz</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Age of Empires: Rise of Rome</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Might and Magic VII 3DO</td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Pharoah</td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>NHL 2000</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Railroad Tycoon II</td>
<td>Gathering of Developers</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top Adventure/RPG Games**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Stars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>Baludr's Gate</strong></td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Final Fantasy VII</td>
<td>Eidos</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fallut 2</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Grim Fandango</strong></td>
<td>LucasArts</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>System Shock 2</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>MechWarrior 3</td>
<td>Hasbro</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Baldur's Gate: Tales of the Sword Coast</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>FIFA 2000</strong></td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><strong>EverQuest</strong></td>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Rollercoaster Tycoon</td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Need for Speed 4</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Myth 2 Bungie</td>
<td>Bungie</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Falcon 4.0</td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td><strong>FIFA 99</strong></td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Jagged Alliance 2</td>
<td>TalonSoft</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td><strong>Darkstone</strong></td>
<td>Gathering of Developers</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Delta Force 2</td>
<td>NovoLogic</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td><strong>BattleZone</strong></td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Gabriel Knight 3</td>
<td>Havas Interactive</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td><strong>Brekan Pysogenesis</strong></td>
<td>Neowiz</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Age of Empires: Rise of Rome</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td><strong>Might and Magic VII 3DO</strong></td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td><strong>Pharoah</strong></td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>NHL 2000</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Railroad Tycoon II</td>
<td>Gathering of Developers</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top Simulations Games**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Stars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>MechWarrior 3</strong></td>
<td>Hasbro</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>Falcon 4.0</strong></td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Freespace: Silent Threat</td>
<td>Interplay</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Wing Commander: Prophecy Gold</strong></td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>Heavy Gear II</strong></td>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><strong>FIFA 2000</strong></td>
<td>EA Sports</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Need for Speed 4</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>FIFA 99</strong></td>
<td>EA Sports</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NHL 2000</td>
<td>EA Sports</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Midtown Madness</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top Sports/Racing Games**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Stars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>FIFA 2000</strong></td>
<td>EA Sports</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Need for Speed: High Stakes</td>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>FIFA 99</strong></td>
<td>EA Sports</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NHL 2000</td>
<td>EA Sports</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Midtown Madness</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><strong>Age of Empires: Rise of Rome</strong></td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><strong>StarCraft: Brood War</strong></td>
<td>Havas Interactive</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Heroes Of Might &amp; Magic III 3DO</td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><strong>Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri</strong></td>
<td>Fraxis</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top Strategy/War Games**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Stars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>StarCraft</strong></td>
<td>Havas Interactive</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>Age of Empires II</strong></td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>StarCraft: Brood War</strong></td>
<td>Havas Interactive</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Heroes Of Might &amp; Magic III 3DO</strong></td>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri</strong></td>
<td>Fraxis</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WANNA VOTE?**

You can't gripe about the Top 40 if you don't vote. Log on to [www.gamespot.com](http://www.gamespot.com) and scroll down to the CGW Top 40 Poll.
Mummies, The Undead, Ancient Curses. What's a nice girl to do?

Meet Lara Croft. Beauty, brains and brawn of Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation. Out to save the world from a deadly curse, you can bet it won't be with her good looks.

tombraider.com

TOMB RAIDER THE LAST REVELATION

EIDOS.®

PC  PS

Mature
Don't be afraid of the dark.

Someplace in the darkness hides a thief. Darting from the light into the shadows. Trying not to be seen. Trying to get away without murder.

In Thief II: The Metal Age, the quiet revolution of the first-person action genre continues. If you missed out on the original Thief, don't let the experience be stolen from you again.

THIEF II
THE METAL AGE™

metalage.com
Be afraid of what it hides.
Just beyond the edge of death is your brand new life

Death comes for everyone. But it will be different when it comes for you. Because in this world, you don't stop living when you die—someone else does.

They call this place Omikron. You arrived as nomad soul. Using someone else's body, living someone else's life. But when they die, your life continues—in the body of the next person who touches you.

Now there's one thing you know for certain about Omikron:

Death is no escape.

- Assume the role of up to 40 different characters through "virtual reincarnation."
- Explore a vast 3D world, rich with cinematic reality.
- Fight in full 3D, with over 40 motion captured combinations and unique power moves.
- Combine puzzle-solving, action, shooting, combat and role-playing to work through a deeply engrossing storyline.
- Original music and virtual concerts by David Bowie and Reeves Gabrels.

Who will you be after you die?

Omikron: The Nomad Soul

Travel to a new dimension at nomadsoul.com
You are Locke D'Averam, a once proud warrior-prince executed for failing to perform a ritual sacrifice. 10,000 years later, you've been resurrected from the dead by a prominent warlord to rescue his kidnapped daughter.

You are now part of a very special breed of warrior. You are a revenant. In order to regain full strength, you'll need to practice the problem-solving ability necessary to unlock forgotten skills.

And though there may be the whole island of Ahkuilon to explore, and more than 40 monsters to destroy, there's only one Locke D'Averam. And however you choose to live as Locke, we think you'll agree: Life is better the second time around.

- Immerse yourself in a gripping storyline involving the future of the entire world of Ur
- Enjoy explosive spell casting effects unparalleled in any other CRPG game
- Extensive NPC interaction enables you to discover who you once were
- Multiple modes of combat include stealth, hand-to-hand, bow and weapon
- Thousands of 3D animations bring the inhabitants of Ahkuilon, as well as breathtaking combat moves, to life
- Choose from 4 character classes in multi-play mode

Check out the interactive demo at www.eidos.com
COMING BACK FROM THE DEAD DOESN'T MEAN YOU'RE GETTING BETTER.

Includes all the tools you need to make your own custom levels

REVENANT
One lifetime isn't enough.

EIDOS INTERACTIVE
Star Trek

Deep Space 9: The Fallen & Voyager: Elite Force

I have a confession to make: I don't like Star Trek. Some of the movies were cool, but the TV shows based on the license have always been an insomnia cure for me. Star Trek has never contained enough action to keep me interested. I mean really, what's with this "set phasers to stun" crap? Couple that with the fact that very few of the Star Trek-licensed computer games have been worth playing, and you might wonder why they're letting me preview these two action-oriented Trek games. Here's why: STAR TREK DEEP SPACE 9: THE FALLEN and STAR TREK VOYAGER: ELITE FORCE are the first Star Trek games I've ever been excited to play. Very excited to play. Built upon the UNREAL TOURNAMENT and QUAKE III: ARENA engines respectively, THE FALLEN and ELITE FORCE could be the long-awaited "great" Trek games that will make trekkophobe gamers like me understand what the hoo-ha is all about.

Star Trek Deep Space Nine: The Fallen

The capsule description of STAR TREK DEEP SPACE NINE: THE FALLEN—third-person, action/adventure, Star Trek universe—could make the toughest game editor's skin crawl. But "Trek Raider" this is not. The Collective—a game developer known more for their PlayStation titles—is utilizing UNREAL TOURNAMENT's 3D engine to recreate the interiors of Deep Space 9, as well as various starships and diverse alien worlds. With the capabilities of the UT engine, The Collective has created a dark and moody Star Trek game that's more intriguing than the cold, antiseptic feel of the show's sets.

The plot, based on the first part of a multi-part DS9 storyline, the Millennium Saga, will intertwine threads between the characters Sisko, Kira, and Worf. You'll be searching for three Red Orbs: ancient relics with amazing powers that various factions inside (and outside) the Federation would like to get their hands on. Gameplay for each character will be based on their TV personas. Playing as Worf will involve a lot of fighting; Kira uses stealth and cunning; and Sisko is a balance between the two. Each character will follow a separate path through each level, occasionally running across the other characters or working cooperatively with them.

So in one mission, you might have Sisko and Worf stealing an entrance code that Kira will then use to sneak into a hostile base. Despite the third-person perspective, the game will be played very much like a first-person shooter, with mouselock controlling an aiming reticule that floats in front...
of the character, a la HERETIC II. The most immediate concern I had was for the camera, due to the notorious buggy camera engines of third-person titles. But the programmers at The Collective seem to have worked out a lot of the kinks. In the build we saw, the camera always stayed tightly on the character, allowing for a complete view of enemies and obstacles. When backed up against a wall, the character model simply goes transparent. Still, making the control comfortable and consistent throughout the game is probably the biggest task facing the developers.

The designers are maintaining a strict adherence to the Star Trek canon throughout THE FALLEN. Not only are there large areas of the space station DS9 recreated in exact detail, but so is the entire interior of the USS Defiant, as well as some additions. There are over 30 environments in all. The designers took a lot of inspiration from the show, and even tried to backwards-engineer some buildings.

Various races will take roles in THE FALLEN, including the Bajorans, Cardassians, and the Federation. The game designers have taken some license with lower forms of life, and created a slew of beasts and critters to populate the outdoor areas. They've even created a new race that has been officially adopted into the Star Trek universe: the Grigari, a race of biomechanical volkensites. Overall, the game is shaping up to be quite intriguing. The use of the UNREAL engine seems to be ideal, considering how beautiful (and yet dark and disturbing) most of the environments are. Action looks to be pretty fast and furious, again thanks to the UT engine, but the development of a strong story and the interesting way it's being presented is what's got us itching to play.

Star Trek Voyager: Elite Force

ELITE FORCE is being developed with the QUAKE III: ARENA engine, so the level of fast-paced shoot-em-up action should be more intense than anything ever seen on the Voyager show. Raven software knows an interesting thing about first-person shooters, being the mastersminds behind such games as SOLIDER OF FORTUNE and HEXEN. Their straightforward use of the Q3 engine makes sense—not just because it's one of the best looking engines out there, but because of its ability to create curved surfaces. The 3D interiors of the Voyager and other starships look dead-on like the TV show's sets, making it easier for gamers and trekkers alike to suspend their belief.

Over the 30 levels and 8 missions of ELITE FORCE, you'll play as Alexander Monroe, who's not your typically deomned red-shirt edgic. He's a member of Elite Force, Voyager's answer to a SWAT team, who will be called upon to lead away teams on dangerous missions off and on the ship. The game opens with Voyager under attack, which results in being transported into a strange segment of space cluttered with derelict ships. As a member of elite force, you'll be charged with exploring some of these ships in search of parts needed to repair Voyager's warp core, as well as defending your ship against hostile aliens, privateers, and other unpleasant sorts.

The starship interiors look really fantastic, due in great part to QUAKE III's ability to render curved surfaces. In fact, Elite Force uses the engine so well that the game would seem more like an elaborate mod, if it wasn't for the innovative AI being developed by Raven. Your squad won't be capable of following complex commands, but in a firefight they'll cover each other, take cover behind objects, and fall back when overwhelmed. Some aliens will also behave in unique ways. The Borg will generally ignore intruders on their ship until provoked, and will also use their adaptive technology to render your weapons useless.

Of course, it wouldn't be a first-person shooter without multiplayer. The justification for being able to frag Janeway or Seven of Nine in a fight to the death is that it is taking place on the ship's holodeck. Some more obscure multiplayer settings—like Sherlock Holmes' London and the Wild West—might be included among the 30+ maps.

If the final versions of these titles are as good as they appear to be shaping up, they could really change attitudes about Star Trek games. Trekkers might start playing more games and gamers might start watching more Trek. Just what America needs...more geeks. CGW

A BRIDGE TOO FAR

The curved surfaces that the QUAKE III engine is capable of producing help make some of the most realistic-looking Star Trek interiors ever seen in a computer game. The developers spent a lot of time on the actual set of Voyager to get the environments right.
GRAB YOUR PIECE

"...far more immersive than...any other upcoming multi-player only game."
- Gamer's Alliance

Up to 1,000,000 players means 999,999 enemies or allies around every corner!

Build alliances with a network of friends! Work together as a team to attack and defend against hostile intruders!

Ignite the battlefields with a massive, ever-expanding arsenal of weapons and units of mass destruction!

© 1999 SegaSoft Networks, Inc. All rights reserved. 1066x, HEAT, the HEAT logo, SegaSoft and the SegaSoft logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of SegaSoft Networks, Inc. **24/7 24 hours a week; gameplay except for normal maintenance, upgrade efforts and Internet weather beyond our control; you must have an Internet service provider (ISP) to play 1066x. Performance varies from provider to provider. SegaSoft is not liable for poor connections or server downtime that may occur during gameplay.**
OF THE ROCK
IN THE INTERNET'S ONLY
1,000,000
MULTI-PLAYER GAME

10 SIX
24-7

"...will change the way you play games forever"
— Next Generation

Breakthrough virtual economy —
buy, sell, own, collect, and even steal
limited-edition weapons and power-ups!

Download FREE!
www.10six.com

Only on HEAT.NET
SEGASoft Networks, Inc.
Thief 2: The Metal Age

Looking Glass' First-Person-Sneaker Gets More Down-to-Earth

by Thierry Nguyen

Whereas most first-person shooters encourage you to indulge in murder, one of last year's best action games promoted a different and more interesting vice: theft. Thief: The Dark Project was the most original first-person-perspective game last year, and developer Looking Glass is upping the ante with Thief 2: The Metal Age, an even more in-depth crash course on 19th Century burglary.

Quite a bit has changed since the ending of Thief. According to Steve Pearssall, project director for Thief 2, "the story unfolds with the Pagans (The Trickster's followers) in a much weakened state. The Hammerites have undergone a schism, and so there are now two sects: The Hammerites and The Mechanists. Besides those main factions, there are also now a variety of Guilds vying for control in the city."

Thief was focused on the hidden war between the Hammerites and the Pagans, so with the Pagans effectively out of the equation, there's a more personal tone. Thief 2 starts with Garrett just wanting to be left alone plying his trade, but increasing interference from the city's sheriff makes him realize the sheriff is out to get him. Garrett then becomes more of an investigator, trying to find out why the sheriff is hassling him so much.

Straying from the supernatural conflict that irritated quite a few gamers before, Thief 2 is more grounded in reality. One of the goals for Thief 2 was to make it "thiefer," focusing more missions on thief-type activities. Expect more mansion raids as well as missions involving framing people, a bank heist, and a blackmail mission where Garrett must break into a well-guarded house, find the bedroom, confront his target with the blackmail materials, get paid, and then get out alive.

While Thief's zombies won't totally be extinct (there's one graveyard mission), enemies will be more believable, with a lot more humans and fewer monsters. 'The Metal Age' subtitle refers to some technological advancements made in the society, so you'll see some interesting new non-human opponents based on those. The game uses a modified version of the System Shock 2 engine, and one of the placeholder enemies was that game's Protocol Droid—perhaps a model for a steam-driven enemy automaton? At any rate, there will now be mages firing fireballs or webs, and those cursed guards (some armed with torches, now) are back.

Most of Garrett's arsenal will be the same. The team wants Garrett to be a better thief, not a stronger fighter, so
Creation is the easy part...

The new game from the creator of SimCity™.
Keeping them under control is another story.

Here’s the game that really hits close to home — putting you in charge of your own simulated people. From conservative to crazy, customize the personalities, skills and appearance of your own Sims. Build them anything from a mansion to a matchbox, furnish their homes and move them in. Then help your Sims pursue careers, make friends and get married — or end up a complete mess. Whether they prosper or perish is up to you. Once you pay The Sims a visit, you’ll never want to leave.

Create and control people!

Visit www.thesims.com
TOMBRAIDER
THE LAST REVELATION
$32.95
RAID THE TOMB WITHOUT GETTING BURIED.

BUY.COM
Why Buy Anywhere Else.
Intense carrier operations put you right on deck. From steam catapult takeoffs to landing the a-ware on a rocking and rolling ship, you'll experience every aspect of carrier-based flight operations.

Breathtaking graphics put you in the scene. Full weather effects and all-new terrain rendering even shows glints of sun off your 3D cockpit as you fly over the North Sea and Northern Russia.

Ultra-realistic 3D cockpit puts you in control. The fully interactive cockpit gives you point-and-click use, and a panoramic canopy view for the most heart-pounding sensation of flying ever.

© 1999 Electronic Arts. All rights reserved. Jane's Combat Simulations is an Electronic Arts™ brand. Jane's is a registered trademark of Jane's Information Group Ltd. Reference work from Jane's Library © 1999 Jane's Information Group Ltd. The term United States Navy and the Navy crest do not imply Navy endorsement of this product.
And you thought landing on the green from the fairway was hard.
PLAY to WIN
essential TIPS
and TACTICS
for essential GAMES

- System Shock 2
- Unreal Tournament
- Quake III Arena
- Panzer Elite
- Homeworld
- Rogue Spear
- Age of Wonders
- Age of Empires II
- Panzer General 3D Assault
A\DMIRABLE FLEET MANAGEMENT 101

Homeworld

Writer profile

Greg Fortune is the kind of strategist who does not only for mere victory, but for complete annihilation. He's finished all but one or two missions in both MYTH I and II without any casualties, has amassed the biggest fleet seen in a HOMEWORLD campaign, and finished the last mission in HOMEWORLD in under four minutes. Frankly, he scares us.

Support Your Troops!

Sure, it's important to send the right combination of combat units into battle. It's also critical to your operations to send the right supporting units along for the ride, too.

Adjust for your progress on the tech tree, but assault fleets (those venturing away from the Motherhip on attack missions) should carry one or more of the following: repair corvettes, proximity sensors, cloak generators, and salvage corvettes. If you have one (or better yet, a captured one), send a carrier as well. A little preparation will save you from having to call reinforcements to the front from your home fleet.

Weren't You Listening?

Early in the game, you learn a vital piece of information that most people forget within the next two missions: Enemy capital ships are more vulnerable from above and below. This means that if you aren't using the shift key in battle, you're wasting an easy advantage.

Another way to get your ships — especially capital ships — to sink enemy units is to switch to the sphere formation as you attack. Of course, this will also distribute units to the sides and front of your target. Whichever you prefer, make sure to attack from multiple vectors. Don't get your units so separated that they can't assist one another, but don't attack in a clump on the same plane as your opponent, either.

Shifting Isn't Just for Underwear

Once you get more than 20 or so fighter-class ships, it's a good idea to break them into squadrons of about 15 to 20 ships each. Assign each squadron its own hotkey, so that you engage units with fighters as needed. This tactic also allows you to refuel your fighters in shifts during long engagements — without depleting all of your fighter strength when the juice runs low.

You can still attack a target with all of your fighters by selecting multiple hotkeys (using the shift key), but when you just need to peel off a handful of fighters, you won't be caught doing that bad mouse-lasso trick.
DESSLOCK'S QUICK TIPS FOR SHOCKING SUCCESS

System Shock 2

Lean Is Life
Listening to sound cues and leaning are the keys to survival aboard the Von Braun. You can hear security cameras from far away; as soon as you hear the telltale "whirring" of a camera, back up and lean. Even if you're leaning in the direction of a camera when it's facing you, you're far less likely to activate it if you lean around a corner, than if you walk or side-strafe in. You'll then be able to safely pick it off with either a weapon or PSI blast. Remote electron-tampering is a handy PSI skill that'll quickly shut down alarms you accidentally triggered.

Melee Combat
Playing as a pure PSI character, there will be occasions when you have to rely on your fists, since PSI hypoclys are so rare. Because ammunition is also rare, melee combat is a good skill for all characters to learn. Prepare for battle by equipping a BrownBoi bolt (if you have a second bolt slot), use SwiftBoost also), your best weapon (usually the crystal shard, even if it's not as cool as the laser rapier), and use psychogenic strength if you have that ability. Robots (other then protocol droids) are good opponents to engage; just charge up as close as you can get to them and start swinging away. Even assault robots will find it difficult to get a shot in when they're being bounced back by your blows. Choosing the cyber-assimilation OS upgrade will allow you to recover health from these battles.

Pipe-wielding hybrids are easy prey in melee combat when you master this tactic: As soon as you encounter one, back away until you see it attack with its exaggerated, looping swing; then charge in and smack it a couple of times before backing off, until you see it swing again. Lather, rinse, repeat.

MELEE GONE WRONG There's too much that's wrong here: This hybrid's packing a shotgun, and there's another right behind me. Don't bring a knife to a gunfight; ambush gun-firing enemies as they come around corners, instead of going toe-to-toe with them.

Looking for a Few Good Skills
The best way to get your start in SYSTEM SHOCK 2 is to choose a Navy character, even if you ultimately hope to emphasize PSI or weapons skills. You'll have plenty of opportunities to personalize your character later on, but in the beginning, Navy characters can quickly get the basic skills (hacking, research, and standard weapons training) and then repair/maintenance as soon as you have enough cyber-upgrade module(s) that will help all character types. If you must be a pure "PSI-guy," choose cryokinesis, kinetic redirection, research, and remote electron-tampering as your starting skills.

READY...SET...HACK! Hacking is an extremely useful skill. You can hack almost everything you need by keeping an Expertech implant handy, and using the psychogenic cyber affinity skill just before you start hacking. Keep a few ICE picks handy for the end game.

Know Your Enemy
As soon as you spot a floating PSI reaver late in the game, immediately look for its nearby pod. Enhanced motion-sensitivity is a great PSI skill to help you spot hiding places for PSI reaver pods and other targets, like eggs and even robotic enemies. Use anti-personnel ammo against arachnids, psi reavers, monkeys, and hybrids. Armor-piercing ammo works best against robots, turrets, cyborg midwifes, and those pesky cyborg assassins. Finally, Rumbler are vulnerable to incendiary grenades.
Unreal Tournament

Designer profile
Cliff "CliffyB" Bleszinski was one of the main level designers for UNREAL TOURNAMENT, and is now the producer for UNREAL 2. As one of the designers of UNREAL TOURNAMENT (UT), I've been playing the game for quite a while. I may not be the best deathmatch player around, but I'll definitely give you a run for your money when I meet you online. Here are a few of my favorite secrets of how I work my fragging mojo!

Architectural Anarchy
In Deathmatch, you need to use the architecture of the level to your advantage. First, make sure you always have cover; always be conscious of how visible you are to your foes. One good technique is to get a structure between you and the guy trying to take you out. You also need to constantly face any potential areas your foes might come from; learn how to run around backwards so you can watch your back and avoid getting nailed.

Another way to use the architecture to your advantage is to make sure you're always on higher ground. Height is extremely important, especially with weapons that impart "splash damage" (such as the rocket launcher or frag grenade). If you're pitting someone below, you not only get to shoot him like a fish in a barrel, but you can also back up and become a smaller target since the ledge obscures his view of you.

Wear Protection
When playing "Codex" in Free-For-All (FFA), you'll want to control the shieldbelt (it's in a central location near the flak cannon on the bridge). Make sure to grab it when you spawn; this goes for most maps in FFA, as the shieldbelt is the best defense in deathmatching.

Dodge This
Tap a movement arrow twice and you'll "lunge" in that direction for a short distance. If you can master dodging with the lunge then you'll be able to zip around UT's maps more often, as well as get out of the line of fire faster than normal.

Hammer Time
Like most of the guns in UT, the impact hammer is a multi-purpose tool. With some practice, you can really surprise and pummel your enemies with it. For example, hold down the fire button, hide in a tight corner, and wait for unsuspecting victims to stroll by! You can also "impact jump" by looking at the floor and releasing the fire button and jumping. Use this technique to create shortcuts (like getting to the shieldbelt in Tempest) or to get hard-to-reach powerups (like the damage amplifier on Turbine).

In my domination maps, I always make sure there are lots of great camping spots in the rafters near control points. In "Cinder," there's a shieldbelt above the control point in the lava room; you can spray death on your foes from above while being well-defended!

Another technique that I find to be very useful is called "lift jumping." It works like this: When you're on a lift that is reaching its apex, jump at the last second before it stops. You'll keep your vertical momentum and do a super-high jump, and you can spray your foes with rockets as they unknowingly meander around below you!

In my domination maps, I always make sure there are lots of great camping spots in the rafters near control points. In "Cinder," there's a shieldbelt above the control point in the lava room; you can spray death on your foes from above while being well-defended!
The Art of Death-from-Above

Quake III: Arena

Writer profile
V. Long works over at AMD and parties with the id guys whenever he can. He is also a rabid AlSoft-gun nut. He would like to thank John Cash for dispensing such sage advice.

John Cash, network programmer at id, says the secret to Quake III: Arena is air power: the fine art of maneuvering and fighting in flight. After all, why not rain death from above while you're in the air, instead of falling down and turning into just another frag? Here's our tips on how to master the vertical dimension in Quake III: Arena.

Johnny Can Rocket
While there are various pads that'll propel you everywhere, skilled deathmatchers still rely on the zipped rocket jump at times. Rocket jumpers can reach places that would be either difficult or impossible for those relying on the bounce and acceleration pads. Here's an alternate route to the railgun platform on "The Longest Yard": Quad rocket-jump backwards from the red armor — completely bypassing the acceleration pad that most players use.

Skilled rocket jumpers can also rocket jump off the bounce pads to perform incredible Enl Knife-style stunts. Cash advised, "You must get the rocket to go off as close as possible — but after hitting the acceleration pad — to get the highest velocity!" Believe it or not, on the "The Longest Yard" map, he can rocket jump from a bounce pad clear to the floating Quad platform, bypassing the intermediate bounce pad.

Hit the Ground Turbo-Sliding!
Remember: Always keep moving, even when landing after an acceleration pad assisted jump. Here's how: When you land, you "stick" (as they say in gymnastics), so use your directional keys to keep moving as soon as you land. For even more speed, hit your "jump" key while you're sailing through the air, and hold it down. The resulting effect is similar to landing on super-slick ice: You turbo-slide across the floor until you release your "jump" key. Be careful not to unintentionally turbo-slide into a hazard or endless space. Some of the space maps, like "The Longest Yard," have curbs in places, but a nearby rocket blast can get you sufficiently airborne during your turbo-slide so that you go sailing off the edge of the map.

Shotguns for Joustering and Jumping
When using facing acceleration pads, switch to the Super Shotgun. Oftentimes during a frenzied battle, you will collide midair with someone from the other direction and stick to him. While the two of you are falling, shoot him point-blank. A shotgun blast at such close range is devastating, and will frequently kill an opponent with depleted health and armor.

Use the Super Shotgun against other players who are using the acceleration pads. On the space maps, a well-timed blast to the opponent's backside in midflight may give him just enough room to dodge past the intended landing point and into the empty void of death. The shotgun is best because its blast is less likely to be noticed than the machine gun's repeated ratatat, the rocket's smoke trail, or the rail slug's trail.

Dress for Success
One underrated powerup is the battlesuit. This provides total invulnerability to environmental damage for a limited amount of time. Not only can you swim freely in lava or slime, but rocket splash damage doesn't affect you. While you're wearing the battlesuit, you can rocket jump to your heart's content.

Have at thee! If you're going to joust with someone in midflight, use the shotgun - not the rocket launcher.
STAY ON TARGET WITH THESE GUNNERY TIPS

Panzer Elite

While there’s nothing wrong with letting your computer-controlled gunner engage enemy targets, it’s a bit more satisfying to know that you can make a quick and effective kill by yourself. Unfortunately, your skills are going to be put to the test in actual battle rather than in training, because the manual fails to discuss some of the intricacies involved in armored combat. To allay your fears and soften the learning curve, I’ve put together a short primer that should help you better understand the inherent differences between German and American armor.

American Schweinhund!

American tanks are outfitted with much more simplified sighting gear than their German counterparts. To compensate for this, the American equipment features range-finding calibrations. Each number on the sighting display is expressed in hundreds of yards, so a target appearing on the “18” line would be about 1,800 yards away. Keep in mind that when you’re scouring the battlefield, the distance to identified targets will be reported in meters rather than in yards. For argument’s sake, this means that a target situated some 600 meters distant is, in reality, some 333 yards away from your vehicle.

Through a Looking Glass

During World War II, German optics were far better than anything the Allies could field. That’s why the range-finding equipment in the German tanks feature a magnification mode that enables them to zoom-in on enemy targets, even from great distances. In the relaxed mode, you should lay the gun so that the target appears inside the center triangle. If the target fills the triangle, you can assume that a target measuring some four meters in width by four meters in height is approximately 500 meters away. If it fills up only half the triangle, then the target is about 1,000 meters away. In the expert mode, however, you should train the gun so that the target is situated above the smaller triangle to the right of the center triangle. That’s because in expert mode, the spin of the shell is now being modeled, which typically pulls the shell slightly to the right as it leaves the firing chamber.

The Infantry Scourge

It’s never a good idea to send armored units into towns or villages without proper infantry support. Armor usually falls victim to enemy anti-tank teams hiding amongst the rubble. One way to find out if enemy forces occupy a village is to hold your armor at bay along the outskirts of town. Next, order a light reconnaissance unit (such as an armored car or jeep) into the town square. If it draws fire, you’ve got your answer.
BE THE BOMB WITH THESE SURE-FIRE DEMOLITIONS

Rogue Spear

Writer profile
Raphael Liberatora is a former Army Special Forces fella and the only CGIW freelance who can kill with his bare hands. Nowadays, he balances between playing Mr. Mom and all of these tactical sim games.

Studying the map is the first rule of survival when playing ROGUE SPEAR. For single-player maps, this means spending a lot of time looking at the planning screen.

Use the "Recon" tab and walk yourself through each portion of the mission map; red icons mean stationary tangos, yellow means they are patrolling, and white icons are hostages. For multiplayer games, you need to play the map over and over again until you familiarize yourself with the layout (most multiplayer maps are taken from the tutorial and the single-player missions anyway). Refer to last month's issue (#106) for more tips on making the perfect plan.

The Big Bang Theory
Room clearing is the trickiest part of the action phase in ROGUE SPEAR. Clearing out an entire nest of tangos without dying is even trickier. Players often blitz into areas without regard for enemy locations and strengths, and quickly discover that submachine gun slots aren't the best choice for taking on multiple threats. That's why the best players arm themselves with heartbeat sensors (HBS) and frag grenades; these items are a potent part of the ROGUE SPEAR arsenal.

While the HBS is often overlooked, it's also one of the most valuable equipment load-outs in ROGUE SPEAR. It points out tangos and hostages in the vicinity (even behind walls and doors), without your having to physically recon the area, thus keeping you and your teammates out of danger. Before assaulting an objective like a building or a room, check it for tangos by pulling out your HBS and sweeping around. Look for magenta (tangos) or white (hostages) circles in the mini-map from your current operative's Action Bar; it helps to expand your mini-map for a better view of the area.

Once you've located a nest of tangos (in a room for instance), move your troops cautiously to the breach point or doorway. There are two room-clearing methods: using your current operative to open the door and toss the grenade in, or using your whole team via Action Bar Orders mode. When using your current operative, make sure you move to the side of the door (by the doorframe and wall) and not directly in front of it. Next, pull out a grenade while making sure your teammates are gathered in front of the door, with assault

Rate-Of-Engagement (ROE) enabled. Open the door and then toss the grenade at the adjacent wall inside. The grenade should then bounce to the center of the room, and incapacitate everything in sight. If you prefer using the Action Bar Orders mode, then have your team breach the door while you stand ready to toss the grenade in. If the room contains hostages, then switch from frag grenades to flashbangs.
TIPS TOO GOOD TO LAST

Age of Wonders

Writer profile
Jason Kapalka reviewed MASTER OF MAGIC way back in '95 or so, and still has a special DOS boot-disk to play it. He thinks these strategies are so cheesy and potent that an upcoming patch might "correct" them, so use them while you can!

While Microprose debates whether or not to get started on MASTER OF MAGIC 2, Triumph Studios has already released the spiritual successor to the cult favorite with its Age Of Wonders. Here're some of the more underhanded tactics for use in exploring the Valley of Wonders.

Blitzkrieg From Beyond the Grave
If you're playing as the Undead, can get your hands on the third-level Death magic spell Animate Ruins, and don't mind trash ing your diplomatic relations, you can race across the map without a pause and actually increase the size of your forces as you go. Don't bother converting conquered cities the usual way - just raze and Animate them, getting a stack of bonus skeletons in the process. Non-Undead races with the Animate Ruins spell can try this strategy as well, but you're in for big trouble if your diplomatic rating with the Undead ever slips.

Cast One, Get One Free
Here's a slightly sleazy trick you can pull in Campaign Mode: When you're nearly done in a scenario, cast a big, expensive spell (such as Flood, Death Storm, Summon Dragon, or the Mastery series) but don't animate it. It will carry over, ready to launch, into the next scenario.

Know Your Strikes
Not exactly clear on what the 'Strike' special abilities do? Consult the handy chart below, and remember, Strike abilities are cumulative, so a unit with three different Strikes will have a chance to inflict all three penalties on every melee target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strike Type</th>
<th>Strike Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Death Strike</td>
<td>Target cursed for 3 days (cannot heal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Strike</td>
<td>Target has Vertigo for 3 days (-2 attack and -2 defense)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold Strike</td>
<td>Target frozen for 3 turns (cannot act and -2 defense)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Strike</td>
<td>Target takes extra fire damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poison Strike</td>
<td>Target poisoned (all stats lowered) for 3 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightning Strike</td>
<td>Target stunned for 1 turn (cannot act and -2 defense)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Strike</td>
<td>Hits creatures with physical immunity (elementals, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enemy leader ensconced safely in a fortress and you with no siege engines? Remember the "adjacent hex" rule, which means that units in all hexes surrounding the target will be automatically pulled into combat when it's initiated. If there's a straggler or two outside the walls - yet still adjacent to his leader - attack them. The leader's stack will be dragged into combat without the benefit of the city walls.

The 280 pages that came with the game not enough for you? Head over to www.stratagroup.com, where the team responsible for the manual has posted a bonus 14-page addendum, full of crunchy stats for the hardcore player.
"This game rocks, you!"

First step on any mission is the pre-assault briefing. Here you'll receive the latest updates on the current crisis, configure your team's arsenal, and determine your entry point and tactical approach to the target location.

Systematically search each environment, or take command to breach and clear each location until you find your suspect. As the Element Leader, stealth and dynamic tactics are just a keystroke away when commanding your five-man team.

16 stunning photo-realistic locations, filled with more than 150 motion-captured characters. Each mission is based on real L.A. locations, including the sewer system, the Convention Center, and even the LAX airport control tower.

Experience the challenge of COB's revolutionary AI. Encounter over 100 goal-oriented characters who react to your every move, ensuring you'll never play any mission the same way twice. From tactical officers to bad guys - they're so smart it's scary.
feel like you’re actually the leader of a SWAT team.”

- Extreme 3D.com

In Stores NOW!

SWAT 3
CLOSE QUARTERS BATTLE

www.sierrastudios.com
Deception and trickery

"ARGH! A TRAP!"

"BRACE YOURSELF – FOOL!"

Nox’s CREATIVE COMBAT SYSTEM™ lets you...
- Set Traps & Create Spell Combinations
- Interact with your Environments
- Choose from Three Styles of Play

Westwood
www.westwood.com
Lurk around every corner

"MUHAHA! HE'S GONNA GET IT!"

TOP 10 REASONS TO PLAY NOX

10. Summon blood thirsty wolves to track down your enemies.
9. Fight against an evil queen of the undead.
8. Discover destructive weapons and powerful spells.
6. Smash people with a giant stone fist.
5. You get to be obNOXious!
4. Build the soul sucking staff of oblivion.
2. Create your own diabolical traps.

AND THE NUMBER 1 REASON TO PLAY NOX...

1. Conquer the land of Nox wearing only your underwear!

"This is all the action you can handle."
Guerilla Warfare in the Feudal Age

Age of Empires II

In a past life, Paul Schuytema was a regular CGW columnist. Now, Paul heads up his own development studio, Magic Lantern Playware (www.mlanttern.com). In addition to FORTS, a 3D RTS game, Paul is working on the AGE OF EMPIRES II: AGE OF KINGS Official Scenario Editing Toolkit, to be published by Sybex.

Read any tactical treatise prepared by the Armed Forces and you’ll come away with one certain nugget of information: Superior numbers of superior forces often win the battle. This is so obvious that it almost common-sensical; the real trick is achieving this goal.

In AGE OF KINGS this holds equally true: A larger force of better troops almost always wins. But there is one little wrinkle here that we can exploit, if we adjust our “tactical thinking.” In AGE OF KINGS, at a micro level, superior numbers almost always have the advantage in a melee battle, even over units of superior strength. The trick then, if you have a lesser force, is not to think of a conflict as a single battle, but as a multitude of micro-battles.

Consider the situation of a force of long swordsmen attacking your town and all you have are a handful of militia. If you send your whole force to meet the attackers, you’ll be cut to ribbons in no time. On the other hand, if you have four of your militia attacking a single long swordsman, odds are, you’ll drop the invader. The superior fighter can only attack a single target at once, while your militia can deliver four attacks at the same time.

The real trick, then, is to coordinate a battle (offensive or defensive) in which you can manage micro battles of multiple friendly units attacking single-enemy units. How do you do this? It’s far easier against computer-controlled oppo-

In age of Empires II, since they won’t be able to deduce what you’re up to— but with some careful planning, you can achieve success against human opponents as well.

When units are in battle mode—even when controlled by a human player—their second-by-second actions are controlled by artificial intelligence. Those AI routines instruct a unit to pay primary attention to units that are attacking it. Position several “guerilla” forces of troops at the outskirts of the battle (be sure to group them for easy control). If you see a line of troops advancing on your position, send in a light cavalry to attack the end unit, and then move off towards one of your groups. The just-attacked enemy will follow its attacker and when it’s far enough away from the main force, select your guerilla force, attack the unit, and destroy it quickly.

In most cases, you’ll have positioned your settlement in a favorable tactical setting and will have a good idea from where the attack will come. Use a network of cheap palisade walls and towers to funnel the enemy forces into your settlement, while breaking up their ranks. You can also position guard towers on the perimeter and hide small forces behind them. When an enemy unit breaks off to attack the tower, finish him off with your strike force.

Finally, in open-field battles, use an initial full-force meeting to trigger the enemy AI, and then retreat your forces in a myriad of directions, splitting their ranks and guiding the enemy into your waiting guerilla strike teams.

This tactic works surprisingly well in offensive attacks against AI enemy fortifications. Use a number of small strike forces and get into the rhythm of advance-retreat to draw out single units from the fortification to destroy them. Done quickly enough, you can cut through their force quicker than they can replenish it via their military buildings. Use this type of raid on enemy villagers working on resource piles out from the central village as well.

This technique requires great tactical awareness, quick speed, and a lot of micromanaging. But once you get the hang of it, you can deliver some very potent strikes on your opponent, and help to mitigate any disadvantages you might have with a less superior force.

In open-field battles, you want to draw opponents out into the open—notice how this enemy unit was drawn out in a quick advance-retreat maneuver by a force of swordsmen. Now, all they have to do is turn and attack, finishing him off in just a few seconds.
Free your creativity

From PC to pocket, this camera does it all!

Introducing the revolutionary, one-of-a-kind Video Blaster® Webcam Go. Break away from the crowd, pull the plug and unleash your creativity with this versatile, portable desktop PC camera. Yes, portable! Use it for NetMeeting® videoconferencing, or capturing full-motion video, then simply unplug the Webcam Go and go! Take it anywhere, photograph anything, and bring the pictures back to your computer to share with the world. There's finally an affordable desktop PC camera for people with an active lifestyle, and it's only from Creative. The difference will amaze you.

THE DIFFERENCE WILL AMAZE YOU
CONCENTRATION IS KEY TO SUCCESSFUL PANZER GENERALING

Panzer General 3D Assault

Writer profile
Tim Carter holds a degree in Strategic Planning, meaning he actually knows how to plan things strategically. During working hours, he masquerades as the managing editor of Recovery magazine, a quarterly publication on medical, legal, and traffic safety issues arising from automobile accidents.

All of the PANZER GENERAL games have relied on one degree or another on combined arms, and PANZER GENERAL 3D (PzG3D) is no exception. Your core force must be a mixed one, and you must use each unit type properly to win at all, much less win on time.

Perhaps more importantly, it's crucial to keep your forces together when attacking. The computer opponent will aggressively attack your flanks, and will also sneak behind your forces to try and pick off victory cities. Don't get distracted.

You absolutely must keep your forces unified (especially as the Germans). While many scenario maps may seem to require more than one axis of attack, most (but not all) can be dealt with using a single, overwhelming thrust. The time you lose by having to take an indirect path to some objectives will be more than made up for by the momentum you gain through concentrating your forces.

The Big Guns
As in past versions of PANZER GENERAL, artillery is the master of the battlefield. The new suppression rules, combined with the inherent defensive strengths of virtually every unit on the field, mean that effective attacks must be preceded by artillery fire (or bombardment if you have aircraft to spare). By keeping your forces together, you should have enough artillery to overwhelm even the most heavily-defended positions in a single turn.

Right Man for the Job
As you progress through the campaigns, develop a few specialized units to conduct your most important moves. I prefer to have a decent-sized force of four-star armor and artillery surrounding an elite group of anti-aircraft, assault infantry, and perhaps one or two gun units. When approaching a well-defended city, suppression plus a seven-star Stoeppstrussen unit (or Rangers, Commando, etc.) can mop up just about anything. Pay careful attention to the relative abilities of your high-level units, though. My elite infantry, for instance, had only three moves per turn – but could attack many more times. Thus, it was best to move them into the heart of the enemy’s defense, and then have them attack in all directions.

Falcon’s Eye
Reconnaissance is also crucial for quick movement over most maps. Your core force should include one or two recon units, and you should make good use of the “send out patrols” function when approaching potential ambushes or defensive positions. You must know where the enemy is before attacking them, especially dangerous supporting units like AA and artillery.

The Not-So-Mighty Luftwaffe
When playing the Germans, I didn’t find aircraft to be particularly useful. It’s much harder to obtain air superiority in PzG3D, and for the most part I found artillery to be better than bombers at softening up defensive positions. Bombers are quite useful, however, at countering enemy attacks behind your own lines. If you keep your core group together in a single attacking thrust, it should be relatively easy to cover it with AD and AA units. Airpower is much more effective for the Allies, particularly early in the campaigns when your ground units will be badly led and thus slow and inflexible. However, you may still find it useful to bring along one or two AD units, as it’s easier to shoot down enemy fighters from the ground than from the air.

WORTH THE WAIT
This German advance in the Carolinas may seem to take a circuitous route, but the overwhelming force it contains will be sufficient to stubbonly defending Americans.

ONE MIGHTY BLOW
Forget history – at El Alamein, as in most other battles, a single thrust with all your troops is best.

KEEP IT TIGHT, PEOPLE
This small column still retains its cohesiveness. Note that the AA unit doubles as flank protection while still keeping aircraft at bay.
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“PC game of the year.”
— MSNBC.com

“Homeworld is an epic – epic in its story, graphics and presentation. This homerun ball has yet to land.”
— CNN.com

Score: 9 out of 10
“A groundbreaking title that you simply must own.”
— CNET Gamecenter.com

Score: 92%
“Where C&C2 failed, Homeworld stuns. Where other games relied on contrived formula, Homeworld manages to shine above the crowd.”
— Gameover.com

Score: 9.5 out of 10
“Relic not only tackled space, but may have just changed strategy games forever. Welcome to the best game of the year.”
— IGN.com

Score: 5 out of 5
“Listen close because I'm not going to hesitate in the least when I say Homeworld is the best game of the year.”
— Checkout.com

IN STORES NOW

HOMEWORLD
3D REAL-TIME STRATEGY
**MDK 2**
"Visually the game is quite stunning; the lighting and shadow effects are the most impressive features."

**Final Fantasy VIII**
"Amazing plot and character development; great cinematics; good battle engine."

**Majesty**
"Majesty/TA is a unique sim putting you in the crushed velvet hotseat of your own kingdom."

**Soldier of Fortune**
"Plunge into the secret and deadly world of the modern-day gun-for-hire in Soldier of Fortune."

**Gun Ship**
"This is one of the most immersive games about modern combat in years."

**1602 A.D.**
"Discover islands, build roads and houses, trade with the native, conquer an empire—the age of discovery is upon us."

**Star Trek New Worlds**
"It's time to leave the voidness of space behind and play out your destiny in the biggest land battle."

**Boardeer Zone**
"Boarder Zone is definitely the most realistic snowboarding video game of its generation."

**Risk II**
"Risk II includes virtually every rule variation and a brand-new "simultaneous move" mode that's an exciting new way to play the game."

**Evolva**
"Combine equal parts genetic engineering, third-person action and overhead strategic/tactical gameplay and this is what you get."

**Nex**
"Character balance is well-done, what is even better are the spell traps and combinations."

**Southpaw**
"Southpaw is a new 3D classic fantasy adventure RPG in the true sense of the words."

**Diablo II**
"Explore the world of Diablo II, journey across distant lands, fight new villains, discover new treasures and uncover ancient mysteries."

**Oui**
"Lara Croft may have opened the door for the third-person perspective action game, but Konoko, Ono's heroine, could lead the charge."

**Giants**
"Giants is a 3D real-time strategy game that takes place on planet consisting of 50 separate Islands."

**Dark Reign 2**
"Dark Reign 2 will introduce new strategic elements, incredible graphics, new RTS enhancements and spectacular multiplayer gameplay."

**Vanarloo: The Masquerade**
"Based on the popular tabletop role-playing game, the PC version of Vampire: The Masquerade offers fans of the series a true translation."

**Urban Chaos**
"Crooks, thieves, terrorists and violent cults lurk around every corner. It is up to you to enter into the tattered remains of this city and bring order."

**Phineas Ford Special**
"The next epic RPG from the people who brought you Fallout 2 and Baldur's Gate."

**Die Hard Trilogy 2**
"Try to beat the odds as you match wits with the meanest, smartest villains in the most explosive adventure John McClane has ever faced."

**KISS: Psycho Circus**
"This upcoming title from Gathering of Developers inspired by the KISS legacy, conceived by the imagination of Todd McFarlane."

**Heavy Metal F.A.K.K. 2**
"Heavy Metal F.A.K.K.2 will blow your mind with its immersive story line and special FX."

**The Sino**
"From Will Wright, the creator of SimCity, comes a new strategy game that hits close to home. It's up to you to decide...their fate is in your hands."

**NASCAR 2000**
"Take your favorite NASCAR cars and stars and let it rip with fender-to-fender racing action."

**Amen**
"Begin the most dangerous adventure of Bishop Six's life, as he slowly uncovers the horrible truth behind this strange affliction."

**Team Fortress 2: Brotherhood of Arms**
"If you're ready for the challenge of true team-based online action, you'll find it in Team Fortress 2: Brotherhood of Arms."

**Metal Fatigue**
"If you're a real-time strategy gamer and this news only gets you vaguely interested in Metal Fatigue, there is something wrong with you."

**Tribal Play 2001**
"EA Sports' award-winning Triple Play Baseball™ series is back for another big season."

**Command & Conquer: Firestorm**
"Kane is Dead and a new enemy has emerged. You've played the biggest game of 1999, it's time to experience more."

**Duke Nukem Forever**
"Duke fans, sign on up, this game is amazing."

**Twist Drive Cycles**
"Put on your leather and helmet (where the law requires), and get ready for the ultimate cycle challenge."

**Test Drive Le Mans**
"The ultimate driving challenge. And if you feel like staying up all night, there's a 24-hour challenge packed in."

**MegaWarrior 3: Expansion Pack**
"It's the best of the best against a race of genetically perfected warriors."

**Sim Themepark**
"The Theme park is back in town and the kids are clamoring at the gates. The only thing is you haven't built it yet."

**Bf1 Flying Fortress**
"The Bf1 Flying Fortress, alongside the legendary Avro Lancaster, was the ultimate bomber in WWII."

**Hired Guns**
"A futuristic, first-person 3D shooter set in a slick, neon-washed cyberpunk world."

**UGOdirect.com™**
**More Games For Less**
**The Hottest Pre-Orders**
FEBRUARY REVIEWS

This month's review section is our biggest in what seems like eons, with a hefty 32 games going under the CGW microscope. There are a lot of really good games in that group; two 5-stars, six 4.5-stars, and four 4-stars, plus a couple huge disappointments. UNREAL TOURNAMENT has led us addicted like crackheads on payday, while NOCTURNE and HALF-LIFE: OPPOSING FORCE have left us fairly cold. The highlight of the month has to be watching little kids dive in SIM THEME PARK. Yes, we're easily amused.

CGW EDITORS' CHOICE GAMES IN RED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age of Wonders</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axis &amp; Allies: Iron Blitz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Force 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomacy</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFA 2000</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flanker 2.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Unlimited 3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Theft Auto 2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-Life: Opposing Force</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Jones &amp; the Infernal Machine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstate '82</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane's USAF</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Links LS 2000</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Flight Simulater 2000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mig Alley</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napoleon 1813</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA Live 2000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL Blitz 2K</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nocturne</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP: Art of War II: Flashpoint Kosovo</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandora's Box</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panzer Elite</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharaoh</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenant</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sid Meier's Antietam!</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silber</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sim Theme Park</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave Zero</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec Ops 2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreal Tournament</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultima Ascension</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel Of Time</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

"...what they've done is make a perfect tribute to the 1980's: a mechanical, soulless product, with more of an eye on making a buck than on having a good time."

Jeff Green, reviewing INTERSTATE '82.

SPOTLIGHT REVIEW: UNREAL TOURNAMENT

HOW DO WE RATE?

We Review Only Finished Games—No Betas, No Patches.

Outstanding: The rare game that gets it all right. A must-play experience.

Very Good: Worthily of your time and money, but there are drawbacks.

Average: Either an ambitious design with major flaws, or just vanilla.

Weak: Seriously lacking in play value, poorly conceived, or just another clone.

Abysmal: The rare game that gets it all wrong. Pathetic. Coaster material.
UNREAL Finds Its Soul in Blistering Multiplayer Action

Real Redemption

I used to refer to the original UNREAL as "Myst with guns." While it was perhaps the most beautiful game out there at the time, the UNREAL world felt empty and soulless. I refer to the new UNREAL TOURNAMENT (UT) as "Street Fighter II with guns." That is, it's tournament-based; it has fast and furious gameplay, and there's a single-player component that, while competent, is really only there to prepare you for the multiplayer matches. My fearless prediction: Just as STREET FIGHTER II set the pace for arcade fighting games, so UT will direct the future development of the multiplayer shooter on the PC.

Playing With Yourself

The storyline is pure fluff material, of course. All you need to know is that deathmatching is now a sport, and you can win a trophy. You enter the deathmatch league, and then progress through an additional three leagues before winning it all in the Challenge league. At the start of each league is a tutorial that teaches you the basic concepts behind each game type. When you finish, you'll have earned a new character to play with, filled a nice trophy room, and have 41 matches under your belt. The matches start off small and slow, but the final Challenge league cranks up the speed to its max, and is as fast and furious as you're going to get in deathmatch without humans.

The computer-controlled bots that you can play with or against are a high point of UT. Epic's goal was to make playing with the bots seem like playing with human players online, and they got pretty close. At lower difficulty settings, they're complete pushovers, but dial them up to a setting like Masterful or above, and they start using weapons better, navigating the level more effectively, and dodging. Sometimes they display what seems like adaptive behavior; they once figured out my camping spot and flushed me out with indirect weapons. In team-based games, this is even more evident; bots will automatically assign themselves offensive and defensive roles, and even stage attacks on multiple fronts. The bots can auto-adjust their skill, so when you start feeling too confident (or ashamed) in your abilities, the game will shift settings to keep it competitive. Also, bots will pinch-hit for your team if a friend's bugs out of a multiplayer match, and will participate as team members in multiplayer games.

Pushing Things to Unreal Levels

The biggest improvement Epic has made over UNREAL is in the weapon department. Each weapon (yes, even the goofy

---

**CGW RATED**

**PROS**
- Excellent bot AI; five play modes; well-designed weapons, levels, and interface; better 3D and network performance; great overall feel and polish.

**CONS**
- Voice-command menu is cumbersome; unable to give commands to bot groups; character models are too similar; not enough maps for some game types.

---

**Requirements:** Pentium 233MHz, 32MB RAM, 600MB hard drive space. **Recommended Requirements:** Pentium 333MHz, 96MB RAM, Side-based 3D card.

3D Support: DirectX3D, Glide, VRGL. Multiplayer Support: LAN, Internet (2-16 players), one CD per player.

Publisher: GT Interactive • Developer: Epic Megagames • 550 • www.unrealtournament.com

ESRB Rating: Mature: animated blood, gore, and violence.
GREEN DEATH

Even the bots are tweakable when creating a game; here, I've made the Jeff Green bot. He likes the rocket launcher, he's not very good or accurate, and he likes to camp and jump a lot.

HAWE A NICE FRAY!

Epic maintains the fun, arcade-feel with weapon details such as this happy Flak Grenade.

A REALLY SMART BOMB

Each weapon has an alternate fire that adds some strategy, such as being able to guide the Redeemer tactical nuke right onto some poor goober's head.

Go Team, Go!

UT offers many more ways to play than just deathmatch. There are teamplay-based modes, such as the familiar CTF, Domination (a Capture-And-Hold scenario à la TRIBES or TEAM FORTRESS CLASSIC), and an all new game type, Assault. In an Assault game, one team pu-
"I LOVE THE SMELL OF MELTED PLASTIC IN THE MORNING."

ARMY MEN AIR TACTICS

BATTLE IN THE AIR, ON THE GROUND AND OVER SEA TO FOIL THE EVIL GENERAL PLASTRO'S PLANS TO TAKE OVER THE WORLD.

* Pilot 3 classes of helicopters in 20 high-flying missions featuring all new plastic-melting weapons
* Custom-designed multi-player maps for up to 4 players
* Put your skills to the test in your search for the way home

© 2000 The 3DO Company. All rights reserved. 3DO, Army Men, Air Tactics, Real Combat, Plastic Men, and their respective logos, are trademarks and/or service marks of The 3DO Company in the U.S. and other countries. All other trademarks belong to their respective owners.

3DO
www.armymen.com
FATBOY VS. SLIM: To add some spice to the game, Epic has bundled a few Mutators (UNREAL's mod system) right out of the box, such as the goofy "Fatboy," which makes the load player fatter and the trailing players progressively skinner.

TO HYPERSPACE: Some levels are truly inspired, such as this starship-in-hyperspace map where the exterior has different gravity rules than the interior.

FLAGGED FOR LIFE: Finishing the single-player portion requires you to go online and not completely suck. I'm the dashing robot who's racing to guard the flag here.

PACKING PURPLE POWER: UT is a bit slim on power-ups; besides health and armor, there's the Damage Amplifier (shown here), the Shieldbot, and Invisibility.

TAKE ME THERE: Hopping into a game is easy; just select a tab for what game type you want, then double-click. You don't even need GameSpy.

www.unrealtournament.net/forum/flash.html: The official UT message board from GT; Gun Bies Zielski, an Unreal Tournament designer, is one of the moderators.

www.planetunreal.com: The uber-site for all that is UNREAL.

www.unreal.epicgames.com: Epic's own tech site is a good resource for mod and map makers.

Sues objectives while the other defends, and then the two switch roles. The adrenaline rush of trash an underwater base or escaping a prison with your buddies in under a minute can exceed the head-spinning excitement of deathmatch scenarios.

For team games, both with or without bots, players can use the voice command menu. While there is no voice-support, gamers can pull up a menu with common sayings and orders to broadcast to your team. A nice bonus is that each saying is accompanied by an indication of your current location, eliminating all the "where?" questions whenever someone says "I need some backup!" Unfortunately, the menu is mouse-driven and it can be cumbersome to use in the heat of battle.

The key to a multiplayer game is the online play, and again, Epic has learned their lesson from UNREAL. The network code is much better, as lag becomes less of a problem, and there's hardly any packet loss (I've only seen the network packet icon three times in my two weeks of online playing). Even on servers with ping of 400 or above, the game was still as playable as QUAKE II under similar conditions. All in all, playing online maintains the pulse-pounding feel of the single-player mode. On top of that, all your matches — both online and solo — are logged, so you can take a look at your "career" and examine stats such as weapons used, frags-per-hour, and so forth.

UT uses a modified UNREAL engine, which means that Glide-based 3D accelerators have an advantage over others. Epic did work on their Direct3D code, though, so I was able to play the game comfortably at 800x600 resolution with 32-bit color-depth on a PIII-400 with 128MB of RAM and a TNT1 accelerator. The main problem with the engine is memory usage; Gamers with 64MB of RAM will want to use lower resolutions. Also, 3D sound tends to drop the frame rate, and the first few discs shipped had a goofy installation bug that wouldn't detect D3D cards, but that should be fixed by now. UNREAL graphics may not be the sheer visual marvel they used to be, but there are still moments where you have to sit back and admire the colored lighting and varied backgrounds.

Unperfections

There are a few flaws in UT, but they're all so negligible that it doesn't impact the overall feel of the game. While bot AI is great, it's still primarily path-based, so astute players can figure out the patterns of bots even at Godlike difficulty (bots can also be extremely easy sniper-bait in maps such as CTF-Facing Worlds). The character models look too much alike, with the exception of the purely robotic or uncleared-style skins, the characters pretty much blend in with each other. As mentioned earlier, the voice menu is too cumbersome to use in the heat of battle, and even with hotkeys, I would prefer both a quicker way to specify recipients of orders and a way to give commands to groups of players/bots rather than just to individuals. Also, while the game offers 50 maps, I would have liked more than seven Assault missions, since Assault is the best game-style in UT.

That UT includes a weapon called the Redeemer in entirely appropriate; UT has completely redeemed both Epic and the UNREAL franchise to action gamers. With the combination of great AI, depth and variety of gameplay, and accessibility both to newbies and the hardcore, UT has shot the pulse-pounding mayhem of multiplayer shooters to new heights. CGW
The Avatar Returns to a Beautiful, Broken Britannia

Premature Ascension

Another Ultima, another huge disappointment. Although it was in development for over five years, Ultima IX: Ascension has been prematurely released. Ascension went through a variety of controversial design changes since its original conception. During the game's extended production, its outspoken producer — and most of its original design team — departed from Origin, and the bulk of its development team was transferred for several months to work on its multiplayer sibling, Ultima Online.

Yet, in spite of the controversy that surrounded its creation, Ascension could have been a memorable game set in one of the most beautiful and immersive worlds ever seen in a computer game. Unfortunately, the premature release of Ascension is a disappointing final chapter in gaming's best known series, laden by unoptimized code and other extensive technical problems. The plot involves the Avatar returning to Britannia to stop his arch nemesis, the Guardian, from corrupting and then destroying the world. The Avatar quickly learns that he'll be unable to ever return to Britannia, so he needs to find a way of permanently resolving the world's problems. The plot has some twists, but it isn't as deep as its heavy premise might suggest, and it's fairly derivative of previous Ultimas.

Ultima fans should be pleased that a number of key characters, items, and locations return, but this installment doesn't respect Ultima lore in a number of ways. There's a surprising amount of revisionism, and the inconsistencies are never adequately explained. Unlike Ultima VIII, however, Ascension doesn't completely abandon its roots, although the plot lacks the moral ambiguity of the best games in the series.

Britannia Does Not Rule

While previous Origin products pushed system requirements to new extremes, Ascension suffers from more fundamental problems. The game requires a 3D card and supports both Direct3D and Glide, but it runs very badly under Direct3D. As a result, even gamers with state-of-the-art systems equipped with TNT2 Ultras cards and tons of RAM will experience choppy gameplay.

The game plays better using Glide (and when you're exploring areas away from the main cities), but it never runs smoothly, and has memory leaks that gradually deteriorate performance. Since gameplay is slower-paced than in a pure action game, a slightly smooth frame rate is less of a prerequisite. But only patient, tolerant gamers possessing a Pentium III system stocked with a Voodoo 3 card and at least 128 MB of RAM will be satisfied with Ascension's current performance.

The game includes melodies from previous Ultimas, and quality music composed by George (Wing Commander) Olden. Unfortunately, there's a bug that causes one of Ultima's most repetitive tunes, "Rule Britannia," to be a silent, incessant, and stalker character through a variety of inappropriate areas. The interface is finicky at times, regularly delaying access to backpack items by constraining attempts to open them as decisions to move them. There are occasional 3D graphics errors as well, resulting in objects getting stuck inside walls or in mid-air.

Britannia the Beautiful

Ultima IX abandons the series' traditional isometric perspective in favor of a third-person view. It was a controversial move, but it generally works well, granting a detailed view of Britannia while maintaining the overall style of its predecessors. The world is exquisitely gorgeous, full of incredibly varied locations and some absolutely fantastic views. A variety of birds, insects, fish, and livestock realistically populate Britannia, and the game's day/night cycle is particularly well done. Unlike other 3D gaming worlds, Britannia is impressively interactive. Some series veterans will enjoy just thoroughly exploring the world, discovering all of the different objects and locations.

Britannia is smarter than in previous Ultimas, but the detailed environments are so full of unique landmarks that it still feels expansive, at least until you've explored it. The game is initially fairly linear, and rather than rewarding you for cleverly slipping your way into an unexpected area, you're more likely to encounter scripting errors. Most of
look like statues and aren’t triggered until you’re on top of them, sometimes literally. While certain monster animations are excellent, too many creatures barely move or prove to be incapable of navigating the terrain. If you attack monsters from a distance, you’ll usually be able to gleefully fling arrows into their skulls before they move an inch. Occasionally, I’d read sinister significance into a vulture’s circling overhead and conclude that some monster AI was fine, only to subsequently watch the vulture smash into a nearby cliff. Even the best AI in ASCENSION is only as good as the most basic AI in MIGHT AND MAGIC VII, which certainly didn’t do anything special; the AI at its worst is as bad as it gets.

Its technical flaws make ASCENSION a chore to play, which is truly unfortunate, since it provides the most visually detailed and immersive world yet featured in an RPG. Unlike ULTIMA VIII, ASCENSION doesn’t abandon the traditional strengths of the series. While some gamers may not appreciate the action-oriented gameplay and certain design decisions, there’s no doubt that ASCENSION has a story that focuses predominantly on the ULTIMA virtues and related lore.

The plot is somewhat revisionist, but does wrap up loose ends that gamers have waited half a decade to resolve.

Members of the development team have publicly stated that the game had a “non-movable” ship date, which is pretty disappointing considering that ULTIMA ONLINE was released in a similarly unpolished state. If Origin had taken the time to properly complete this game prior to release, it may well have been a worthwhile finale to the series. But they didn’t, and it’s not. CGW

--

FLY AWAY LITTLE DOGGIE... This wolf is having a bit of difficulty navigating the spiffy 3D-terrain.

RAID THE TOMB.... You can temporarily go to a first-person perspective to help you get a better view. There’s some TOMB RAIDER-esque sequences in the dungeons, although the action never gets too frantic.
From Start to Finish, SIM THEME PARK Is an E-Ticket Ride

Sim-ply Irresistible

Perhaps the only truly unpleasant thing about SIM THEME PARK is finding a way to distill the overwhelming sense of delight that permeates every facet of this game into one page of text.

Describing the game? That's not hard: You design and manage your own very individualized themed park. But capturing the magical sense of challenge, humor, and fun that blossoms in tandem with your budding park? That, my friend, is the daunting part.

Funny Business

At its heart, SIM THEME PARK is a business simulation. Success is measured in dollars earned, so you won't only set entrance gate prices but the prices of the souvenirs, costumes, and refreshments you sell as well. You can juggle the quality of goods you sell to increase your profit margin, but if you sell crap at high or even moderate prices, you can expect to anger your patrons; they'll buy less, fewer will visit your park, and before you know it EuroDisney will look packed by comparison. While vendor placement is key (put costume shops near the exits of your best rides for higher sales) you can also micromanage in other ways — for instance, loading your fries with salt to make your customers thirsty for the over-priced sodas you sell at a premium. Occasional challenges let you earn cash or golden tickets to unlock special rides.

You'll also have to juggle a full staff of janitors, researchers (for developing new rides and upgrading existing ones), wandering entertainers, security personnel, and mechanics. Fail to keep them happy and they'll strike. Fail to keep them efficient, and your rides will break down as your park degenerates into a lawless sea of unloved vomit.

And in a sense, that vomit is just the tip of a different iceberg. While many business sim games are dry, flavorless affairs, SIM THEME PARK wraps its capitalism in a cocoon of unmitigated goofiness. The big-headed kids wandering your park puke unabashedly, squeal in uncheckered delight, and are just flat-out adorable toddling around in the spaceman or jack o'lantern costumes they buy.

The game ships with four themes (Halloween, a fairyland, a jungle motif, and space) but as widely different as they are, they all share the same giddily cartoonish sensibility, be it the giant vampire-shaped balloon store, the juggling space alien entertainers, or the careening pumpkin bumper cars. As much as it is to watch the constant bustle of life from above as you manage your park, it's even better to hop into first-person mode and wander your park, taking time to ride the suspended roller coaster you just designed, or to hop aboard the spinning rocket ship.

Six Flags Over the Whole Damn World

And when you tire of your own parks, you can go online and visit parks made by people the world over. Ride their rides, check out their layout, and maybe steal an idea for your next coaster. If you really like a park, you can vote for it, since every city on the globe ranks its online parks. And if you're really enjoying your virtual vacation, snap a screenshot and send a postcard to a friend using the game's e-mail utility.

With everything SIM THEME PARK has going for it, its few problems are fairly inconsequential. The lure of building new things really helps drive gameplay, so once you've maxed out on researching the new, the motivation to continue drops off. Also, as cool as the roller coaster designer is, getting the track to loop back to the ride's exit can be incredibly confusing.

But you know what? I don't care. SIM THEME PARK offers more fun than ten other games combined. If you don't need to wipe out an enemy to have fun, this is a game any gamer would love.
In Stores Now!
The 1970 Plymouth Superbird.

It's your turn to drive the legend.

Race with the Best. Race with the Legends.

www.papy.com
Crack Your Bullwhip in LucasArts' INDIANA JONES AND THE INFERNAL MACHINE

Lara Who?

We've come a long way in the 18 years since they started making Indiana Jones games. When Atari was gearing up to adapt Raiders of the Lost Ark in 1982, they said their greatest challenge was making a realistic-looking bullwhip (this is from a company that thought a rectangle with a hat was a dead ringer for Harrison Ford). Fast-forward a decade or two and LucasArts has the bullwhip problem licked. If their Harrison Ford still looks a bit rectangular, so what? That gives them something to work on over the next 18 years.

Heaven knows, there's still room for improvement. INDIANA JONES AND THE INFERNAL MACHINE is easily the best game yet to feature

INDIANA JONES AND THE INFERNAL MACHINE
reviewed by Charles Ardai

Hollywood's favorite tomb raider, but that doesn't mean it's flawless—or anything close. This is one of those games where if you're not positioned just right, the computer won't let you pick up an object, open a door, or climb a ladder that's right next to you (it took me 15 minutes of trial and error to hang a bucket on a hook). There are a lot of jumping in the game, from pillar to pillar and ledge to ledge, and you should plan on plenty of slow saving and restoring to get you through these sequences intact. Saving and restoring is also the only way to get you past the instances where the game crashes completely—this happened to me four times.

Also in need of improvement is the story itself, which starts out pretty generic—(Indy hunts through the ruins of a temple in the Middle East), takes a turn for the better (Indy has to escape from a Russian ship where he is held captive; Indy befriends a Nubian boy in the desert; Indy races through King Solomon's mines in a mine car), and ends with a trippy sci-fi sequence (Indy fights a giant robot and chases a demon through the Aetherium, an alternate dimension that looks like the inside of M.C. Escher's computer). Except when it springs to life in the middle segment, the dialogue is flat and out of character—Indy and Sophia Hapgood (whom gamers will remember as the female lead from INDIANA JONES AND THE FATE OF ATLANTIS) ignite no sparks.

The Third Dimension

So in what sense is this the best Indiana Jones game ever? It's simple: This is the first game to actually put you into the man's boots and under his fedora. Granted, it's a third-person game of the TOMB RAIDER variety, not a first-person DOOM clone, but you really feel like you're there with the man. The environment is so immersive that by reflex I kept craning my neck to see

PLOT POINTS The story is told with cut-scenes rendered within the game engine. They're great when they work, but too many story moments just fall flat.

 Requirements: Pentium 200MHz, 32MB RAM, 59MB hard drive space, 3D accelerator required. Recommended Requirements: Pentium II, 64MB RAM

3D Support: DirectX Multiplayer Support: None

Publisher/Developer: LucasArts • 340 • www.lucasarts.com • ESRB Rating: Teen, animated blood and violence.
A REAL SWINGER
Sure Indy jumps, climbs, and fights just like Lara Croft, but the coolness factor of using his famous bullwhip shouldn't be underestimated – it elevates portions of the game above the usual TOMB RAIDER fare.

GLOBETROTTER
Egypt, Tibet... it just wouldn't be Indiana Jones without a lot of exotic locales.

around corners and over obstacles. The music, which combines familiar John Williams themes with original material by Clint Bajakian, is extremely effective in creating its mood of danger and awe. And, by God, they got that bullwhip right – the thrill of using it to swing across pits or disarm enemies doesn't wear off, even after you've been doing it for hours.

The character graphics are blockier than they need to be – when Indy shakes hands with a CIA agent it looks like two beer steins clinking – but the variety of photogenic settings makes up for it. Your globetrotting quest for machinery stolen out of the wreckage of the Tower of Babel takes you to the mountains of Tibet, the clear waters of the South Pacific, and the sands of Egypt, as well as into the usually distinct temples of several civilizations. Indiana Jones fans have the thrill of recreating not only the mine car race but also the riveting sequence from Temple of Doom, as well as numerous traps reminiscent of the first movie – including the giant rolling boulders.

While the story could be stronger, it does have its moments. Since the tale is set in 1947, on the cusp of the Cold War, your foes throughout are Stalin's soldiers rather than Hitler's (expect plenty of shouted Russian exclamations in place of the conventional "Achtung!"). The sequence on the Russian ship is outstanding, not so much because of the puzzles it contains as because of the variety it adds, making the whole enterprise feel less like a climbing/jumping game set in a gameboard world of blocks, ramps, and ledges than a real Indiana Jones movie.

When you get to Egypt and find an unchained mummy in a mineshaft, whispering "I don't like hyenas," it's a genuinely affecting moment. And when you reward him for an errand with a dead explorer's pocket watch and his eyes light up ("Now I own a machine! I am going to be an industrialist!"), the game momentarily achieves a depth of characterization and sell awareness that even the movies lacked.

But the moment doesn't last, and by the time writer Hal Barwood has sent you scurrying into a floating neverland out of William Gibson's subconscious, you realize it isn't inspiration so much as expiration. By the end, he's used up every possible climate and every device from the movies, and all that's left is a pyrotechnic last-ditch eruption meant to bring things to a climax, like when all the members of an orchestra play at once to finish off a symphony. It doesn't really work here, not least of all because the big battle with the demon Marduk takes forever (you've got to aim a mirror just right to bounce his fireballs back at him, and you've got to do this not once but five times). It gets all the worst aspects of the game: overly fussy controls, lots of saving and restoring, a difficult action you've got to do over and over, and a fundamental misunderstanding of what does and doesn't fit in the world of Indiana Jones.

Fortunately, scenes like this one are in the minority. Most of what the game contains does fit and, hell, you get used to the controls. For a certain generation of gamers – who have had their Star Wars fantasies fulfilled for years but never their Indiana Jones fantasies – playing even this imperfect specimen of a game will feel like finding a great treasure.
Somewhere behind enemy lines, the U.S. Army's most elite soldiers stand ready for action. They're trained, skilled and courageous beyond imagination. They're the Green Berets.

Spec Ops II: Green Berets drops you into the world of this uncommon breed of soldier. A world where instinct and action are the only ways to survive. Where you eliminate the enemy with a prototype OICW shoulder rifle one minute—and with your bare hands the next.

Created with the help of the Army's First Special Forces Group and built by the team that invented the commando-shooter genre, Spec Ops II is as real as it gets. From weapons to missions, every detail is designed to create the most intense combat of your life.
the Green Berets.

They're already there.

SPEC OPS II: GREEN BERETS

> LAN or Internet multiplayer for up to 16 players.
> Higher polygon models for extreme realism.
> More buddies and smarter buddy AI.
> An even greater selection of actual weapons.
> Multi-storied interior and vast exterior spaces.

Download your FREE demo at www.ripcordgames.com

©1999 Ripcord Games. All rights reserved. Ripcord Games and the Ripcord logo and icon are trademarks of Ripcord Games, LLC. Zombie is a trademark of Zombie, LLC. The rating icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. All other trademarks are properties of their respective owners.
**HEAD to HEAD REVIEW**

**DELTA FORCE 2 and SPEC OPS II: GREEN BERETS**
reviewed by Brett Todd

Tom Clancy and ROGUE SPEAR Have Nothing To Fear From These Tactical Sim Sequels

**CGW RATED**

**DELTA FORCE 2**

**PROS**
- Good mission design and tense action; solid multiplayer mode.

**CONS**
- Extremely poor visuals; sound effects non-existent; doesn't support 16-bit video cards in accelerated mode.

**SPEC OPS II**

**PROS**
- Real-world locations and plausible missions; detailed visuals; authentic sound.

**CONS**
- Vague mission objectives; no map, once you hit the ground; no military strategy required.

---

**ALL CLEAR...WHOOPS!** Thanks to the muddy visuals, this sort of thing happens a lot in DELTA FORCE 2. Even the world's finest soldiers would have a tough time picking enemy snipers out of blocky cover like this.

---

**Threat Eliminated**

In the follow-the-leader world of computer gaming, it only takes one successful innovation to start a craze. Ever since Red Storm Entertainment published RAINBOW SIX and proved that tactical combat simulations could sell, game developers have been falling all over themselves to jump on the bandwagon.

Well, the bandwagon has come around again, heaped high with sequels. Once again following in the footsteps of Red Storm and its worthy successor ROGUE SPEAR, are NovaLogic's DELTA FORCE 2 and Ripcord Games' SPEC OPS II: GREEN BERETS. Tom Clancy should be able to sleep nights — neither come close to ROGUE SPEAR. The more action-oriented DELTA FORCE 2 collapses under the weight of awful graphics and questionable design decisions. SPEC OPS II is more successful, but comes up short in strategy, playing more like a really good military mod for an existent first-person shooter than as a game in its own right.

**Head Shot**

DELTA FORCE 2 (DF2) isn't a tough game to summarize, with a number of adjectives coming to mind. Words like interesting, exciting, challenging — oh, and unplayable. Can't forget that one. You see, while a great deal of the basic game design here should lead to some enjoyable gameplay, NovaLogic's abysmal Voxel Space 32 engine graphics turn virtually every mission into an eye-straining pixel hunt. Big, blocky voxels instead of sharp little polygons may be great for creating lush terrain, but they're lousy for just about anything else.

Further, since voxels can't be accelerated via graphics hardware, today's fancy video cards are unable to help. DF2's accelerated mode tops out at a crude-looking 640x480, and only helps render background elements such as radar installations, SCUD launchers, and buildings. Higher resolutions are available in software mode, but I found even 640x480 resolution to be an unplayable slide show, and this on a PII 450 with 128MB of RAM running a TNT 2 Ultra.

SPEC OPS II (SO2), on the other hand, looks very good, particularly at higher resolutions in 32-bit color mode. The visuals are still more JEDI KNIGHT than ROGUE SPEAR, but they're miles above DELTA FORCE 2. Settings look very realistic, and truly evoke just about every environment on earth. I particularly like the jungles of Thailand and the industrial complexes of Germany. There is one bizarre design choice here in that you have to choose a display adapter and resolution each time a mission is started. This does nothing more than add a mouse-click, but it's strange that the
IT AIN'T EASY BEING GREEN Night vision goggles bring the world of SPEC OPS II into clear focus. Expect to use them a lot, as even some of the indoor missions take place in darkened hallways and corridors.

GOTCHA! Perhaps the only major difference between SPEC OPS II and most first-person shooters is the importance of preventative sniping. If you get close enough to see the whites of their eyes, expect to restart the mission.

Mission spoilers are rather annoyingly obscure, though. In the quickies, you're given regions instead of countries and asked to fill in the blanks: that Central Asia stands for Chechnya, the Balkans for Kosovo, and so on. Campaigns are wholly fictional, taking place in Antarctica and China.

Just a Flesh Wound
Of the two games, SO2 is more successful in almost every way, even though it still falls well short of the standard set by ROGUE SPEAR. More of a military sim than the run and gun DELTA FORCE 2, most of SO2's missions have a first-person shooter feel to them. Part of this comes from the lack of solid objectives. Campaign intros are dramatic and fun to watch, but they're more movie-trailer than military briefing, with mission notes just a brief bullet-point. As a result, you tend to have little real idea about what you're supposed to do. There's also a useless overhead view for a map and an incredibly awkward waypoint system. To compensate, each mission is forced down an obvious path. The good news? There's rarely only one route to each destination, so it's virtually impossible to get lost. The bad? Missions play out like shooter levels, with the notable (and unrealistic) exception of being unable to move and fire your weapon at the same time. To blur the lines further, enemy weapons and ammo can be picked up, and you'll occasionally run across hidden items. No health packs or BFGs, though.

SO2 multiplayer looks like it could be a lot of fun, with deathmatch, team, and King of the Hill modes, along with cooperative play through the game's single-player missions. Unfortunately, I was unable to hook up with enough fellow players on the SPEC OPS II server to give it a proper whirl. The game had just a few hours when I made my attempts, however, so your experience may vary. On the other hand, DF2's lone high-light is multiplayer. Online play on the NovaWorld server can be a real blast, with up to 30 players taking part in games ranging from traditional deathmatch to cooperative and Capture the Flag. Of course, since the same basic engine problems show up here as well, the fun is mitigated by a fair bit of frustration.

NO, AFTER YOU... SPEC OPS II's large team missions are the best, since you can use your buddies as cannon fodder. If the point man gets hit, just switch off and try your luck again.

EIGHT MILES HIGH One of the few cool twists in solo DELTA FORCE 2 play is the occasional parachute drop into enemy territory. Unfortunately, a bird's-eye view of the terrain doesn't make things any clearer.

So Who Wins the War?
If you buy just one tactical sim this year, it shouldn't be either of these; neither can hold an M4 to ROGUE SPEAR or the original RAINBOW SIX, still the unquestioned leader for armchair commanders. While there are certain elements that might appeal to some gamers – the exciting multiplayer modes of DF 2, the unique "Green Berets do DOOM" feel of SPEC OPS II – the Tom Clancy-inspired titles outclass them every step of the way.
SID MEIER'S ANTIETAM! Slices A Page Right Out of The History Books

Fix Bayonets!

More American blood was shed on September 17th, 1862 than on any other day in U.S. history. In just under 12 hours, 23,000 men laid down their lives during the pivotal Battle of Antietam, when Lee's army of Northern Virginia clashed with forces from McClellan's army of the Potomac on the rolling countryside near Sharpsburg, Maryland. Several recent wargames have attempted to recreate this disastrous struggle to bring the Civil War to an end, but none have succeeded like SID MEIER'S ANTIETAM!

Firaxis used their award-winning GETTYSBURG! engine to recreate the Battle of Antietam, making changes that address the vagaries of the battlefield. To begin with, ANTIETAM! does a better job of modeling all of the units, going so far as to depict the uniforms each unit wore. Virtually every important unit is present and accounted for, from the Confederacy's Louisiana Tigers to the Union's Iron Brigade. While the Federals typically retain their distinctive "blue wall" façade, the Southern Army looks more like a collection of ragtags than a well-disciplined machine, reflecting the historical composition of the Confederacy's forces.

Eight types of artillery are now modeled, as opposed to just two in GETTYSBURG! Each side has a much better mix of cannon at its disposal, ranging from 32-pound howitzers to lightweight Parrott rifles. This means that players can now use their artillery as it was originally intended, whether for long-range counter-battery fire or for much shorter-range infantry support.

Other improvements include a set of revamped command bars; in the case of brigade commanders, this enables them to issue "fall back" and "retreat" orders to units taking heavy fire. Division and corps commanders can now "gather up" all of their subordinate artillery batteries that may be scattered around the map, then re-deploy them. Artillery can even be ordered to hold its fire until enemy units have closed to within canister range. And to make things clearer on the battlefield, damage markers have been added to show the firing effectiveness of each unit. Like GETTYSBURG!, ANTIETAM! includes loads of historical and "what-if" scenarios that cover every conceivable aspect of the conflict, from the skirmish in the East Woods to the fateful battle along the sunken road. Players can even re-fight the entire endeavor from start to finish if they're up to the task, something they were unable to do in GETTYSBURG!. Commanding the entire battle is a bit unmanageable — particularly at the height of the action — but, hey, that's what gamers claimed was lacking in the original game.

So how does it all hold up? Very well, I'm happy to report. Even at the lowest competency setting, the computer opponent is quite challenging, steadfast on the defense but just as determined on the attack — especially when it comes to seizing key objectives. In fact, the computer seems to be rather adept at rushing reinforcements to where they're needed the most, oftentimes snatching victory from the maw of defeat at the most crucial moment.

That said, Sid Meier and his Firaxis team have once again captured the tempo and ferocity of mid-19th Century warfare, ably portraying the field of battle during one of the darkest periods of American history. When it comes to tearing a page out of the history books, no one does it with as much elegance and accuracy as the gang at Firaxis.

STONEmALL JACKSON The command bars have been overhauled; with one click, brigade commanders can now issue "Retreat" and "Fall Back" orders to units under their command.

Requirements: Pentium 50MHz, 32MB RAM, 7MB hard drive space, 2x CD-ROM. Recommended Requirements: Pentium 166MHz, 4x CD-ROM, 7MB DirectX-capable video card. 3D Support: None Multiplayer Support: 2 players by modem or serial, 2-4 by LAN, playable through MSN Gaming Zone.

Publisher: Firaxis • $30 • www.firaxis.com • ESRB Rating: Everyone
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FINAL FANTASY VIII
NOW ON YOUR PC

download the demo at: www.ff8-pc.com
OPPOSING FORCE Tries Hard but Doesn't Measure Up

Half-Right

Change an integral part of any successful creative endeavor and it's bound to suffer. Just think of the Sid Meier-free CIVILIZATION: CALL TO POWER, the Planet of the Apes TV series, or Van Halen with (shudder!) Sammy Hagar. A similar challenge faced Gearbox Software: Make a game worthy of HALFLIFE without the original creative team behind it. OPPOSING FORCE is better than most single-player shooters, but while Gearbox had all the tools, the end result is like giving a good sculptor a slab of marble, a chisel, and Michelangelo's David as a template. He's not going to come close.

As Colonel Adrian Shepard, you are cast as one of the troops hunting down HALFLIFE hero Gordon Freeman. While OPPOSING FORCE's extended intro sets up this intriguing premise, it's dropped almost the second your character bails out of a helicopter and hits terra firma at the Black Mesa Research Facility. Your mission quickly becomes solely one of escape, with Freeman utterly forgotten but for a brief glimpse early in the game that only ensures you'll have no hope of interacting with him.

That disappointment would be easier to swallow if this rather brief game's action were up to HALFLIFE standards, but it isn't. While the game is still broken up into titled sub-chapters, none of them hold together the way they did in the original. Yes, you'll explore new parts of Black Mesa, like the alien observation areas and toxic waste facility, but your time in each location is brief. You never have the unique sense of place that was created in HALFLIFE: the frenzy of Surface Tension, the creeping menace of On a Rail, or the alien confusion of Xen. Instead of a game where every room and every corner brought something new and exciting, you charge through a series of environments packed with enemies both old and new — but nothing that makes you pause and whisper to yourself, "That was cool!"

HALFLIFE's sturdy AI remains, so the firefight are still challenging, especially when OPPOSING FORCE ups the ante by throwing live leaping assassins at you along with a handful of grunts. But that's about all of the core gameplay that remains. Gone are the episode dominating bosses that gave each chapter structure and tension; there are really only two bosses and they're a letdown. Bosses from HALFLIFE do pop up for Special Guest Appearances, but you don't really interact with them, and they only underscore how disappointing their replacements are.

There's an awful lot of puzzle-solving, especially difficult jumping puzzles made more daunting by surfaces that practically repel you, and by your tendency to get trapped on edges and in corners. Jumping puzzles are so prevalent that any time you get stuck in the game, you should immediately start looking for the nearest crate you can push to reach someplace higher.

OPPOSING FORCE does bring some new things to the game. You can climb ropes, use alien barnacles as grappling hooks, and new monsters — including packs of spike-shooting Pit Drones — make formidable, if uninspired, enemies. New weapons include a brutal SAW machine gun, an entirely new sniper rifle that replaces the cooler crossbow, and the Shock Roach — an electricity-spitting alien bug. The new weapons are kind of fun, but a lack of any real need to use them had me leaning primarily on the SAW and the MP5 throughout the game. New multiplayer maps created by a team of all-star level designers like Levelord provide some new death-dealing playgrounds.

In the end, OPPOSING FORCE is done in by simply not being able to reach the bar set so high by its predecessor. The gaming here is solid and better than most, but if you're itching for more HALFLIFE, you're going to have to wait for HALF-LIFE 2.
In 1941, Japan unveiled plans to bring the western Pacific under its control. Suddenly, the nations of the western Pacific faced the most dangerous enemy ever...men who considered it an honor to die in service of the Empire of the Rising Sun!

Raise the flag at Iwo Jima with TalonSoft's Rising Sun™!

- Platoon-level ground war in the Pacific
- 30+ Scenarios and 3 'Linked' campaigns
- Detailed terrain includes, rice paddies, coral reefs and dense jungles
GT Interactive Lets Greatness Slip Away

Cinderella

THE WHEEL OF TIME is a game that begs to be loved...at least initially. From the moment I entered the game, I found myself entranced by amazing visuals and wowed by the ambiance of the first few levels. "Robert Jordan's novels weren't this scary," I thought as I found myself jumping (and yelping).

But after I got through the beginning of the game, Cinderella-syndrome hit. THE WHEEL OF TIME hard. The magic wore off, and a game with infinite potential turned back into what it really is -- a typical, action-oriented fantasy/adventure game with typical, action-oriented fantasy/adventure devices, punctuated by the occasionally cool/unique/interesting level. Grab as much magic ammo as you can.

Learn from your deaths. Fight off a group of monsters. Heal yourself and replenish your magic ammo. Advance to the end of the level. Fight off the occasional big bad boss, or deal with some sort of monstrous challenge. Watch a cut scene. Repeat.

3D Graphics, 2D Story
THE WHEEL OF TIME's flimsy plot sounds like it comes straight from some kind of Microsoft Word macro generator gone mad. You play the role of Elayne Sedai, a reluctant heroine who finds herself in the middle of a traitorous plot to re-release the Dark One from his lockdown status by gathering the four Cuendilir Seals; the hero who originally imprisoned the Dark One stupidly left these lying around.
(Note to self: if you save the world, make sure you leave no powerful artifacts -- be they rings, spears, crystals, seals, or sporks -- lying around afterward.)

The game starts with a bang. An assassin breaks into your room in the White Tower and demands that you hand over one of the seals. When he realizes that you don't have any, he steals some weird, horn-looking artifact (one of the few mysteries in the game) from a hidden closet and escapes, setting the stage for your adventures.

The Tower helped the Assassin, your boss, a woman known as the Amrylin, sends you after the Assassin. I'll let you figure out the rest of the story. It won't take you long.

It's understandable why Legend, the game's designers, stuck to such a formula. Most fantasy novels keep retelling a similar tale. But why such shallow story development? Given the game's explosive and frightening opening sequences and levels as you chase the Assassin, I had hoped that we would all finally see a fantastic storyline that actually breaks new ground. Instead, the story progresses in the exact way you would imagine, with no twists, surprises, mysteries, or explanations.

Momentum Shift
To be fair, WHEEL OF TIME does create

LOVE THOSE LEMMINGS In one of the cooler levels of the game, you have to protect your kind from increasingly stronger waves of enemies. Allow five of your wounded sisters to die, and you lose.

THE WHEEL OF TIME
reviewed by George Jones

3D Graphics, 2D Story
THE WHEEL OF TIME's flimsy plot sounds like it comes straight from some kind of Microsoft Word macro generator gone mad. You play the role of Elayne Sedai, a reluctant heroine who finds herself in the middle of a traitorous plot to re-release the Dark One from his lockdown status by gathering the four Cuendilir Seals; the hero who originally imprisoned the Dark One stupidly left these lying around.

(Note to self: if you save the world, make sure you leave no powerful artifacts -- be they rings, spears, crystals, seals, or sporks -- lying around afterward.)

The game starts with a bang. An assassin breaks into your room in the White Tower and demands that you hand over one of the seals. When he realizes that you don't have any, he steals some weird, horn-looking artifact (one of the few mysteries in the game) from a hidden closet and escapes, setting the stage for your adventures.

The Tower helped the Assassin, your boss, a woman known as the Amrylin, sends you after the Assassin. I'll let you figure out the rest of the story. It won't take you long.

It's understandable why Legend, the game's designers, stuck to such a formula. Most fantasy novels keep retelling a similar tale. But why such shallow story development? Given the game's explosive and frightening opening sequences and levels as you chase the Assassin, I had hoped that we would all finally see a fantastic storyline that actually breaks new ground. Instead, the story progresses in the exact way you would imagine, with no twists, surprises, mysteries, or explanations.

Momentum Shift
To be fair, WHEEL OF TIME does create

TOWERS OF POWER

Although a straightforward deathmatch-style game exists, the real multiplayer action in WOT lies in The Citadel, which is similar to CTF, except the object of desire are Cuendilir Seals. The intriguing twist is that Citadel allows you (or the leader of your team) to actually go in and edit your environment; you can place traps, obstacles, and guards in your citadel. Theoretically, this is very cool, and can create some interesting skirmishes on the Citadel servers on the Net. The only problem we experienced is that WOT's weapon/TileAngreal system, which emphasizes crafty weapon combinations and slow-moving attacks, makes for a slower and less intense style of multiplayer than we like. This isn't necessarily a bad thing, but it is a marked shift from games like UNREAL TOURNAMENT and Quake III: Arena, which also feature computer-controlled bots.

CGW RATED

PROS
Beautiful graphics; occasionally stunning gameplay; cool multiplayer mode.

CONS
Shallow story for an epic game set in Robert Jordan's universe; uninspired level designs.

Momentum Shift
To be fair, WHEEL OF TIME does create

Requirements: Pentium 200MHz, 32MB RAM, 500MB hard drive space
Recommended Requirements: Pentium 233MHz, 54MB RAM
Direct3D and Glide

Multiplayer Support: 1-4 players via TFTP

Publisher: GT Interactive • Developer: Legend Entertainment • $50 • www.gtinteractive.com • ESRB Rating: Teen, animated blood and violence.
WHAT, NO MAGIC? Readers of Robert Jordan's books will be hummed — Elayne can't channel the One Power. But she can use Ter'angreal (spell icons at right) which function as offensive and defensive weapons.

NO SURPRISES HERE WOT's grand finale, wherein Elayne faces a critical decision, is entirely out of your hands.

UNREAL GRAPHICS Wheel of Time makes the most of the UNREAL engine with excellent weather and weapon effects.

...
"At Last... a Medieval
Tomb Raider..."

-Official U.S. PlayStation Magazine
Play It With a Vengeance.

The Legion of the Fallen is ravaging the lands, killing everything in their path. Only determination, lightning-fast reflexes, and an unquenchable thirst for revenge will save the lands of Ardon. Now is the time to fight with the fury of demons. Are you hero enough?

- Unique blend of action and role-playing
- Custom built state-of-the-art 3D accelerated engine
- Action-packed hand-to-hand combat with a wide variety of fearsome weapons
- Distinctive character development
- 3D devastating spells of awesome power
EA Scores Another One With This Year's FIFA

Goooooooolal!

FIFA 2000 is just the latest in a line of exceptional soccer titles from EA Sports. Soccer — or football, as it is known the world over — has always been a difficult sport for America to fathom. Partly because, as in other popular sports, it is the offense that puts people in the seats, but the defense that wins championships. In soccer, unfortunately, that leads to low-scoring affairs. The purist can appreciate the superior play in a titanic 0-0 battle, but for the casual fan, such a score is perceived as boring. This is not a spurious issue, because publishers are in the business of making entertaining games, not necessarily rigid simulations. Fun — with a dose of authenticity — is the name of the game, and EA does it better than anyone. FIFA 2000 is no exception and features a series of design decisions that are meant to enhance your overall gameplay experience.

First up this year is the addition of the Major League Soccer teams and their commentators. The 12 new teams are a welcome component to a product that traditionally contains numerous club teams from around the world. This year is no different with an emphasis on Europe and teams from such nations as England, Italy, Norway, Israel, and Turkey.

EA's presentation is second to none. An opening sequence highlighting the difference between the old classic teams and the modern cyber athlete is accompanied by a rollicking soundtrack. Player animation is very crisp, with motion capture used to its full advantage. There are also some nice little touches, such as your player sometimes tapping the ball to the ref at the end of the half. Sure it's a canned sequence, but it's done seamlessly.

The different game modes provide many options. The most detailed is season mode, in which you play an entire season as one team. Tournament mode allows you to set up various competitions; the league component of this mode is powerful enough that I used it to set up the schedule for my son's soccer league.

Once into the game, player control is very responsive. A variety of kicks, tackles, and headers are available via button presses and combinations. Your player has a yellow circle around his base with a red, yellow, or green arrow that points in a direction to indicate that there is a player to pass to, and your odds of the ball making it there. In addition, you can also try what is called a "through ball." This is played into open space for one of your players to run onto the ball. It's most effective against a very square defense.

One of the few criticisms that can be leveled at FIFA 2000 is that the trade feature and the overall management choices should have more depth. While understanding that this is an action sports title first and foremost, the ability to run your own team as well as controlling play would be most welcome.

From great gameplay to a myriad of options, FIFA 2000 has it all. At the end I am left only with a request for more — more regular teams, more classic teams, more management options, and the ability to play more than three seasons in Season mode. FIFA 2000 comes highly recommended.
SCREW YOU GUYS, I'M DRIVIN' HOME!

SOUTH PARK RALLY

HELLA-COOL RACING ACTION!

FACE OFF AGAINST CARTMAN, GRANDPA, SCUZZLEBUTT, STARVIN' MARVIN AND THE REST OF SOUTH PARK IN THE WILDEST, RAUNCHIEST ROAD RACE EVER.

WE'RE TALKIN' DOZENS OF INSANE VEHICLES AND SWEET CUSTOM SOUND-BITES!

www.acclaim.com

BREAK LIKE THE WIND WITH TERRANCE AND PHILLIP!

HENK IF YOU'RE PACKIN' PROJECTILE Vomit, EXPLOSIVE DIARRHEA, AND MORE SWEET PICK-UPS!

IT'S SUPER RACING FUN! THANKS FOR ASKING!

MAKE THE COMPETITION RESPECT YOUR AUTHOR-TAH WITH DOZENS OF OUTRAGEOUS VEHICLES!
PANZER ELITE Is a Marvel of Fine German Engineering

Hell on Wheels

After seeing so many dismal simulations of WWII tank combat, I was beginning to wonder if anyone was capable of making a good one. But someone finally has: Wings Simulations, with the help of Psygnosis, has proven that when it comes to waging war, no one does it better than the Germans.

To borrow a popular adage, PANZER ELITE is a marvel of German engineering. For starters, it's the first WWII ground-combat simulation to effectively incorporate infantry. Though the troopers are stiff and cartoon-like, their presence on the battlefield deepens the simulation and helps elevate PANZER ELITE to a level others have had trouble achieving.

The developers have done a remarkable job of modeling the most prominent armored vehicles and the different types of weaponry. You'll soon discover the inherent difficulties of firing on the run, especially on rough terrain. The developers went so far as to depict the ballistic properties of each type of shell.

The terrain looks great, although it has some shortcomings. Everything is exquisitely detailed, from the rolling hills of Sicily to the lush fields of the Norman countryside. Unfortunately, all of the foliage was created using 2D sprites, which look flat and pixelated up close. Not a major problem, but one that could have been solved given the current state of technology.

Engine Trouble

Like so many games these days, PANZER ELITE is somewhat unstable, occasionally crashing while loading the scouting report screen or even a mission. Fortunately, version 1.07—downloadable from the developer's website—cleans up some problems, including some of the speech and other sound-related conflicts currently plaguing the system.

Other problems can't be addressed with a simple patch. For instance, the manual fails to explain how to target the main gun or plot artillery. In addition, the designers could have spent more time improving both the mission briefings and after-action report phases. As it stands now, some of the English dialogue sounds amateurish, which is unfortunate considering the effort that went into other facets of the game.

What's most disappointing, though, is the fact that you can't switch vehicles in your platoon. If your tank is destroyed in combat—which occurs with alarming frequency—there's no way to continue the mission. From a gameplay standpoint, this is an inexcusable faux pas, especially when you consider that many of the missions can take an hour or more to play. I'm also surprised that the designers chose a scripted-campaign structure instead of a more dynamic system. Given the nature of ground warfare, and wealth of historical evidence to draw upon, it would've been more interesting to fight a series of shorter engagements where the player influenced the course of the campaign.

Despite these problems, PANZER ELITE is a highly immersive armored warfare sim that vividly recreates some of the most brutal battles of the war. It's not the game it could have been, but it's still the most realistic and challenging WWII tank sim you can buy.
Latest Jane's Sim Has Everything but a Kitchen Sink (Unless We Haven't Found It Yet)

**Aim High**

Ever wonder what it was like to fly the stealth fighter at night over Baghdad during Desert Storm? How about how tough it might have been to rescue a downed pilot during the Vietnam conflict? Imagine yourself saving the President's plane from hostile MiGs, just like in the movie *Air Force One*. While you're at it, you might as well throw in a precision lead strike against an atomic reactor's control center - within the United States, no less - using only your guns. If this blend of historical and hypothetical air combat is your idea of a good time, then let me introduce you to your new friend, JANE'S USAF.

USAF is developer Pixel Multimedia's second foray into the world of combat flight simulation. Their debut release of last year's *ISRAELI AIR FORCE* was often criticized for its ugly graphics engine, especially in regard to the terrain's awful "shimmering" effect. Pixel got the hint, because USAF proudly boasts one of the most stunning graphics engines ever seen. In fact, USAF is essentially IAF Plus - and training missions are excellent and have quickly become a standard feature in a simulation bearing the Jane's label. Once you have passed a sufficient number of these training missions, the famous "Red Flag" scenarios become available so that you can test what you've learned.

**NO JOY IN YOUR STICK?**

The biggest complaint among early players of USAF was difficulty controlling the aircraft. Some players experienced extremely sensitive input from their joysticks, resulting in excessive "bobbing." Others found that the roll rates were overestimated, making simple bank turns practically impossible. And some, of course, were not having any trouble whatsoever. Hopefully Pixel will address these matters, but in the meantime there are some things that might help you get by. Some have claimed setting the graphics to 32-bit color eliminated their problems, so give that a shot if your video card supports it. Also, make sure to go easy on the joystick. I mean, really easy. If you want to roll 90 degrees, an ever-so-slight tilt will suffice. If you find yourself bobbing more than you care to, you might try some gentle taps with the "trim" controls ([PG UP] and [PG DN]). It won't eliminate any excessive oscillation, but it will help with minor pitch issues. There's also an included "joystick.exe" utility that can adjust your pitch, roll, and yaw. The default is set to a linear progression, but you might want to change it to something more parabolic. The problem with this utility is finding a single setting that works for all planes. You might make the F-16 or F-22 more manageable, but end up turning that A-10 from a warthog to a slug.

**JANE'S USAF**

reviewed by Gordon Berg

that's a good thing. For example, both offer a variety of planes that span a few decades of deployment in a specific air force. Both offer the same two types of campaign structures. Both have the same multiplayer feature set. Both handle avionics in the same fashion, and both shamelessly endorse a style of play that practically forces the player to control most of the friendly aircraft at any given moment during a mission. The “Plus” comes from a year's worth of improvement by way of USAF taking the IAF template to greater heights. In addition to the improved graphics, USAF also offers a mission recorder (yeah), a built-in voice command interface, and a resource-tracking component within the "future" campaign scenarios. Use up all of your ever-important AMRAAM missiles? You'll need to successfully complete a resupply mission if you want more. There's even a pilot career-mode that embarrassingly keeps track of just about everything you do within the sim itself. USAF allows you to upload your pilot's stats to the Jane's "Kill & Compare" webpage. You won't find my listing up there any time soon, thank you very much.

Until Kosmail's upcoming AIR WARRIOR: VIETNAM makes its debut, USAF is the only 3D-accelerated sim on the market that will take you back to that storied conflict and let you fly either the F-105 "Thunder" or the Phantom II F-4E. Those of you bummied out by the cancellation of JANE'S A-10 can find some solace here; you can strafe tank after tank in the "Warthog" over Iraq (or even Colorado, if all planes). Although none of the four included campaigns are dynamic in nature, USAF takes full advantage of its prescripted missions, often revolving around new goals, pitfalls, or problems mid-flight. While the campaigns themselves are a bit on the short side in total number of missions flown, they can be very puzzle-like in nature and therefore require a few repeated attempts. And for those of you so inclined, you can make your own potential mishaps with the included mission editors.

**CGW RATED**

**PROS**

- Fantastic terrain;
- many classic airplanes;
- excellent training;
- solid multiplayer.

**CONS**

- Overly-sensitive joystick input;
- graphics scale poorly on lesser systems;
- some sound problems.

**Requirements:** Pentium 200MHzX with 64 MB RAM or Pentium 266 with 32 MB RAM, Windows 95/98/Me, 40MB hard drive space, 16X 1MB Sound card, 4X CD-ROM. Next-generation 3D accelerator capable of 32-bit graphics.

**3D Support:** 60MHz 3D Accelerator.

**Software:** Windows 95/98.

**Publisher:** Electronic Arts

**Developer:** Pixel Multimedia

**Price:** $40

**www.janes ea.com/usaf/ **ESRB Rating: Everyone
LOCK 'EM UP The Paddock view is really great in USAF. Notice the nice reflections on the canopy.

VEGAS! Do you think there's valet parking at the Luxor for my F-22?

'PALM SUNDAY' Cause it sticks to kids!

BUDDY SYSTEM Your wingmen may not be the brightest streetlights on the block, but they'll always stick real close.

HERE'S SNORTING AT YOU KID It's ugly, mean, built like a titanium bathtub, and we love it! Since JANES A-10 wound up in the round file, USAF is your best bet for Warthog action.

HOMEWORK The mission planning and tactical map screens are beautifully designed here we see the front lines in the Red Crown scenario, over Nellis AFB and the Colorado River.

PHUN WITH PHANTOMS It's great to finally have a decent simulation of this venerable workhorse of the Vietnam era.

If you prefer to focus mid-flight on one plane rather than on several, you might want to look elsewhere. Like USN before it, USAF adopts an extreme hands-on approach when it comes to achieving mission success. In fact, both the mission tips as well as the manual strongly encourage this. If you want to succeed, you'll often find yourself shifting back and forth between cockpits to help your planes suppress air defenses, fly escort, or drop bombs. The friendly AI rarely succeeds when left to its own devices, practically eliminating the option to fly throughout any given mission in just one aircraft, while the enemy AI is extremely competent when set to expert. Is it an intentional design decision on Pixel's part — to "encourage" the player to fly every aircraft and liven up the gameplay, or a clever means of getting around some deficient programming? Either way, it makes for some intense and exciting hands-on action, and there's never a dull moment.

Most survey simulations are often synonymous with compromise, and USAF is no different. The time normally devoted to the creation of a single-plane study simulation gets spread out among several aircraft instead. As a result, the flight models aren't as exact as they could be, nor will you find any avionics that vary from one plane to the next — they all work the same way, regardless of the plane's era. This is not to say USAF won't be of interest to the hardcore enthusiast — far from it. Set the game to its most difficult and realistic of levels, and see if you aren't challenged. Or, give yourself a break from FALCON 4.0 or FLANKER 2.0 and actually evade a missile for once. Nonetheless, USAF should be considered a medium-level simulation with a strong emphasis on helping out the novice player. Like USN before it, USAF has the ability to educate and encourage a whole new generation of flight-sim fanatics, because it captures the one ingredient so rarely found in many of today's simulations: It's fun.

Cool Links

www.wingtech.net/usaf/index.htm Good place to go for all things USAF.

www.falcon2.net Well-established Jane's fan site.

www.wargamer.com/janesfan Wilson's good Jane's fan site.

THE RUSSIAN BEAR IS STIRRING.

EASTERN EUROPE JUST WENT CODE RED.

STRAP INTO AN APACHE.

YOU’RE THE POINT MAN FOR WWIII.

Russian Nationalism is back with a vengeance. From the ashes of economic despair into the heart of former Soviet territories faster than a heat-seeking missile. Eastern Europe? Nothing less than the flashpoint for WWIII. Russian forces amassed on one side, NATO on the other. You? You’re about to deploy the most devastating weapon in the inventory of war: the helicopter gunship. Finesse, raw power, stealth and speed blended in a high-wire balancing act of exact proportions. In 21st Century War, the fate of the world can turn on one micro-engagement in the epicenter of the action. So fly low. And strike deep.

GUNSHIP!

ROCK THE BLOC

www.gunship.com

MICROPROSE

www.microprose.com
Jump into a state-of-the-art warbird and hit the ground gunning in a furnace of incendiary, cutting-edge action.

Taste the action from both sides in U.S., British, German and Russian gunships.

Rolling terrain for intense low altitude action: take cover behind trees, hills and ridges.

Mobilize in two hard-hitting modes: Instant-Action Target-Rich onslaught or Active World Campaign System overrun with military ground units.

All the white-knuckle crises of combat deployment that can only be found in WWII!

Fly the AH-64D Apache, Westland Apache, Eurocopter Tiger and Mil-28 Havoc.

› Stunning Graphics.
› Generate Unlimited Battles.
› Multi-player Missions.
› 85 Realistic Weapon Types.
› 114 Different Vehicle Types.
› Selectable Play Modes for the Pure Sim Fanatics and Action Addicts.
› Will connect with upcoming “Tank Platoon!” in the multi-player Airland Combat System.
Great Graphics Plus Shallow Gameplay Doesn't Add Up to Much

Less Than Zero

With innovative titles like Half-Life, System Shock 2, and Battlezone blurring the line between action, strategy, RPG, and adventure, the goal of "grip it and rip it" shooter concept seems to be running out of gas. And despite a great looking graphics engine and lots of stuff to blow up, Slave Zero treads (make that stomps) over very familiar ground that will enthrall old-school shooter fans, but leave them wanting after they rip through the game's scant 16 missions. And no multiplayer support means ZERO's replay value won't hold up.

ZERO does have some innovations: Instead of weaving an engaging story or character development into the action, the Slave ZERO team instead melded aspects of the Mech genre with run-and-gun action. The result is a simplified, Mech-like character, a 60-foot-tall giant robot with 3D-shooter mobility, seen from first- or third-person chase-cam perspectives. ZERO's Ecstasy Engine impressively renders a dense, futuristic, high-rising Tokyo, equal parts Blade Runner and comic book. But while the look and sound are convincing, ZERO's lack of a sufficiently involved storyline, challenging opponents, or innovative level design prevent the game from being a top-shelf title.

Chan, Get Your Gun

If you rooted for Godzilla as he pulverized Tokyo in film after cheesy film, then ZERO will appeal to your sensibilities. You are Chan, part of the robot band known as the Guardians, and you're fighting the nefarious SovKhan and his evil military-industrial empire. Equipped with a Slave unit and armed to the teeth, your mission is to fight the SovKhan's forces, battling your way into his lair where you'll have to face him down. The fairly cliched storyline is executed decently, and in-engine cut scenes provide the mission briefings. Your commanding officer's melodramatic female voice guides you along, and is reminiscent of a Flash Gordon movie. "The fate of the free world rests in your hands [again]!!!"

ZERO often feels like a rail shooter, because the missions are so linear, and the only way to defeat end bosses is to simply blow them to smithereens. Enemy AI is borderline nonexistent, and - if you don't enter their hot zones - pretty easy to pick off at a distance, since they don't really respond to a far-off attack.

Weapons come in three flavors: bullets, rockets, and energy. You can only carry three weapons at any time, and rockets are fired from your shoulder as a kind of secondary fire. Later on, you're given targeting systems that increase the rockets' accuracy, as well as beefier bullet and energy weapons.

Most of the levels are very horizontal in design. And while your Slave unit can jump pretty high, you don't have Mech-like jump jets for any real airborne mayhem. One mission, High Climb, has you jumping like a frog to ascend into the Upper City as you make your way to the final showdown. There's some variety of mission objectives (escort, defend, etc.), but most of them are simply kill, kill, kill.

There Can Be Only One

The final battle pits you against the SovKhan himself, where you learn the game's one predictable plot twist. The SovKhan is a big-assed and boss with a bajillion hit-points who finally gives up the ghost in grand fashion to end the game. With ZERO's very impressive graphics engine and sound, and its interesting initial concept, it had the potential of being one of the Great Ones. And if you're pining for an old-school blast-and-bang shooter, then this one will certainly entertain. But its overly linear and tedious gameplay, lack of multiplayer support, and the missing X factor keep this one from being all it might have been.

CGW

Requirements: Pentium 233MHz, 32MB RAM, DirectX 6 and OpenGL 3.0. Publisher: Infogrames • $40 • www.slavezero.com • ESRB Rating: Teen, animated blood and violence.
Beating the computer is one thing.
So you've spanked the computer a million times. Big deal. Why not take on some compete-and-destroy sports addict like yourself? Introducing five new EA SPORTS games that let you jump on your PC and play head-to-head action.
Crushing another human being’s ego is a whole other level of satisfaction.

to-head online. Slap in the game, get matched up with wannabes from all over the country and wipe your desktop with them. The gratification will be immeasurable.

EA SPORTS PC Games. The ultimate pickup court.

www.easports.com
COURAGE.  
STRENGTH.  
STRATEGY.  

You’ll need all three to win.

The award winning Close Combat real-time wargame series returns to action! Close Combat, Battle of the Bulge, Germany’s last desperate attempt to stave off defeat in WWII, offers you the thrill and excitement of the Close Combat series with explosive new levels of tactical engagement and detail.

It’s the winter of 1944 and WWII is in full swing. The Allied troops are exhausted and the German troops are ready to strike. The fate of the world rests in your hands as you command German or American troops in an intense battle filled with sneak attacks, stalwart defenders, spies and saboteurs. With courage, strategy, and nerves of steel, you’ll be the one to decide the outcome of WWII.

- New Campaign system allows movement of multiple battle groups on a strategic map of the Ardennes.
- Units may enter from different points on a battlemap based on their strategic movement.
- Through advanced AI, stress, fatigue and morale have a direct impact on your troops and they react accordingly.
- Campaigns give continuity from battle to battle; player’s tactical successes and failures have a direct impact on the battle’s outcome.
- Accurately depicts WWII platoon war using combined arms.
- Internet players can use online matching services to find opponents. *Internet access required.
- Command German or American troops.
- 2 players fight head-to-head in single battles, operations and campaigns.
- Strategic game battlemaker allows you to create your own Bulge campaigns.
- Allocate artillery and air assets (weather permitting) in the Campaign and then call in support during each battle based on those strategic choices.
- Battle maps based on actual aerial photography
- True line-of-sight and line-of-fire gameplay

©1990 TEC Multimedia Inc. and its affiliates and its licensors. All rights reserved. The SSI Logo is a registered trademark of TEC Multimedia Inc. ©1993-1999 Atomic Games, Inc. All Rights Reserved. MPlayer is a registered trademark and the MPlayer.com logo is a trademark of MPath Interactive. ©1997-1999, MPath Interactive, Inc. Windows is a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
AGE OF WONDERS Is Almost Fantasy Strategy Gaming at Its Finest

When Elves Attack!

Boy, do I love elves. High elves, wood elves, gray elves, half-elves, dark elves, Kobelmer elves, whatever — to me they all represent the most colorful, puissant elements of the refined Tolkien hash we call "High Fantasy." So imagine my horror when I learned that the campaign mode in AGE OF WONDERS (AOW) allows you to play as either the good elves, or — wait for it — the bad elves. Argh!

So my first pleasant surprise came when I read the backstory explaining why the Keepers (good elves) are fighting the Cult of Storms (bad elves) for control of the Valley of Wonders. I'm usually ready to blow off the "story" for most games, but AOW's is actually pretty good, sketching a detailed world with a long and believable history. Even the villains have logical motivations instead of the usual megalomaniacal schemes.

All Together Now
As for the game itself, it's turn-based strategy on the grand scale, with lots of vast armies, besieged castles, and cities razed to the ground. Comparisons to other games are a lazy reviewer's best crutch, but it's pretty clear here that the developers are paying homage to three great games even as they pillage them for ideas: the WARLORDS and HEROES OF MIGHT & MAGIC series, and Microprose's cult classic MASTER OF MAGIC. Hardly an element or idea here hasn't been swiped from one of these games. But while Triumph Studios isn't the first to patch together a game like this, the second pleasant surprise in AOW is that they have generally succeeded.

The whole in this caesa really is greater than the sum of its parts. While AOW resembles the HEROES series in its colorful background, array of special map structures, and gorgeous fairytale graphics, its guts are most heavily influenced by WARLORDS 3. As in that title, AOW scenarios are large, hex-based maps dotted with cities that serve as recruiting centers for your troops. You can't create new cities; you can only seize and upgrade various neutral towns and — as in WARLORDS — each hex can stack a strict maximum of eight units, eliminating the "Mega Stack" and making army composition a delicate balancing task.

When conflict rears its ugly but inevitable head, you can resolve it with a quick and abstract replay of the battle (dull, but good for obvious blowouts), or opt for the more detailed tactical combat. In an "homage" to MASTER OF MAGIC, the turn-based tactical combat occurs on a rather large isometric playing field that accurately represents the city or terrain in contention. One clever twist is the way you can get around the eight-unit limit on stacks: All units surrounding attacked hexes are automatically drawn into the combat, so you can end up with over 50 units in a battle.

Over 100 different units are all lovingly detailed with heaps of special abilities, ranging from the nymphs' power to seduce male humanoids to a basilisk's death gaze; from the poisoned darts of assassins to the boulder-hurling of giants. In city sieges, the use of heavy weapons like battering rams and catapults is mandatory unless you have creatures that can fly over, pass through, climb, or crush the defending walls.

I NEED A HERO
Heroes are your most important units, and can have their various skills and abilities customized to suit even the most finicky buyer.

PROS
Beautiful graphics; detailed tactical combat; awesome spells; heaps of cool units; deep and satisfying gameplay.

CONS
Bugs, bugs, bugs; a couple aggravating interface omissions.

CGW RATED

Requirements: Pentium 166MHz, 32MB RAM, 350MB hard drive space.

Recommended Requirements: Pentium II 200MHz.

Multiplier Support: TCP/IP, IPX, hotseat, email (2-12 players), one CD per player.

Publisher: Gathering of Developers; Developer: Triumph Studios; $50; www.ageofwonders.com

ESRB Rating: Everyone; animated blood, mild animated violence.
Strange Bedfellows

The robust diplomatic model requires a master diplomat to integrate more than a handful of races into a coherent nation. Elves and Orcs don't get along too well in garrisons, for example, and even in a more balanced empire you may find your troops rebelling if you commit violence against their race — burning enemy-controlled Hafling shires will displease your own Halfling troopers. You can change the population of towns to better suit your purposes, but even this must be carefully considered — expel Goblins from a captured city to make room for Lizardmen, and the Goblins become more hostile even as the Lizards are appreciative.

There are about 30 scenarios included, each playable from the vantage point of multiple races and difficulty levels, along with the dynamic campaign, which branches at various points as you decide just how evil or good you want to be. There are multiple possible endings for the campaign, including a fairly bleak pyrrhic victory for those fighting on the side of the Undead hordes. It's enough to keep one busy for a while, and a very polished and powerful map editor is also included, so you can expect user maps to start showing up shortly.

The downside? There are one or two interface tweaks from WARLORDS they forgot to copy, such as a way of automatically routing units in a build queue to your front-line cities. But more grievously, the initial release of AGE OF WONDERS is rife with bugs, ranging from the minor (occasional graphics glitches) to the major (frequent slowdowns due to sound problems) to the heart-stopping (frequent crashes and lockups). The developers — to their credit — appear to be working feverishly on fixing these problems, so there's a very good chance that by the time you read this the most egregious errors will be fixed.

Now, I hate bugs almost as much as elves — but AGE OF WONDERS has made me live with them both. This is one of those games I wish I could wait a month or so to finish rating, since my hunch is that, once patched, this could be a five-star title. Even as it currently stands, it's way, way above average, and anyone with even the slightest interest in turn-based strategy games owes it to themselves to check it out. CGW

**STRIKING OUT**

Magic effects are colorful and gorgeous, as in the flamboyant Holy Strike (left) and the Fire Strike (right).
PHARAOH Builds A Monument Atop CAESAR's Success

Jewel of the Nile

In need of an ego boost? There's really nothing like having a massive stone monument that'll last three or four thousand years built in your honor. Most of us -- not having access to unlimited funds or an army of slaves -- won't be able to accomplish this in real life, and will have to settle for the somewhat more limited gratification that comes from playing PHARAOH.

Fortunately, while the game probably won't immortalize your name forever or get your sarcophagus into the Smithsonian, it will provide you with many hours of electronic monument building and the narcissistic thrill that comes with it. Based on the successful CAESAR III system, PHARAOH puts you in charge of constructing and managing a series of cities in Ancient Egypt. As with CAESAR, you must attract citizens by supplying food, religious services, a healthy economy, and defense from a variety of military threats.

You must also, as you'd expect, build the massive monuments for which the Egyptian civilization is best known.

Gameplay in PHARAOH is very similar to CAESAR III, charging you with plopping down stonemasons, bazaars, temples, dentists, and housing along with dozens of other buildings as you build and nurture the micro-civilization that is each city. The unique challenges of creating a thriving city along the Nile River -- with its periodic floods and unique farming methods -- add new and interesting elements not present in CAESAR III. The construction of pyramids and other monuments like the Sphinx -- necessary for successful death and burial -- is the focus of most of the cities you'll build, especially after moving through the first few introductory scenarios.

PHARAOH follows your career through a number of different city types, presenting you with a variety of strategic challenges. You may find yourself defending an isolated but mineral rich outpost at one turn, then building a bustling trade center at the next. Also, you may find yourself dragged into a civil war, particularly if you don't keep up your relations with your fellow Egyptian cities and the imperial ruler.

The pyramids represent both a strength and a weakness in PHARAOH. On one hand, these enormous monuments sap your manpower, tax your economy, mess up your trading system (as not all materials will be readily available, and you're going to need a lot of everything to get even one pyramid built), and generally skew the way your city must be built. All of this provides for additional challenges, with a concrete sense of accomplishment when you finally get the damn thing built.

On the other hand, most of the scenarios where monument building is a key to victory follow the same path. First, you must get your city functioning effectively. This means providing food for everyone and generating a positive cash flow through trade and industry. Then you're ready to start building your monuments. Even with a healthy population and a lot of cash on hand, pyramid building can take a long, long time. But if you've built your city properly, you won't face many other challenges while you wait for your stonemasons and others to finish their masterwork. Monument construction tends to draw out the game for quite a while after you've addressed the primary challenges of a scenario.

While PHARAOH also contains some of the more irritating elements of the CAESAR III system -- such as randomly-wandering service providers, irrational traders, and a relatively constant need to micro-manage warehouses -- these tend to come off more as challenges to be overcome than flaws in the game itself. The Egyptian setting provides enough variety to make PHARAOH new and interesting, while the strong core game of CAESAR III remains intact.
Blaze & Blade
~Eternal Quest~

A ROLE-PLAYING FANTASY

Enter the Land of Foresia...

Where you can join in the adventures of four heroes who travel the land in search of fame and treasure.

Discover Foresia's intricate landscape with dangerous monsters and secret locations. Walk perilous paths into dark dungeons. Prepare for the unknown!
KANE IS DEAD
A NEW ENEMY
HAS EMERGED

You’ve played the biggest game of 1999, it’s time to experience MORE.

NEW GDI & NOD UNITS
NEW MULTIPLAYER MAPS
ALL NEW WORLD DOMINATION TOURNAMENTS
ENHANCED BATTLEFIELD RANDOMIZER
NEW UNIT UPGRADES
INDIGENOUS LIFE FORMS

COMMAND & CONQUER TIBERIAN SUN FIRESTORM EXPANSION PACK

for the inside scoop, www.westwood.com
Civil Aviation Shootout

The Great Waldo Pepper and The FAA Duel for Hangar Space on Your Hard Drive

Winging your market segment for 17 straight years has to be an ego-booster. It proves you know your customers and understand the need to continually update your product. Microsoft's FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2000 is the latest refresh of their franchise game, and the goal is to stay king of the hill. FLIGHT UNLIMITED III from Looking Glass Studios is the premier competitor, and as the name suggests is also a revision. The average Joe won't have the money or drive space for both, so it's time to wring these babies out and see which one deserves your hangar.

Flight Model Marketing Magic

It's a rare flight simulation that doesn't claim realistic flight models, and these two make the standard boasts. Both programs provide similar basic plane sets with single-engine aircraft, a WWI fighter, a glider, and a biplane. FSU3 then diversifies its stable with seaplanes, light piston twins, and the P-51. FS2K opts for more exotic types such as the aerobatic Extra 300, a Bell helicopter, the Concorde, and a 737-400. The truth is that the planes all do the simple things pretty well. Constant speed climbs and descents, standard rate turns, and acceleration/deceleration rates are easy to model, and both of these sims are sufficiently accurate in these realms. The tough part is getting the variables right; torque, drag, spin, and configuration changes provide the real clues on flight-model detailing. In their "full realtime" settings, neither game is particularly outstanding in these areas, but FS2K's 737-400 has a clear edge. Comparing FS2K's 737-400 flight characteristics to actual experience in the 737-800 left me slightly impressed. Initially it purported faster than Flaperon, but after damping elevator sensitivity to a very low setting, the plane felt pretty familiar. It mimicked the power/weight change relationships very well. The FSU3 flight models just don't display as much attention to detail. Torque effects are so mild that you can almost ignore them, configuration changes gradually produce minor drag and pitch effects. It's too difficult to spin an FSU3 aircraft; they just mush through the sky until you ease the stick and instantly recover. The trim modeling needs work, too; one "nudge" of trim is often too much and the next lower "nudge" is not enough. Maybe it's not all Microsoft marketing hype when they say Cessna and Learjet validated the appropriate

Flight Unlimited III

CGW RATED

PROS

Excellent graphics of Seattle area; superb Air Traffic Control environment; easy interface, great weather effects; just plain fun to fly.

CONS

Below-average flight instruction features; less IFR simulation capability; simplified cockpits; less demanding flight models; flight area limited to Western US; minimal aviation-related documentation.

Flight Simulator 2000

PROS

World-wide database; detailed cockpits; accurate avionics; wide-ranging plane set with airliner availability; good flight instruction/instrument flying features; improved flight modeling.

CONS

Clumsy, slow interface; repetitive, blurry terrain graphics; mangled printed documentation; no real Air Traffic Control environment.

Flight Unlimited III

Requirements: Pentium 233MHz, 32MB RAM, 300 MB free hard drive space, 4X CD-ROM, 4MB video card with Direct Draw driver. Recommended Requirements: Pentium 2 350MHz, 64 MB RAM, 3D acceleration card, 21 MB free hard drive space. 3D Support: DirectX3. Multiplayer Support: None

Developer: Looking Glass • Publisher: Electronic Arts • ¥40 • www.flight3.com ESRB Rating: Everyone

Flight Simulator 2000

Requirements: Pentium 110, 32MB RAM, 350 MB free hard drive space. 3D graphics accelerator with 4MB RAM, 50 MB hard drive swap file space, 4X CD-ROM, SVGA 16-bit color monitor. Direct3D 2D compatible sound card. 3D Support: DirectX3. Multiplayer Support: Modem, Serial Cable (2 players), LAN (7 players), Internet via ISP or MSN Gaming Zone (99 to 256 players).

Publisher: Microsoft Corporation • ¥69, 875 (Professional edition) • www.microsoft.com/games/coim • ESRB Rating: Everyone
Don't worry, at NVIDIA, amazingly fast, cutting-edge graphics processors are all we do. The results are ultra-smooth frame rates and incredibly vivid colors that allow you to see and play 3D/2D games exactly the way game makers intended. Not to mention an Internet experience that comes to life. If you demand this kind of performance out of your games and the Internet, then demand your next PC or graphics accelerator comes loaded with a NVIDIA chip. There's no reason to settle for anything less. Graphics to the nth degree.

nVIDIA
"...resistance is futile."
- PC Accelerator

"A virtually flawless masterpiece"
- Future Gamer

"... will shake up the gaming landscape"
- CNET

"a next-generation game in every sense..."
- The Adrenaline Vault

"The 3D shooter for the next millennium."
- gamesmania.com

"...I have to tell you, it's pretty damn cool"
- IGN.com
Technology is a playground.

We've come a long way since Pong created the digital playground, haven't we? On ZDNet, you'll find the biggest playground on the Web: GameSpot. It's got everything your gaming heart desires: PlayStation, N64, PC or Dreamcast. Maybe that's why the Academy of Interactive Arts named it "Entertainment Site of the Year." Or maybe it was the pictures of the real-life Lara Croft. Whatever game-thing you're into, ZDNet's GameSpot has something for you. Because ZDNet is where technology takes you.

VISIT ZDNET'S GAMESPOT TO DOWNLOAD A FREE DEMO AND OFFICIAL GAME GUIDE FOR LARA'S LATEST ADVENTURE, TOMB RAIDER: THE LAST REVELATION.
Learning to Fly

Today's crop of civilian flight sims are getting so good that they can be used as a serious tool for pilot training. FLIGHT UNLIMITED III is a stellar example, as it incorporates realistic IFR flight planning and communications sequences from Ground Control through Approach Control, allowing the student pilot to request and copy clearances and Automated Terminal Information Services (ATIS) weather. The student pilot is able to put communication strings together to request and respond to controller instructions. If things are not done in the proper order, the student is prompted for the required information. This tool trains pilots to create usable flight plans, copy clearances, and to communicate accurately and concisely. No other training tool for pilots (not even the FAA-approved simulators) is able to offer such a realistic and forgiving environment for this type of student practice. Student pilots who come to flight instruction with experience in these advanced flight simulators will have a big-picture understanding of the ATC system and IFR navigation that otherwise takes months — if not years — of training to build. Although it should be obvious that you can't get your pilot's license without proper real-world training, civilian sim exercises can be used as a complement, and save you time and money if you want to make the jump from the desktop to the skies.

Caroline Bryan is a CFI (Certified Flight Instructor) who teaches out of Concord Flight International in California.

BE SHARP, LOOK SHARP! The FS2K Professional Edition's two "IFR Training" panels put the radio stack into the standard view. Both versions of the Microsoft cockpits are great at high resolution. Looking Glass has taken a more relaxed approach and it shows. Compare the FS2K "Professional" IFR C-182 on the top, the FS2K "Standard" C-182 in the center, and the FU3 Trainer on the bottom.

The bottom line is that FU3's graphics will delight those who fly these sims in a VFR way, checking out the scenery and special effects. FS2K will satisfy the instrument pilots who spend most of their time "heads down," practicing IFR flying.

The Learning Curve

These aims aren't FAA-authorized flight instructional games, but both feature "flying lessons." FS2K provides the more detailed and effective approach. Rod Machado, resident Flight Instructor for the Aircraft Owners & Pilot's Association magazine, guides you through the 15 "Learning To Fly Tutorials" (and offers to sell you his book). Afterwards, you're ready to try the lessons and check-rider. In the Lessons, the instructor demo's the learning objectives and then allows you to try the maneuver. Instructor feedback could be more extensive, but what's there does help. The check-rider allows you to earn flight ratings loosely based on real-life counterparts, such as Private or Commercial Pilot certificates. To earn each rating, you take four lessons and a check. Here, the examiner simply requests a series of maneuvers. There is no feedback and you can't progress until you satisfy the silent examiner. It can be very frustrating, to say the least.

FU3 has 26 flight training routines in basic and advanced flying, weather techniques, and familiarization rides in four airplanes. This training is in a very different style and not nearly as effective. A lesson consists of reading through instructional screens and then riding along as an observer; the instructor demo's the maneuvers while verbally instructing. The information is good, but then you're flying solo. When you practice the role, there's a total absence of feedback or debriefing. FU3 has an excellent air traffic control feature that the Microsoft marketing moguls overlooked. Out there in the real world, you have to

Flight models -- FS2K does have a better flight "feel" than its competitor.

Fingerpainted or Photo Realism?

One of the primary ways these games have carved out niches for themselves is in how they deal with terrain. FS2K attempts to model the whole world (over 20,000 airports). It even includes the little grass strip where I keep my PT-19, with the hangars in the correct locations. While the attempt to cover the globe is a resounding success, something has to give, and detailed terrain is the sacrificial lamb. Despite the six major cities that are called "high resolution," most of the terrain in FS2K is a repetitive, muddled blend of seasonal colors. And the closer you get, the worse it looks. Even the "high res" cities aren't eye-watering. FU3 took a completely different approach; it absolutely cannot match the geographical diversity of the other game, but what it does, it does very well. It primarily models Washington state in excruciating detail, accurate to four meters per pixel. An "outer terrain" region of eight western states in lower resolution fills out the flight map (it's worth noting that you can also load in the California terrain from FU2). The end result is that the scenery in this game -- including the spectacular weather effects -- just blows Microsoft away. It becomes a "quantity or quality" decision.

For those who like to watch their flights from the outside, both simulations do a really nice job on aircraft exteriors. The camera control in FS2K is so cumbersome, however, that you might not want to bother. Conversely, FU3 still has one of the best cameras in the biz, which makes flying from outside the cockpit a real joy.
YOUR MISSION:
Destroy the Russian war machine

YOUR ORDERS:
Use whatever means necessary

YOUR CODENAME
Eagle

Intense tank battles
Turn up the heat
Zoom in for the kill
Intercept enemy destroyers
both make radio calls and listen up to maintain situational awareness. FU3 has the best ATC features of any sim to date, and it adds a lot to the experience. Make a mistake, and the controllers will broadcast your flaws to one and all; running off the taxiway brings a reminder that you’re not on an all-terrain vehicle. FU3’s ATC is accurate, timely, and funny.

What’s up, Doc?

These programs are the Donald Trumps of disk-space real estate: a “Typical” install on FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2000 uses 670MB of space, while the “Full” install scours up 1.1 Gigs. FLIGHT UNLIMITED III is guilty of greater gluttony, devouring 670 MB in “Typical” and gorging on 2.1 Gigs in the “Full” mode. The intimidating part of this conquest of the drive is the space used to provide documentation. In the good old days, flight sims came with thick “how-to” manuals. Game features and options, aircraft checklists, and good real-world aviation techniques were included. FS2K’s method provides a “bare bones” printed manual and puts a ton of stuff on the CD. The CD isn’t an improvement; they didn’t include a keychart. “Popping up” the needed information wipes out a chunk of the screen, and you can’t take it with you anywhere.

FU3 has an even smaller manual, which is in keeping with its “don’t worry, be happy” outlook. Although small, the booklet includes an abbreviated checklist and cockpit familiarization for four of the ten aircraft. It also does a good job of explaining the game interface. Thankfully, Looking Glass provides a complete keyboard command reference card—a real plus when programming a stick and throttle. FU3 does more with less, but there’s room to improve. There’s no happy medium here—FS2K puts too much information on the CD and not enough in the manual, while FU3 could use more in both places.

Face-off

Lastly, the human/machine interface defines the difference in these two games. FU3 is designed to be easy to use, and sacrifices some detail to accomplish that goal. Selecting an airport and an aircraft, laying out a flight plan, and creating some weather requires a minimal number of mouse clicks and takes about half as long as the preflight in FS2K. FU3’s interface is user-friendly, graphically glamorous, and lots of fun. It does simplify flying to a degree, almost like VFR barnstorming. Call it the “Great Waldo Popper” of sims. FS2K doesn’t have a simple, intuitive interface; it’s more like a cumbersome challenge. The reward for persistence is depth. This sim allows you to tailor a large number of variables to your own specifications. FS2K is detail-obsessed, and the result is an unwieldy yet capable flight simulation. It covers a very wide spectrum of the civil aviation experience. Call it the FAA of flight sims; it’s only here to help, but it can be a real pain.

You Make the Call

So which one of these space hogs should get the coveted spot on your hard drive? That depends on what attracts you to civil aviation. Looking to improve your VFR and IFR flying skills as either a PC or a real-life pilot? FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2000 has to be your choice. The world-wide scope, higher cockpit detail, slightly more accurate flight modeling, better checklists, and superior instruction make it an easy decision. The downside is a clumsy interface, an absolutely minimal ATC environment, and average 3D-terrain graphics. As the goes to press, FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2000 PROFESSIONAL EDITION has arrived. Unless you’re desperate for more prop planes, six more “hires” cities, a flight modelling panel editor and additional AVIs—just save your bucks. There really isn’t an excuse for releasing both these versions. At best, the “professional” edition is the same game with a patch; at worst, it’s just a feasible ploy to get an extra 15 bucks.

On the other hand, if you’re looking for the VFR joy of flying, FLIGHT UNLIMITED 3 is the hands-down winner. The Seattle-area terrain and weather graphics are cutting edge, and the rest of the graphics are above standard. The interface is smooth and easy, the flight models are decent, and the ATC environment looks very professional. It has weak areas, too—primarily in flight instruction, limited cockpit views, simplified instrument panels, and limited geography.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR 2000 is bogging my hard drive. At this stage of my aviation career, I like being able to practice my annual checkride in the airplane I fly, at the places I fly. FLIGHT UNLIMITED 3 is going on the shelf for now. It doesn’t take that long to uninstall one, and reinstall the other anyway.

John Nolan is hooked on PC Flight Simulations, owns a PT-19, and flies the 737-800 for a major airline. His wife’s favorite song is “Mommas, don’t let your babies grow up to be pilots.”
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www.chproducts.com
YOU ARE KING
YOU ARE **BUILDER**

You’re not just the King of Ardania, you’re a medieval Land Baron. Spread your power far and wide with Warrior Guilds, Trading Posts, Temples, Gnome Hovels and Elven Bungalows.

YOU ARE **DESTROYER**

Lay siege, my liege! Raze the unholy stench from evil’s spawning grounds in nineteen replayable, non-linear quests, and freestyle missions of your own devising.

YOU ARE **WAR**

For every holy day, there is a Harpy. For every peasant, a Troll. For every knight, a Dragon. For every moment of kingship, a Royal pain. Recruit from sixteen different hero classes to fight off the hordes of monsters stalking your kingdom – Rock Golems, Dragons, Daemonwood, oh my!

YOU ARE **PEACE**

Only a sovereign of your great stature can bring peace to the long-suffering peasants of the land. Manage your gold carefully, you’ll need to spend it wisely to achieve success.

YOU ARE **MIGHT**

Yours is an iron fist in a velvet glove. Battle against, or cooperate with, up to three other players in multi-player games – the choice is yours.

YOU ARE **THE LAW**

You are the Man. If something rubs you the wrong way – put a price on its head! Place reward flags with gold bounties to prod your heroes into dishing out some heavy metal vengeance.

---

**The Fantasy Kingdom Sim**

MAJESTY

**YOU RULE**

majestyquest.com

---

**THE MAJESTY DEMO RULES!**

..AND SO CAN YOU!!

Download the majestic ‘MAJESTY’ demo and you’ll automatically be entered in the ‘King for a Day’ competition. Win a trip to tour authentic medieval castles in England.
EA Sports Continues Its B-Ball Domination

Air Apparent

You're down two with eight seconds left. Having just called timeout, you review your options. Should you hit Wit down low, or Jermy West coming off the screen? Wait a minute, Wit? Jermy West? Are you dreaming? Nope. EA Sport's latest installment in its basketball series has all the old timers, and tons of new features and options, along with sizzling graphics and in-your-face gameplay.

Simply the Best
The essence of NBA LIVE 2000 is in its players. And it has a bunch. Not only does it boast all of the current NBA players, this year's batch of rookies included, but it also has a slew of all-time great teams. Borrowing a page from its cousin, the Madden football franchise, all-star teams from the 50's through the 90's are here, including the greatest all-star of all time - Michael Jordan. You can now settle those debates you've had with your dad about whose generation of NBA players is better. The Big "O" versus Grant Hill, Wit versus Shaq. While the old-timers don't have unique moves, the nostalgia value alone will keep you playing.

Another new feature is the one-on-one mode, something we haven't seen from EA in over 10 years. You can play one-on-one against any NBA star, past or present. Work on your game against the greats, and if you really got game, challenge Michael Jordan at the highest difficulty level. Hope you like humble pie! With a franchise mode that includes negotiations and free agent contracts, along with a practice mode on the black top (available day or night), NBA LIVE 2000 offers an impressive array of options. Throw in the multiplayer mode, allowing you to play host or over the Internet, and you have one solid basketball simulation.

Along with the features comes the fast-paced, intense basketball we have come to expect from this franchise. Given this emphasis on action, play sets aren't as important as they are in, say, Microsoft's INSIDE DRIVE. However, you can definitely see shooters coming off screens for the jumpshot, and big men fighting for post position before they dropstep dunk on you. Passing the ball is a snap, which allows you to whip the ball around the perimeter for the easy score. Shooting does require a little practice; after building many a house with wayward bricks, I finally learned that practice does make perfect. A variety of dribble moves, including a killer crossover and behind the back dribble, add space to your drives.

The most frustrating part of the game is rebounding. Time and time again the computer would beat me to the ball, no matter how good my position or how high I jumped. Watching the computer grab four straight offensive rebounds is no fun. But this tougher AI makes the game more enjoyable. The computer will block shots, double-team your high scorer, press at any time, and even foul when behind, all of which add up to closer, more intense games.

Final Buzzer
The NBA is driven by its stars, and so is this game. The top players dominate, from Shaq's bullrushed to the basket to Reggie Miller's rainbow jumper. The tight graphics are capable of rendering noticeable differences in player faces and physiques, and even details like Kobe Bryant's elbow pad and Patrick Ewing's trademark kneepads. And Dr. J's Afro will strike awe in the hearts of all who behold it.

The only element truly lacking is the crowd, which is rendered in 2D and looks like paper cutouts lying down. But this is such a minor flaw when put up against the complete package. The customizable regular season and playoff options, stunning graphics, great gameplay, and, of course, the roster of classic players give NBA LIVE 2000 what it needs to totally dominate its competition and continue EA Sports' championship b-ball dynasty. Long may it reign.
Dirt is for racing.
Asphalt is for getting there.

The world's never seen a dirt track racing game - until now. The physics are real and the competition is fierce. With 30 tracks and 18 cars, your racing career depends on accumulated prize money, car upgrades and aggressive driving. Get your car in gear or get off the track.

"One of the most impressive driving sims I've loaded on my computer."
-IRL Insider Magazine

www.wizardworks.com

Developed by Ratbag 

©1999 Ratbag Pty Ltd. Published and distributed by WizardWorks, a GT Interactive Software Company. IMC and the IMC logo are registered trademarks of the International Motor Contest Association. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Prowl, Blizzard, Storm, Track Mania, The Outlook, Dirt 30 and Grip are registered trademarks of Pearson/Quarter-Scale Company, used under perm.
INTERSTATE '82 Is a Dull, Soulless Retread

Through Being Cool

We have before us a car wreck. It is not a pretty sight. The name of this wreck is INTERSTATE '82. I'm not exactly sure what happened here, but, judging from the scattered debris, it appears that Activision—in a flabbergasting display of bad decision-making and timidity—has taken one of the best games of the decade, INTERSTATE '76, stripped it of everything cool and unique, and left this...thing...behind as a sequel. Let's examine the wreckage.

Gut Feeling

'76 was set in an alternate universe 1970s-era America, a Mad Maxian place where "auto-vigilantes" roamed the streets in heavily-armed vehicles. The concept was pulled off brilliantly, with a clever 1970s-TV look, awesome funk soundtrack, and—most importantly—deep and unique gameplay that crossed over auto sims and shooters.

'82 reintroduces the main characters—with new 80s-era clothing and hairdos—and tells a new story: Groove Champion is missing, and his sister has hired you—Taurus—to find him. As in the first game, the story is told with wit and cinematic flair, evolving into a hilarious riff on the "Contragate" scandal. It'd make a great movie.

Unfortunately, there is a game to be played too, and here, it's just one bummer after another. '76's gameplay has been completely gutted. What used to involve an engrossing mix of semi-realistic driving skills and combat strategy has been reduced to a one-dimensional, cut-rate, first-person shooter, in cars. Damage modeling is gone, replaced by a generic "health bar." Both you and your enemies can shoot and be hit anywhere, with no local consequence.

CGW RATED

PROS
Great storyline; hilarious cutscenes; good acting.

CONS
Bland graphics; tedious missions; rote, generic gameplay.

Why be Original? '82's localized damage model has been replaced with a "health bar." Very innovative. Also, check out the lackluster weapon effects. Nice sunrise, though.

Tires stay intact, lights don't blow out, and neither your speed nor control seem to alter no matter how much damage you've suffered. Terrain doesn't seem to exist. You'll drive at the same speed, with the same feel, whether you're on a paved road, dirt, or...in a river. Crashes bear no resemblance to reality—and the impact is the same whether you crash into a building, cliff, or circus tent.

Car salvaging has been revamped for the worse. In '76, there was a tactical advantage in fighting conservatively, because you could salvage your enemies' vehicles for spare parts.

Shrivels Up

Add to all this the inexplicable removal of a dashboard view, and you get the feeling that Activision was determined to make sure you didn't feel like you were in a car at all. What they wanted, it seems, was a mainstream shooter, without all that complicated "car stuff!"

The problem is, there are lots of great shooters out right now, so if you're going to compete, you better offer something vital and original. But INTERSTATE '82 doesn't even come close.

The missions are tedious, repetitive, and unimaginative. There isn't one level that's better than any in '76. It's basically just run-and-gun, over and over. The environments are unimaginative and generic, and the graphics in certain areas—like Las Vegas—are almost embarrassing in their lack of complexity and detail. The weapons are uniformly uninteresting, with utterly fickle visual effects. The perfunctory nature of all the gameplay, really, is just hard to believe.

It's a real shame. Activision, seeking a larger audience, has taken a great franchise and gutted it of all the originality that made it a hit in the first place. They may not have intended it this way, but what they've done is made a perfect tribute to the 1980s: a mechanical, soulless product, with more of an eye on making a buck than on having a good time. Someone call a tow truck.
It's not what you play

It's what you play it on

TALON
An aggressive new line of Gaming PCs from Falcon Northwest.

Talon Model 1.1 - $1,249
AMD Athlon™ 500MHz Processor
IBM 13.5 GB, 7200RPM Drive
64MB PC100 SDRAM, 7ns
56x Voodoo²™ 5000, 166MHz
Diamond Monster Sound™ MX300
56K V.90 Internal Modem
Toshiba 40X CD ROM
Microsoft Intellimouse™ PS/2
Keytronics 104 Key Keyboard
1.44mb Floppy Drive
ATX Mid Tower Case
230 Watt Power Supply
Microsoft Windows™ 98 SE Bootable System Recovery CD
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The Crown Slides Off the Head of the King of Computer Golf

Mulligan Stew

T he ancestry of the LINKS golf simulations can be traced all the way back to the days when the Apple II was king. Over the years, the LINKS games have been the one constant in the volatile sports sim world, a franchise that you could always count on. So it's more than a little disappointing that LINKS LS 2000, the latest game in the line, appears to be a meager repackaging of its predecessor (LINKS LS 99) with just the barest minimum of additions necessary to justify the new package and name.

Tee it up

Let's start with the basics, and here LINKS LS 2000 accounts for itself quite well. A golf sim lives and dies on its ball physics, and LINKS LS 2000 maintains the stellar ball physics models of its predecessors. Sand play — criticized in the LINKS series in the past — now requires the player to adjust his swing to either "pick" the ball or explode into the sand, making bunker play a trickier proposition. The core golf simulation is as good or better than anything on the market.

The graphics, once awe-inspiring, haven't changed much at all in the last couple years. They're still quite good, but compared to the 3D-rendered graphics of recent competitors, they have a "flat" look. The swing interface includes the venerable two- and three-click modes, and the Powerstroke. The latter is a mouse swing, very versatile, but with one major drawback: It isn't in real time (as opposed to the real-time mouse interface in PGA 99).

Multiplayer is excellent, with every type of online play available (include the MSN Gaming Zone) and multitudes of potential opponents online at all times.

The Back Nine

So, what's new in LINKS LS 2000? Six courses are included: the St. Andrews Old, New, and Jubilee courses; Covered Bridge (Indiana); and the Hawaiian courses Mauna Kea and Hapuna. St. Andrews Old and Mauna Kea were available in previous versions, so you essentially got four new courses. None of the new courses are anything to write home about; they're fairly straightforward and have nothing unique enough in their design to compel you to play them multiple times. And this leads to perhaps the key area in which LINKS LS 2000 trails the competition: JACK NICKLAUS: GOLDEN BEAR CHALLENGE and PGA 99 include course-designing tools, which are used by very talented designers to create a plethora of breathtaking, free courses. With LINKS LS 2000, you must purchase new courses, and even then some of the most desirable venues (such as Augusta) aren't available. Since a major pleasure of golfing is playing new courses, LINKS LS 2000 takes an immediate hit in value compared to its competitors.

What else is new? You get a few new modes of play, but since the '99 version included a mode of play designer, that's nothing to get excited about. An "Easy Swing" is included, required only one click, but it's hard to imagine anyone wanting to stick with that interface for more than a game or two. New commentators add a nice variety of new quips and observations.

The 19th Hole

If you own LINKS LS 99, there's no compelling reason to purchase this version. If you don't own a golf sim, while LINKS LS 2000 is a good golf game, the wealth of free courses available for JACK NICKLAUS and PGA '99 make it hard to recommend LINKS LS 2000 over them. PC golfers can only hope that the next incarnation in this venerable series offers something substantially new.

CGW RATED

PROS

Still boasts one of the best golf physics models in the genre.

CONS

Almost no changes from LINKS LS 99; lacks a course designer.

Requirements: Pentium 200MHz (or Pentium 166MHz with MMX), 32MB RAM, 10MB hard drive space, 4X CD-ROM drive. 3D Support: None

Multiplayer Support: 2 to 4 players via Internet (TCP/IP), POP modem, or serial.

Publisher: Microsoft • Developer: Access Software • $55 • www.microsoft.com/games/links2000 • ESRB Rating: Everyone
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One Chip
Can Turn
One Second Of
Gaming Into

ONE HELLISH NIGHTMARE!

Today’s game opponents are tougher to beat. So we’re issuing you an unrivaled weapon. The new Viper II graphics card is equipped with 4X AGP power and a transformation and lighting engine for the most realistic images ever. Better yet, Viper II now features S3TC texture compression, which hurls up to 15 million triangles at your monitor every second for the most intense 3D action ever. Make your screen image come alive. Unless, of course, you’d prefer to make them otherwise.

www.diamondmm.com
Power doesn’t corrupt.
It Rules.

There is no such thing as too much power.
Only too many who lust for it. Deny them.

Harness incandescent power and stalk the most
unbelievable environments ever created for the PC.
Design your own citadel of fear and wage a single and
multiplayer campaign the likes of which have never
been seen before.

A new day is dawning. Seize it.
Based on the best-selling fantasy series by Robert Jordan
The Kingdom. The Power. The Glory.
www.wheeloftime.com
This Wannabe Spookfest Is More Count Floyd Than Count Dracula

The Horror, the Horror

Disappointment and computer gaming often go together. We've all felt it. Sometimes it's that TRESPASSER kind of hurt that hits from the very first level, and doesn't let go. Sometimes it's a creeping sensation that gradually lets you know that you've been wasting your time. Since that impression only comes after several butt-numbing hours with the game in question, it's easily the worst kind of letdown.

NOCTURNE, an action-horror hybrid, falls into the latter category. While it starts out with a promising blend of pistol-blasting action, classic monsters, and pulp-fiction accoutrements, design problems and an overall lack of inspiration kill its early promise.

Strange Days

The initial storyline, at least, is gripping. You play the Stranger, a mysterious agent working in the '20s and '30s for a secret organization known as "The Spookhouse." Its purpose? To protect citizens from evil, supernatural forces — meaning vampires, werewolves, zombies, and other horrors. The best way to protect folks is to blow said beasts away, so the Stranger and his Spookhouse companions pack all manner of weapons, including crossbows, sub-machine guns, and a sunlight cannon that dusts vampires. Each of the four acts — which are self-contained and can be played in any order — features more scraps than scares. If you're looking for traditional horror atmosphere, you won't find it here.

You also won't find any enjoyable gameplay. Basic movements are frustrating. Picking up objects, descending stairs, and even opening doors requires the Stranger to be in exactly the proper position. The game is littered with unintentional obstacles. The most obvious nuisance is the rotating camera. As the point-of-view switches constantly to the "spookiest" angle, it often leaves the protagonists behind. Battles are carried out, but you'll see nothing but flailing monster arms and the flash of the Stranger's pistols. Attacks typically require you to replay them with the camera in mind, making sure to stay out of the "blind spots" that bring up the impossible views.

In some ways, this doesn't matter. Combat is ridiculously simple, requiring just ammunition and a quick trigger finger. As long as you stumble across most of the ammo scattered throughout each mission, conquering the monsters of NOCTURNE is a matter of drawing and shooting. Over and over again. It gets tedious very quickly.

Who Knows What Evil Lurks in the Hearts of Developers?

NOCTURNE's lone saving grace is the pulp-horror setting. Terminal Reality has crafted one great-looking title, full of old castles, misty fields, and creepy caverns. Everything is decrepid and corrupt, and this extends to the monstrous opposition, which does provide goosebumps. I jumped out of my skin the first time a vampire bride appeared behind me.

Yet while the settings look good, their design leaves much to be desired. Many scenes simply end, with obvious passages blocked off by invisible walls. Others aren't fully visible, forcing blind exploration that often leads to a deadly plunge. Character animations are clumsy. With his guns drawn, the Stranger leaps about like Michael "Lord of the Dance" Flatley. Tough to be scared when you're laughing so hard. Character modeling doesn't include facial animation, so when characters discuss a case in tedious detail, they apparently do so while throwing their voices.

And then there's the monstrous system requirements. Running in hardware-accelerated mode requires 32MB of RAM and a 32-bit video card. Millions of Voodoo owners out there are stuck in software mode. Your card also has to have 12MB on board to get resolutions higher than 640x480. A proper installation will take up more than a gig on your hard drive. This is one game that costs much more than the sticker on the box reads.

When you get right down to it, only those starved for a horror game will consider NOCTURNE a worthwhile purchase. The pulp-horror concept is attractive, but the execution is horrific.
Be hurled — at BreakNeck speed — into the most stunning racing environments ever seen on a PC!

Race to the death with over 40 vehicles, across 24 tracks in 8 different scenarios.
Feel the road under your wheels and the thunderous recoil as you unleash missiles of mass destruction upon your opponents.
From Russia With Love

Flanker 2.0 is not an ambitious flight sim. It doesn't try to model a ground war, and it doesn't even model an air war so much as a single sortie. There is no attempt to make a fully-interactive cockpit. The only communication is the scant wingman interaction. It has only the barest of excuses for a campaign mode. There are no carrier ops — just a floating carrier-shaped block you can land on. Even the sound effects are almost apologetically muted. There is a feeling that the development team wasn't ready to do anything dramatic after the original FLANKER, and this lack of ambition is at once this sim's greatest weakness and its greatest strength.

It's a weakness, because many hardcore flight simmers — who are the obvious target audience for this in-depth and complex sim — have been spoiled by the great ambition that has driven recent sim development, from successes like JANE'S F-16 and EUROPEAN AIR WAR to disappointments such as FLY! and FALCON 4.0. Compared to what those sims have achieved (or tried to achieve), FLANKER 2.0 seems downright lazy.

Like the original title, it's set in the Crimea, an area of land dangling in the Black Sea. It only models a single aircraft, the Su-27 Flanker (the included Su-33 is just a variant), in fully-scripted tactical situations. It doesn't even have a random mission generator. The included single-player scenarios are good for nuggets of practice and isolated combat experiences, but the campaign is full of brick walls and annoying puzzle missions that require repeated playing to succeed. Luckily, the FLANKER series has accumulated a robust fan base, so the flexible and easy-to-use scenario editor guarantees that lots of user-made campaigns and missions will be available on the Internet.

The lack of ambition is also a strength, in that it gives the game a tight focus and a distinctive flavor that is often lost when a sim tries to accomplish too much. There's an obvious affection for this battle-hardened Russian aircraft that you won't find in any F-22 sim. From the Cyrillic characters on the HUD, to the flight model's attention to the aircraft's stunning aerodynamic capabilities, to the sometimes unwieldy analog cockpit, FLANKER 2.0 is equal parts ode and sim.

The graphics are some of the best you'll find in the latest generation of sims. The 3D engine doesn't have the photorealism of a game like FLIGHT UNLIMITED 3, but it is much smoother and faster without those huge texture maps bogging the processor and slowing down the frame rate. This is in line with the FLANKER philosophy, as the fluid control and quick responses are some of the signatures of the original. The sound effects are as good as FLY! or JANE'S WORLD WAR II FIGHTERS. After flying a mission, you can enjoy the visuals at your leisure by playing FLANKER's trademark "trk" files, which are still excellent tools for training and mission analysis. They're even better than FALCON 4.0's ACM for aesthetic value and available information.

Although there's a beefy manual and thorough in-game tutorials, there are surprising gaps in the documentation; there's no information on wingmen interaction, the untimely padlock system, or the Byzantine mechanics of playing through the campaign. It's a difficult enough sim for hardcore players to learn, much less someone trying their first (or even second or third) flight sim. This is an uncompromising toy for grownups, and though it may be limited in scope, its insight is so thorough and its realism so unflinching that it more than makes up for its small arena, stilted campaign, and a handful of bugs. What it should have been is open to debate, but what it does do, it does extremely well. CGW
HE WHO DARES WINS!

HIDDEN & DANGEROUS
DEVIL'S BRIDGE
MISSION DISK

• 9 New Exciting Missions
• More Real WWII Locations
• All New Weapons & Vehicles!
• Available Spring 2000
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Infogrames' Console-Style RPG Is Good, but No FINAL FANTASY

Silver Takes the Bronze

Japanese-style RPGs, while popular on consoles, have been woefully underrepresented on the PC. Those few that have been released are mostly shareware efforts or unembellished conversions of console titles, FINAL FANTASY VII being the most notable example. Infogrames has attempted to fill this gap with Silver—a purported "FINAL FANTASY killer" designed specifically for the PC—and the result is a decent, often entertaining game.

Less Filling

Silver plays out on pre-rendered, 3D backgrounds through which you must guide polygonal characters. The environments are essentially static bitmaps. They look good for the most part, and some are spectacular, but everything tends to have an ever-clean feel that FINAL FANTASY VII managed to avoid.

Spiral House, the game's developers, has chosen to streamline the traditional console RPG, removing many standard elements. Thankfully gone are the thousands of random encounters typical to the genre.

Instead, most screens are stocked with monsters that must be fought only once. The exits to each area are sealed during combat and reopen only when all enemies have been defeated. While this feature removes much of the tedium associated with this type of game, the finite number of available battles makes open-ended stat building virtually impossible.

Silver does include character stats and levels, but eliminates experience points completely. Levels are gained by reaching key plot points and defeating boss monsters. Only a few instances exist where extra levels can be accrued "out of sequence" with the story. In general, you are kept in strict parity with your foes. This feature tends to dilute the sense of escalating power that is a key draw of RPGs, but the discarding of an endless series of uneventful brawls makes it more than worthwhile.

The fights themselves occur in real-time and are very fun. Melee attacks are launched with the mouse as controller, with various mouse movements resulting in different threats and slaughters. The number of moves is kept to a reasonable five, and each has its own obvious use. Once the control is mastered—and this doesn't take long—the battles become both more exciting and more tactical than your average turn-based fare, which, strategic pretensions aside, tend to degenerate into an endless attack/repeat loop. Because you're free to move around each environment, positional advantage becomes a big factor and many of the battles are staged as mini-puzzles in which features of the landscape must be exploited to win the skirmish.

With Friends Like These...

For the first few hours of play, Silver's story is completely linear. Your grandfather accompanies you throughout this beginning section, controlled by the computer, and he's generally pretty helpful. Later in the game, you're saddled with up to two companions who you must control yourself. This feature wouldn't be bad if they were as intelligently autonomous as Grandad, but you're expected to control everyone. Unless you've got unusually evolved hand-eye coordination, you'll eventually end up using one character to kill everything, while the other two stand motionless as monsters hit them over the head with clubs.

Silver's story is an equally big problem. The plot starts out well and is bolstered by some excellent voice acting and loopy plot twists, but simply runs out of surprises long before the end. This is a critical flaw in a game that has consciously pared away many of the gameplay elements that compose the bulk of other entries in the field.

Silver is an RPG simplified by the removal of much of the complex stat-based baggage of its brethren. It's a good idea that almost works. Infogrames has come close to successfully creating a new sub-genre—one based on fun fast-action battles mixed with rich story. It's fun enough while the story remains compelling, and even if you find yourself unmotivated to complete the entire quest, you'll at least enjoy the ride to the halfway point.

CGW

Requirements: Pentium 166MHz, 32MB RAM, 16MB hard drive space.
Recommended Requirements: Pentium II 233MHz, 64MB RAM.
3D Support: None

Multipayer Support: None

Publisher: Infogrames • Developer: Spiral House • $40 • www.infogames.com • ESRB Rating: Teen; animated violence.
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History’s greatest generals didn’t wait their turn to attack.

Why should you?

Dominate on a global scale with the greatest version of Risk ever, Risk II! The classic game of strategy is back with all new simultaneous-turn play mode. No more waiting your turn to attack; it’s non-stop, fast-paced, action-packed fun. Wage war with up to 8 players over the Internet. Talk to your enemies, form alliances, use diplomacy, and mercilessly backstab your way to victory. With the new mission-based play option the action is faster and more suspenseful than ever as players race to conquer continents. And with the ability to bid for territories, add new territories, and map extra attack connections, you’ll need to use more strategy than ever. Risk II. It’s all out war - and it's every empire for itself.

RISK II

For more information on world domination head to risk.com

© 1999 Microprose Interactive, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
REVENANT is a middling DIABLO clone that burns out early

Alive and Dead

What we have in REVENANT is a product that follows the all-too-familiar DIABLO formula. While several elements have deviated from the norm, only some of them are actual improvements. The real gradual work to rework what could have been a very good product. Like so many relationships, my affair with REVENANT started hot and heavy but cooled quickly once I got to know it better.

Who Wrote This?
The first problem is the story itself. Maybe it’s just because I frequently read books that don’t have lots of pictures, but I found the plot to be completely predictable and fairly trite. While the plot in a game rarely makes or breaks a title, it doesn’t help when you can figure out a story from the very beginning, with not one notable twist along the way.

The other major problems are related to REVENANT’s interface. The inventory system is not too bad until you accumulate a significant number of items, at which point scrolling through the tiny inventory window becomes a chore. Even worse, there’s no method for identifying the items you have in inventory. If you can equip an item, you can get a description of the item’s attributes from the character window. Otherwise, you’ll have to either drop the item and pick it up again, or memorize the appearance of all of the potions, keys, and equipment you carry.

The spell system fares no better, as you must manually scroll through all the spell descriptions to find the spell you want. You can hotkey up to four spells, and given the amount of time it takes to scroll through all of them, those that you have hot-keyed will likely be the only spells you’ll use in combat.

Of course, this isn’t a game of inventory management, so you should know that while those problems are certainly annoying, they don’t make the game unplayable. In fact, REVENANT comes out of the game like a hellhound. Rather than opting for the “click on your enemy until he dies” method of combat, Eidos implemented a combat-control system that more closely resembles a console game than most PC dungeon romps. You’ve got three standard attack buttons and three combo buttons.

Combination of these yield additional moves, once you learn them from your teacher in town. The first time Locks finished off a spider by stomping on its head and grinding it under his heel, I thought that this was going to be an outstanding game. After 50 spiders had been dispatched the same way, it lost some of its luster.

This is the biggest problem with most elements in the game: They are great at first, but wear thin rather quickly. Add to the mix the interface problems, a story that needs a huge amount of improvement, and puzzle elements that are frequently tedious and redundant, and you’ve got a recipe for disaster.

You Bore Me

So, while REVENANT initially generates a decent amount of excitement and fun, it just doesn’t carry it throughout the game. By the time you reach the end, you aren’t surprised to find one of the lamest closing scenes in recent gaming history. If you are hungering for an action RPG, have a high tolerance for redundancy, and don’t care about the backstory, you may want to look at REVENANT. Those looking for a deeper gaming experience should look elsewhere — or keep waiting for DIABLO II.

CGW RATED

PROS
Nice variety of combat moves; pretty graphics.

CONS
Horrible story; sloppy interface design; terrible inventory and spell management.

I SMELL SOMETHING STINKY! Some of the environments are really interesting to look at. This spider can’t see what I’m talking about because it’s got my boat on its head.

I’M ALL BROKE UP! This boss is very tough, as both halves of Locke will confirm. The boss fights are actually one of the highlights of the game. Due to the huge number of hit points these goffalits have, they make for some very long and challenging battles.

NOW WHERE’D I PUT THAT SPELL? New spells are learned by combining the power of talismans found throughout the game. However, since the scrolling list on the top-right is the only way to browse spells, finding the one you want in a hurry can be a pain.

Requirements: Pentium 233MHz, 32MB RAM, 400MB hard drive space, 3D accelerator. Recommended Requirements: Pentium 333MHz, 64MB RAM.

3D Support: DirectX 8.0 Multiplayer Support: Internet, LAN, and up to 4 players. 1 CD per player.

Publisher: Eidos Interactive. Developer: Cinematix. $40. www.eidosgames.com

ESRB Rating: Teen: animated blood and violence, suggestive themes.
Feel
the rush

Experience digital surround sound in your gaming

With so many games that are enhanced by the dynamic 3D sound effects of Environmental Audio™, there has never been a better time to play games on your PC. But are you ready for the challenge or will you be left in the dust?

Step up to Sound Blaster Live!™ X-Gamer and you’ll instantly feel the adrenaline rush of digital audio. This superior sound card, bundled with three full-version games, provides a digital connection to Cambridge SoundWorks® FPS2000 Digital speakers to generate a powerful surround sound experience. Add the new 3D Blaster® Annihilator Pro graphics card and you’ll create the most awesome PC gaming platform around. Let Creative®, the leader in PC gaming hardware, take your gameplay to the next level.

Upgrade to any Sound Blaster Live!™ family sound card and Cambridge SoundWorks® speakers to instantly experience great audio on your PC. The difference will amaze you.
MIG ALLEY Takes You Back to the Beginning of Jet Combat

Birth of an Era

It was a conflict coined “The Forgotten War,” yet it was one of the most fascinating eras in the history of air combat. The Korean War saw the birth of widespread jet combat. Prop vs. jet was common, and new jet vs. jet tactics were developed on a daily basis. The fighter pilot had more power available to him than ever before, but the fighting was still up close and personal. No radar-guided missiles here, buddy; combat was eyeball to eyeball, guess only. This is the era that MIG ALLEY portrays, and it does it so well as to make the game an instant classic.

Migs and Sabres

Flight sims today typically come in two flavors: “survey” sims, offering a large number of aircraft while compromising on realism; and hardcore sims that focus on one plane, but promise extreme fidelity. MIG ALLEY breaks that mold: You can pilot an F-86, F-84, F-80, or an MiG-15, yet the flight model is uncompromisingly realistic. You can toggle off a wide range of flight characteristics, such as buffeting, stress effects, or realistic speed up if you’re a novice, and yank and bank to your heart’s content. However, if you want to experience a true simulation of flying these aircraft, toggle everything to full realism and you will be treated to a flight model as realistic as anything on the market. Everything from torque effects in the props to the reality of available power exceeding the yield stress of the aircraft (you can tear the wings off your plane with high-stress maneuvers) is modeled. Damage modeling is also top notch. While the visuals for aircraft damage don’t accurately portray the specifics, you’ll find that a damaged wing will lose lift, an injured engine will struggle to keep you in the air (and perhaps burst into flames), a shredded rudder will make maneuvering a struggle, and so on.

The artificial intelligence is superb for both the enemy and your wingmen. You can set the range of skills for both enemy and friendly pilots such that you will never be sure of whether the MiG pilot you are chasing is a rookie—ripe for the picking—or an ace who is about to teach you a lesson or two. In addition, your friendly computer pilots don’t require the micro-management necessary in so many other flight sims: They fly and fight smart. Your wingman will cover your tail when requested, and the rest of your flight will only holler for help when they really need it. The enemies can be downright crafty. You can’t help but smile when you think you have a MiG dead to rights, centered in your sights, and doing little to evade—only to find you’ve been snookered as his wingman slips behind you and shreds your Sabre. And that smile will turn into a wicked grin when an unshakable MiG on your tail suddenly explodes, as your wingman slips behind him and teaches him not to pick on his partner!

The Sights and Sounds of War

A great flight model and first-class computer opponents are critical to a sim’s success, but you also expect today’s sims to look and sound great, and MIG ALLEY passes this test also. The terrain graphics are OK—maybe even good—but not spectacular. However, the aircraft themselves are absolutely beautiful, including unit markings and nose art that you can import. Cockpits, at 1024x768 resolution, are sharp and authentic. Little touches add to this authenticity; for example, your forward canopy will become grimy as the sortie progresses. Reflections are seen on your cockpit, and reflections off of enemy cockpit in the distance are often the first clue of their presence. Sounds are also satisfying, including the spooling up of the engines and the breaking of the airframe as it protests against the extreme stress you place upon it. Radio chatter is first-rate, realistically exciting in battle without going over the top and sounding too “Hollywood.”

CGW RATED

PROS
Great flight models; superb dynamic campaigns; fascinating mix of props and jets; huge, intense dogfights.

CONS
Some occasional graphics stuttering; manual could be more informative about the campaigns.

Requirements: Windows 95/98, Pentium 100 MHz, 32 MB RAM, 400 MB hard drive space, DX CD-ROM

Recommended Requirements: Pentium II, 128 CD-ROM

160 MB free hard drive space

3D Support: Direct3D

2D Support: untested

Multiplayer Support: 2 to 8 players via TCP/IP, IPX, AppleTalk

Publisher: Empire Interactive • Developer: Renov Software • $40 • www.empire.us.com • ESRB Rating: Everyone
The gun camera is a very welcome feature. The camera can be set to record the action either all the time, or only when you press your trigger. The recorded footage can be replayed with a full set of VCR-type controls, and the "film" can be recorded in either authentic black-and-white or full color. The ability to record and replay your flight comes in particularly handy with this sim, as it is common to enter into a 36 on 36 plane furball, resulting in more action than you can process during the fight ("where did THAT guy come from?").

Scores of planes in the air – and yet the frame rate is normally silky smooth. I say normally, because there is an occasional "stutter" in the graphics. There are also a handful of other minor graphics glitches, crashes, and bugs that should keep the game's developer busy for a while. But they've come a long way from the U.K. version already, and they seem to have a genuine interest in continuing to improve the product.

A Campaign To Die For

Great AI, great flight models, top-notch sounds and graphics – but they would all go to waste if the environment in which you fly and fight was sub-par. Not to worry: Believe it or not, I've saved the best for last. As you might expect, you can fly in one-on-one missions that are a breeze to set up, and there's a quick-action option that throws you into the fray at the touch of a mouse button. It's a tribute to how good this simulation is that both of these modes are extremely enjoyable – in fact, almost addictive. But the campaign in MIG ALLEY is more than icing on the cake; it's a whole new course. There are five campaigns, but only the fifth, The Spring Offensive, is truly dynamic. In the Spring Offensive, you have complete strategic and tactical control in the air war over Korea. You can control as much or as little as you like. For example, you can simply change target priorities and let the computer plan the missions. However, the interface makes it easy to jump in and plan every sortie, every bombing mission, every escort and BARCAP, and so on. You can control how many of what type of plane will fly each sortie, the timing of the routes, the formation and attack strategy, and much more. Examine the map and decide whether you think you should commit your limited air resources towards taking out enemy airbases – or perhaps destroying the supply depots will slow down the enemy incursion. You're in charge of all the strategic decisions, and then you can drop yourself into whichever plane you want to fly during the mission. There's enough depth, flexibility, and variety here to give this sim spectacular replayability, as you develop new strategies and try them out.

If you have any interest in flight sims, owe it to yourself to try MIG ALLEY. This is one of those rare sims that gets it all right, resulting in a flight sim that others will be measured against for years to come.
QUICK HITS

PANDORA'S BOX

Build a better TETRIS and the world will beat a path to your door. For years now, Alexey Pajitnov, the Russian creator of TETRIS, has been trying to do exactly that, but has only managed to create a spate of mediocre derivations on his original falling block theme. PANDORA'S BOX, Pajitnov's latest work, is at least original, but it's surely no TETRIS in either its originality or sheer addictiveness. Pajitnov uses a handful of digital gimmicks and 3D tricks, along with 350 pieces of artwork, to create a collection of 21st century jigsaw puzzles. There are 10 puzzle types — some quite clever, some quite annoying — wrapped up in a hastily cobbled storyline about the capture of the great trickster figures in world mythology. Fans of jigsaw puzzles and Kai's Power Tools will find some good rainy-day fun here; others won't be amused for very long. —Chris Lombardi

Genre: Puzzle • Publisher: Microsoft • $20 • www.microsoft.com/games
ESRB Rating: Everyone

GRAND THEFT AUTO 2

The original GRAND THEFT AUTO was something of a cult hit, inspiring a large online community of wannabe thugs and car-jackers, partly due to its controversial subject matter. The success of this sequel will probably be the greatest indicator of whether the hubbub over the original was hype, or based on great gameplay. After playing GRAND THEFT AUTO 2, which simply rehashes the original game with a few new bells and whistles — like colored lighting, car-mounted weapons, and a more elaborate organized crime system — I'm sticking with the former. The new retro-future look of the cars leaves a lot to be desired. Heck, the London 1969 expansion pack for the original GTA seemed cooler than this. GTA 2 will probably bring very few new fans to the series, but should satisfy those hooked by the first game.

—Tom Price

Genre: Driving • Publisher: Take 2 Interactive • Developer: Rockstar Games
$40 • www.rockstargames.com • ESRB Rating: Mature; animated blood, strong language

NFL BLITZ 2000

NFL BLITZ was one of the freshest, most devilishly fun sports games since BLADES OF STEEL for the NES. This year's model adds some much needed features like a play editor, an extra page of offensive plays, and weather. Most importantly, it stays true to BLITZ's skull-crushing charm and amazing looks. However, the game still lacks replays, and you still can't make substitutions. I know team management isn't in the spirit of BLITZ, but since you're limited to four controllable players on offense, I would like to choose my receiving crew as well as return and cover men.

The new animations are cool, but extremely choppy — even on a Pentium-III 450 with a Voodoo2 3D accelerator. A few other technical glitches also mar NFL BLITZ 2000, which in many ways is better than the first, but highly flawed. Midway dropped the cachet on this one — it could have been legendary. —Tom Price

Genre: Sports • Publisher: Midway • $48 • www,midway.com • ESRB Rating: Everyone; animated violence, mild language

AXIS & ALLIES: IRON BLITZ

IRON BLITZ is an expansion pack to AXIS & ALLIES that gives players two new units, eight new scenarios, and the ability to edit the existing units, alliances, and setup. While I liked the idea of the new scenarios, from a 1939 start to a cold war variant, almost all are woefully unbalanced and unlikely to provide the kind of close contests for which A&A is known and loved.

In contrast, the new units (marines and destroyers) are a welcome addition. Destroyers in particular make the naval portion of the game more logical and more fun. The ability to change unit attributes through the edit menu is also welcome, although once again play balance ought to be the primary consideration when tinkering. If you don't already own A&A you might as well buy IRON BLITZ, as it comes packaged with the original game. For veterans, the $10 rebate that comes with the economically priced IRON BLITZ makes this a reasonable and rewarding buy as well. —Tim Carter

Genre: Wargame • Publisher: MicroProse • Developer: Hasbro • $30 • www.axisandallies.com • ESRB Rating: Everyone

---
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THE OPERATIONAL ART OF WAR II: FLASHPOINT KOSOVO

Calling the first battle pack for THE OPERATIONAL ART OF WAR II “Flashpoint Kosovo” is, at best, a questionable marketing move. To begin with, the invasion of Yugoslavia by NATO forces in the summer of 1999 never transpired. Second, the battle pack includes but a single scenario in Yugoslavia. The remaining dozen or so scenarios are set in other hotspots around the world, from the lengthy Iran/Iraq conflict to a supposedly inevitable showdown between Chinese and Russian forces at the end of the 20th Century. While a few historical engagements are thrown in, including the lopsided ‘91 Gulf War and the proposed U.S. invasion of North Vietnam at the height of the Vietnam War, the majority of the scenarios are based on hypothetical conflagrations, including an unlikely conflict in Central Europe and a rather proffers U.S. Civil War in 2006. These issues aside, FLASHPOINT KOSOVO ably picks up where its award-winning predecessor left off, taking a highly entertaining and replayable second look at some of the world’s most troubled regions. –Marc Dultz

DIPLOMACY

Genre: Strategy • Publisher: Hasbro Interactive • Developer: Meyer/Glass Interactive • $40 • www.hasbrointeractive.com • ESRB Rating: Everyone

Back in the early 80s, Avalon Hill released a computer version of its classic multiplayer boardgame, DIPLOMACY. The game was marred by a poor user interface and atrocious AI, but that wasn’t much of a surprise; back then it was an achievement simply to develop a game that worked. It’s much more of a surprise that 15 years later, Avalon Hill’s new owner, Hasbro, has brought its considerable development firepower to bear on the classic game with the exact same result. DIPLOMACY is built upon very simple rules. The players represent the seven major powers of Europe in 1901. The map consists of 75 spaces, 34 of which are “supply centers” that confer the ability to build additional units. Control of 18 centers by a single power at the end of a year results in victory. Each player secretly records his orders, which are revealed and resolved simultaneously each turn, after a period of negotiations.

Capturing a province is as easy as moving a unit there. Beating your enemies to this space, however, requires a little help from your friends, and the preceding negotiations between world powers are what make DIPLOMACY such a deliciously devious multiplayer pastime.

Graphically, the game is a polished affair. Colors indicate territorial control, and map motifs can be changed to suit one’s taste. Players are represented by historically-styled personages who sner and leer while waiting to conduct negotiations. These negotiations are carried out in “rooms” where only invited occupants can participate. Players make proposals through a simple system of icons, which turns “Germany should attack Russia” into a simple three-click process; this is hindered only by the poor placement of these icons and the fact that a player’s “offers received” arrive on a different screen than “offers made” – meaning that only one screen can be monitored at a time. The icons are a good shorthand communication method in games against human opponents, although there is also a chat feature available. Unfortunately, the computer opponents are unable to provide the barest medium of resistance, even at the highest setting. The computer repeatedly tries to perform illegal moves, although the game engine prevents them from being resolved. No coordination occurs, either between two allies or even between units of the same power. Two units will repeatedly try to dislodge an enemy from a supply center, both of them trying to move to that space, rather than one providing support for the other.

You’d expect the multiplayer game to be the shining point, since inter-personal exchanges were the heart and soul of the original design. Alas, the multiplayer game via Internet or LAN with up to seven human players is so slow that it makes the game unplayable. A simple two-player TCP/IP game brought a Pentium II-550 to its knees. There are play-by-email and hot-seat modes available, but if you’re going to play that way, you may as well play the boardgame.

DIPLOMACY, the boardgame, was an example of game design at its best. DIPLOMACY, the computer game, is an example of how an excellent design does not guarantee a good computer translation. –Bruce Guyk

NAPOLEON 1813

Genre: Wargame • Publisher: Empire Interactive • Developer: Empire Interactive • $45 • www.empirestrategy.com • ESRB Rating: Ages 11 and up

We haven’t seen a good Napoleonic wargame on the PC for years. Sadly, this title does little to change that. NAPOLEON 1813 recreates the struggle of one of history’s most notorious generals to maintain a hold on central Europe in the wake of his disastrous 1812 campaign in Russia. You command your units (the smallest of which is a division) in a variety of individual battles or extended campaigns via an interesting slow-motion, real-time mode.

While the strategic map looks okay, the battlefield graphics are unimpressive. By itself, this poses no problem. Numerous bugs, glitches, and interface difficulties, on the other hand, create some serious hardship. Units disappear or switch sides with no explanation; scrolling is cumbersome; and the manual fails to explain several basic points. On top of all this, crashes are not uncommon. NAPOLEON 1813 is full of promising ideas, each of which seems to be plagued by a bug of some sort. Even the patched version will please only serious Napoleonic buffs. –Bruce Guyk
DISCOVER
Set sail across vast oceans to discover new islands and worlds filled with varying terrain and resources.

COLONIZE
Claim an uncharted island as your own. Then, establish your settlements, use resources, and begin to build a new country in your name.

BUILD
Begin with a simple settlement of farms and fishing villages. Establish industries, develop an economy and grow your population to turn your early settlements into thriving towns and cities.

TRADE
Establish treaties and trade routes with other islands and colonies. Good relationships will guarantee your success.
Features:

- 1602 A.D. is a unique blend of two exciting genres, part empire builder part real time strategy
- Discover over 700 unique islands with varying landscapes
- Over 90 building types. Over 30 unique trades
- Single player mode offers a choice of seven campaigns, continuous play or more than 40 scenarios with pre-set missions
- 5 tutorial games guarantee a quick and easy entry into gameplay
- Real time land and sea battles
- Lavish 3D animation replace functions filled by statistics in other games
- Dynamic artificial intelligence automatically adjusts to player's skill level
- Cinematic transitions between scenarios
- Multiplayer mode for up to 4 people per network or 2 players via modem and includes over 30 unique multiplayer scenarios
- Map editor lets you create your own new world to build and rule

CONQUER

Use battle ships and troops to keep your settlements safe and trade routes free from hostile enemies.
Or, wage war against your enemies.
Time to Upgrade?

How to Choose the Right Motherboard Chipset and Memory

Competition is a wonderful thing for consumers—products get better and cost less. But the downside of choice is that, well, you have to choose. In the world of motherboard chipsets and memory, the choices are about to go from mildly confusing to totally baffling. Why? New chipsets and memory types, each with its own advantages and disadvantages, are coming onto the scene. What to do? Stay with us, and we'll give you the low-down on what your best choices are now, and what they will be soon.

Short-Term Memory

Right now, there are two types of memory to consider: SDRAM and RDRAM (or RDRAM). RDRAM can deliver a performance gain with current games (test results below), but it requires Intel's 820 chipset, which wasn't available at press time. When it is available in early 2000, RDRAM will be expensive relative to SDRAM. And until RDRAM is shipping in quantity, it will stay that way. A third memory type is on the horizon, called Double Data Rate SDRAM (DDR SDRAM), which could be an interesting high-performance alternative to RDRAM.

To make sense of the upgrade options, check out the table below.

Meanwhile, Intel has decided to support both PC133 SDRAM and DDR SDRAM sometime later in 2000. But Via's Apollo chipset will soon make the move to DDR SDRAM, and could be a dark horse in the performance sprint versus Intel 820 and RDRAM. So if you can wait to upgrade, hold off until more is known about DDR SDRAM and its price/performance versus Intel's offerings.

CPU/Chipset/Memory Type

1. Pentium-III 730/Intel 440BX / PC133 SDRAM (baseline)
2. Athlon 700/AMD 751 / PC100 SDRAM
3. Pentium-III 733 / Intel C820 / PC100 SDRAM
4. Pentium-III 733 / Intel VC 820 / RDRAM
5. Pentium-III 733 / Via Apollo 133 / PC133 SDRAM

In our recent testing, Intel's new 733MHz Pentium III, running on an 820-based motherboard with RDRAM, came in first. The real surprise was the performance of the 700MHz Pentium III running on the "aging" 440BX platform. It came in second. Athlon hung in there, finishing in the middle of the pack. The other shock was the low performance of the 733MHz Pentium III running on an 820 motherboard, but using SDRAM (not RDRAM).

GADGETS FOR GAMERS

The revolution will not be televised; it will be downloadable. Diamond sparked a stampede of knock-off MP3 players with its first Rio MP3 player two years ago, and has enjoyed great success—not to mention weathering a flood of litigation from the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA). But Diamond has thus far prevailed, and is about to bring it on again with their new Rio 500. New to the Rio are several notable features: USB support; enhanced control; and a small display to tell you the name of your current track, and to let you browse through others stored in the unit's 64MB of memory. With this memory load-out, the Rio 500 can store at least 70 minutes of music, and more if you're willing to dial down the quality setting a bit.

Rio M500 MP3 Player

NOTE: All systems tested using Creative's Annihilator 3D card, Windows 98SE, and DirectX 7. *QUAKE III version 1.08, demo 1
MEMORY SPEEDS AND FEEDS

RDRAM will be on the scene first, but DDR SDRAM may give it a run for its money in the performance arena. The question here is who'll have the better price/performance story.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Type</th>
<th>Approximate Sustained Data Rate</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC133 SDRAM</td>
<td>700MB/sec</td>
<td>Inexpensive, available</td>
<td>Not the fastest game in town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDRAM</td>
<td>1.6GB/sec</td>
<td>It's got headroom for future performance needs</td>
<td>Expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC266 DDR SDRAM</td>
<td>1.4GB/sec</td>
<td>Could be an interesting alternative to RDRAM</td>
<td>Still too many unknowns, including price.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Athlon Alternative

AMD's Athlon CPU has delivered very good price/performance versus Intel, though we've seen a few stability problems. If you're interested in Athlon, we urge you to buy a preconfigured system. There are still some combinations of peripherals that give Athlon motherboards hissy fits, but off-the-shelf systems have tested pretty well. Don't build using Athlon components yourself, unless you're very confident in your troubleshooting skills.

Chipset Upgrade Paths

Finally, to help you navigate the twists and turns of the upgrade path, we've got the following "IF-THEN" recommendations for upgrade alternatives. To figure out which chipset your system has, right-click on the My Computer icon, and go to the Device Manager tab dialogue. From the list of devices, click on System Devices, and see which "Processor to AGP Controller" you have. Intel's 440BX will be listed as the 82443BX.

IF... You have an older 440BX or 440LX motherboard (a system that's two or three years old), and have a CPU that's 400MHz or less, and want more performance now.
THEN... Consider making a motherboard/CPU/RAM swap, and take a look at Intel 820-based Pentium-III solutions with RDRAM memory (fast but pricey), or consider a new off-the-shelf system—especially if you're thinking about opting for an Athlon-based system (less expensive).

IF... You have a recent 440BX motherboard that supports 1.65 CPU core voltage, like the Abit BX6 rev. 2 and ASUS P3B-F; and a 450MHz CPU or less.
THEN... Consider the Intel Pentium-III 700MHz, which will work in your current motherboard with a BIOS update. You can add an 820-based motherboard and RAM further down the road.

IF... You have a recent 440BX motherboard with a 500MHz CPU or better.
THEN... Hold off until RDRAM memory and 700MHz Pentium-III CPU prices drop.

Reviews

Cut Off Their Tails...

New Cordless Mice Get You Off the Leash

You're in the middle of a heated skirmish on an Internet UNREAL TOURNAMENT server, and you're battling. All of a sudden, someone gets the drop on you from behind; you go to wheel around and let 'em have it, but you get stuck midway around a tangled mouse cable. Boom, you're dead. After the explosives, you get the mouse untangled and get on with your life, muttering that there must be a better way. Well, there is. Go wireless. We took a look at the latest cordless offerings from Microsoft and Logitech, and both proved to be solid performers that will never cost you another
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Logitech Cordless MouseMan Wheel
Microsoft Cordless Wheel Mouse
Hammerhead FX Gamepad
Diamond HomeFree USB
3Com Home Networking Kit
Saiitek R100 Wheel
cord-tangle frag again. Both install without a hitch, and depending on your personal preference (and hand size), one of them will serve you well.

We tested these mice in QUAKE III, UNREAL TOURNAMENT, HALF-LIFE, and HOMEWORLD. Through all these games, both mice performed well, and neither introduced any “frag-lag” in the 3D shooters; it came down to a subjective feel that each delivered. Both ran fine using the PS2RATE utility for jacking up the mouse-polling rate to smooth mouse tracking. So what’s the dif, you may be asking? There’s the $15 price difference, as well as button and wheel placement and response — and this is where Microsoft’s mouse pulls ahead.

**Microsoft Cordless Wheel Mouse**

Microsoft’s wire-free offering uses a slightly modified design of their hallmark IntelliMouse, the most notable difference being that the new mouse is ambidextrous. By removing the curvature of the original IntelliMouse, the Cordless Wheel Mouse (CWM) will fit the hands of both right-handed and southpaws alike. Button design is very simple: left and right, and this rodent’s wheel has very clear click-points that served well for weapon switching in shooters, and for zooming in/out in HOMEWORLD. The buttons also felt solid and were very comfortable during long 3D-shooter sessions. About the only complaint CGW editors had was the lack of a thumb button. The mouse’s weight was very close to a typical Microsoft mouse, and wasn’t a problem. All told, this is a great mouse whose relatively low price and “goes both ways” design will keep lefty and righty mousers alike happy.

**Logitech Cordless MouseMan Wheel**

Logitech took their very comfortable WheelMan canted design and turned it into a wireless offering. But in making the move to leap-free, they made some design changes that make this mouse less comfortable to use than its tethered sibling. First, in order to accommodate the wireless transmitter circuitry, Logitech moved the left and right mouse buttons back onto the mouse body. Couple that with two short-throw buttons, and the result is that we often found our fingers off the buttons in 3D shooters, which can be fatal. Logitech’s canted design is comfortable, and their thumb button is a plus—but the Cordless MouseMan’s wheel didn’t quite have the sure feel of Microsoft’s wheel. Also, this Logitech is a little over 25 percent heavier than a standard Microsoft mouse, and you could feel the weight difference after prolonged use. This is still a fine mouse, and if you like Logitech’s canted design, then this may be the one for you. But because of their moving of the left and right buttons, the cordless proved a little less sure-handed than the conventional MouseMan Wheel. —Dave Salvador

---

**Duly Shocked**

If you’ve envied the PlayStation players their DualShock gamepads, envy no more. Interact has felt your pain and offers you the HammerheadFX, a force-feedback gamepad that rumbles when, say, you get shot in a 3D shooter that supports the effect. Although it requires a pair of AAA batteries, the rumble effect taps into DirectX’s force-feedback capabilities and works quite well.

The HammerheadFX doesn’t support USB, nor can it be daisy-chained, unfortunately, but installs easily. The profiling software is somewhat nonintuitive, but the controller is fully DirectInput-compliant, and so is easily configured within most games. You can set it up to use the twin mini-joysticks, or one joystick and the D-pad. Control response is quick and fluid. The one downside is that the unit is rather weighty; my forearms got a little tired after a half hour. —Lloyd Case

---

**DIAMOND HOMEFREE USB NETWORKING KIT**

Requirements: Free USB port; Windows 95 for PC or USB-equipped Macintosh
Price: $319 Manufacturer: Diamond Multimedia Contact: www.diamondmm.com

**Easy, but Not So Fast**

Diamond’s HomeFree USB phone-line networking kit arrives on the scene just as other companies are starting to ship 10Mbit/sec home networking kits. Unfortunately, Diamond’s kit is limited to 1 megabit per second. Despite this deficiency, I found the Diamond USB kit to be easy to install, fully-featured, and great for gaming, provided you have the requisite phone jacks. Note that, as with any home phone-line kit, you can phone setup needs to exist on the same sets of wire pairs.

The network module looks like a pale blue, translucent modem. There are three ports: one for the USB connection to the PC, one to connect to a phone jack, and the third to connect a phone. The module draws power from the USB port, so there’s a refreshing lack of power brick. The kit includes Macintosh and PC drivers, wired, Internet sharing software for two PCs (or one PC and one Mac), and documentation. Setup is a snap: Plug the module in, install the software, and let it walk you through the network installation process. The setup software is very friendly and smart.

The real downside is performance. For gaming, the ping time is a very good 33ms, but the transfer time is pathetically slow; a 10MB file took nearly two minutes to move from one PC to the next. I wouldn’t use this to install large games over a network. —Lloyd Case
Cheap Ride

Ever driven your car with a joystick? Didn’t think so. So why are you still trying to get through games like NEED FOR SPEED using that old joystick? I know, it’s not worth the $100+ investment to get a wheel. But Saitek might have what you’re looking for: a decent wheel for part-time motorists that comes in under $50. Their new R100 wheel is a no-frills wheel that installs easily, handles well, and surprisingly, has pedals that don’t suck—a hallmark of nearly all “budget-oriented” wheels.

SAITEK R100 WHEEL
Requirements: Soundcard joystick port
Price: $49.95 Manufacturer: Saitek
Contact: www.saitekusa.com

The R100 has a single screw-peg that attaches the wheel to your desk, and you can mount/dismount it quickly and easily. I took the R100 for a rip through NEED FOR SPEED, and the R100 was well-heeled, though the wheel itself has a somewhat springy feel. But it tracked evenly from hard-left to hard-right, and the pedals even allowed for somewhat subtle acceleration and braking. The wheel has two front buttons, and two shifter paddles, and all worked without a hitch.

For the part-time wheelman, the R100 will get the job done without wallowing your wallet. Better pedals would be a welcome addition, but for under $50, they’ll do. —Dave Salvator

Coming Next Month

GAME OF THE YEAR?

WE’LL TELL YOU
IN CGW’S 15TH ANNUAL
GAME OF THE YEAR AWARDS

A year’s worth of games enter the ring....only one emerges the CGW Game of the Year. What’s it going to be? HOMEWORLD? AGE OF EMPIRES 2? UNREAL TOURNAMENT? SYSTEM SHOCK 2? HIGH HEAT BASEBALL 2000? One thing it won’t be...easy to decide.

**Killer Rigs**

**Your Two Best Recipes for Building the Ultimate Gaming Machine**

**SPEAKERS**
- Klipsch Promedia • $250
- Beautiful imaging, clean sound.

**MONITOR**
- Optiquest V95 • $389
- Solid 18" monitor at a budget price.

**CD-ROM**
- In-Win Q500 full tower ATX • $105
- New and improved model.

**CASE**
- Antec Gemstone Case • $75
- The color! The colors!

**Rudder Pedals**
- CH Pro Pedals USB • $100
- Nearly perfect foot placement.

**Power Rig**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>The Skinny</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motherboard</td>
<td>Intel 845i North</td>
<td>$140</td>
<td>AGP 4x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Coppermine 733</td>
<td>$730</td>
<td>It's the top of the heap, for now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>128MB of PC100 RDRAM</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>Rambus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk Controller</td>
<td>Adaptec 2940A Pro</td>
<td>$360</td>
<td>60 megabytes per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Graphics</td>
<td>Creative Labs Annihilator Pro</td>
<td>$380</td>
<td>DOT SDRAM and T&amp;L support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot; Floppy Drive</td>
<td>Teac</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>You still gotta have one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Drive</td>
<td>Quantum Atlas 10k</td>
<td>$680</td>
<td>Runs warm, runs fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup</td>
<td>Creative DVD-RAM drive</td>
<td>$590</td>
<td>2 gigs of backup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Drive Cooler</td>
<td>PC Power and Cooling Bay-Cool</td>
<td>$49</td>
<td>Keep that Atlas 10k cool!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-ROM</td>
<td>Pioneer XE SCSI DVD</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>New Pioneer slot drive DVD, Sweet!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Mitsubishi DiamondPro 2020u</td>
<td>$1,250</td>
<td>Perfectly flat, good USB support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Audio</td>
<td>Sound Blaster Live Platinum</td>
<td>$175</td>
<td>For four-speaker DirectSound, 3D and EAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speakers</td>
<td>HJipsch Prumacia</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>Beautiful, punchy, clean sound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modem</td>
<td>3Com G351 modem</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>DSL at last</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking Hub</td>
<td>3Com Etherlink 10/100 PCI</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>For making my buddies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>In-Win Q500 full tower ATX</td>
<td>$105</td>
<td>New improved model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply</td>
<td>Slikcer 275</td>
<td>$99</td>
<td>More power, Scotty!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard</td>
<td>Microsoft Natural Keyboard Pro</td>
<td>$59</td>
<td>In with the Natural, out with the Newtouch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse/Pointing Device</td>
<td>Microsoft IntelliMouse Explorer</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>The mouse with no balls!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action Game Controller</td>
<td>Internet Hammerhead FX</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>Dual shock clone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Joystick</td>
<td>CH F16 Combistick USB</td>
<td>$65</td>
<td>It just feels right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudder Pedals</td>
<td>CH Pro Pedals USB</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>Perfect foot placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving Controls</td>
<td>ECO E80s 400B</td>
<td>$1,550</td>
<td>For those on a stick</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** $7,526

The Fine Print: All recommendations based on actual evaluations and testing. Price listed are average low quotes from Web price search engines like www.computeruniverse.com or www.pricewatch.com. Compiled by Dave Salter and Loyd Case.
“Which 3D Card Should I Buy?”

If there’s one question readers have asked us more than any other, this would have to be it. So, you asked for it, you got it. Choosing the right 3D card depends on your CPU and your motherboard. So we have two recommendations for you.

Choice A: If your CPU is a Pentium 223MHz or slower, or your motherboard is all-PCI (no AGP), or you’ve got a motherboard-down AGP graphics chip with no AGP slot, then get 3dfx’s Voodoo3 3000 PCI board. At just under $150, the V3 3000 delivers great price/performance, and will do a very good job with current games, and a good job with games coming out soon. And the best part is that when you swap in a new motherboard/CPU, you can migrate the Voodoo3 board to the new setup and use it there until you decide to get an AGP-based 3D card.

Choice B: If your motherboard has an AGP slot, then go with Creative’s 3D Annihilator 3D Pro, which goes for around $300. A somewhat pricey bugger, but this GeForce-based board uses DDR SDRAM memory to keep the GeForce’s four pipelines fed and happy. If you can’t stomach a $300 investment, then consider Creative’s 3D Blaster TNT2 Ultra, which is available now for around $150.

Even if you’re running a Pentium II 233 or 266MHz CPU, when you upgrade motherboard/CPU, you can migrate either of these cards into your new setup, and they’ve got room to grow with whatever CPU you mate them with.

3D NEWS FLASH! 3dfx Napalms Comdex

3dfx finally took the wraps off its Napalm project, and announced a series of products based on its new chip. The company stated that this is the last graphics chip to be based on the Voodoo architecture; the next chip, code-named Rampage, has been built from the ground up with a new architecture.

The chip formerly known as Napalm is now the VSA-100, which sports a fill rate of 333-357MPixels/sec, depending on clock speed. To put this in perspective, nVidia’s new GeForce 256 chip delivers about 480MPixels/sec, and their TNT2 Ultra comes in at around 300MPixels/sec. Boards using the VSA-100 will ship in two flavors: single-chip (Voodoo4) and multichip (Voodoo5). That’s right kids, SLI is back, but a single board this time. The Voodoo4 will ship with a single VSA-100 and 32MB of RAM. It will not be able to handle 3dfx’s much ballyhooed T-buffer effects. Pricing will be around $179.

The Voodoo5 comes in three flavors: the 5000 PCI, the 5500 AGP and the 6000 AGP. The 5000 has two VSA-100s and 32MB of RAM (which is effectively 16MB of video memory due to the way SLI works). The 5500AGP will also have a pair of VSA-100s, but 64MB of RAM (32MB effective memory). Both cards do full scene anti-aliasing, though with a performance hit. The PCI card’s suggested price will be $230, and the AGP card will come in at $299.

The mother lode is the 6000, which has four chips, 128MB video RAM (again, 32MB effective memory) and, get this, its own separate power supply. That’s right, you’ll have to plug this into a wall outlet. Oh, and did we mention it will be $600? Ouch. But it does deliver humongous fill rate—roughly 1.3-1.47 gigapixels per second. —Loyd Case
Under the Hood

Arrrrghhh!
A Bit of Fire and Brimstone About Ease-of-Use

I recently ripped a Voodoo2 graphics card out of my system in sheer disgust. My anger and frustration was not directed at the Voodoo2 card, which has been one of the most trouble-free and reliable pieces of hardware I've ever used. No, my ire was directed at Electronic Arts.

The Voodoo2 card lived in my computer next door to a TNT2 Ultra card. When I recently installed Electronic Art's NEED FOR SPEED: HIGH STAKES, I wanted to run it in 32-bit color. But when I ran NEED FOR SPEED's 3D-setup program, I was offered two choices: Glide 3D or software 3D acceleration. Huh?! The game was designed to support Direct3D!

I only wanted to take advantage of a feature that was built into the game. But the design oversight by some numb-skull at Electronic Arts was standing in my way. Only after I uninstalled the Voodoo2 card and flung it out of my system in revulsion did the game allow me to choose Direct3D. But then it promptly informed me that "my hardware was unsupported."

My scream was deafening. I hope it shook a few Silicon Valley engineers out of their beds.

I've said it before, and I'll surely say it again: Computers should just be easier to use. I don't mean easy like a toaster. I don't mean that the PC needs to fundamentally change to work more like, say, a television. I'm not talking about some future where we'll talk to our computers and they'll respond in a sexy voice.

I'm talking about the hundreds of little ways, here and now and today, that computers could be better designed for greater ease-of-use. I'm talking about eliminating the stupid design decisions or oversights that need never occur if hardware and software engineers spent a moment or two meditating at the Temple of Common Sense.

Patchwork Quilt

It's a given these days that games will require patches. Ignoring the issue of whether patches should be necessary (Jeff Green has mercilessly beaten that horse already), they are a fact of life. If that's true, why are patches so difficult to install?

For example, when running many patch setup programs, I'm asked to specify the location of the game on my hard drive. Huh? This is a Windows world. The patch program should just check the Windows registry or search the drive.

I'm not talking about patches that are just compressed files containing whole files to copy over to the game directory. I'm talking about elaborate patch programs with dozens of components. My favorite was the patch that asked me, "You have version xxx.x of the game, right?" Gee, I dunno. You tell me!

Now let's talk compressed files. All of you who have had to download patches, then "unzip" them, raise your hands. What an annoying process!

For one thing, there's no consistency as to where the unzipped files get placed. Then there are the differing decompression programs that default to different directories. Imagine the new gamer who has no clue what a "zip" program is, poor soul. No wonder console gaming is growing faster than PC gaming.

This is not rocket science. Most commercial zip programs can create easily executable files. Some of the

Better ones will auto-launch a program, like an install script. I know they exist, because some patches do show up that way. Why can't all of them?

Hardware Headaches

Installing hardware can be equally painful. Many of us have been through the hell of installing a graphics card or sound card. But those are extreme examples. There are simple things that can be done to ease our pain.

For instance, why do the Sound Blaster Live cards that ship with systems from Dell and other big computer companies have color-coded connectors, but the $260 Sound Blaster Live does not? Why aren't all ribbon cables and matching connectors keyed, so that you can't insert them incorrectly?

The same goes for USB connectors. And why are USB connectors still on the back of PCs? Why are those terrible, fragile, four-pin power connectors still used for hard drives, when the ones used for floppy drives are so much easier to connect?

I could go on and on, but I've run out of space. Maybe, just maybe, a few hardware engineers and programmers will read this and make a much-needed pilgrimage to the Temple of Common Sense. Hey, a columnist can hope, can't he? CGW

Maybe a few hardware engineers and programmers will read this and make a much-needed pilgrimage to the Temple of Common Sense.
MORE BASS!

Less Bucks!

Yamaha's exclusive Advanced Active Servo Technology delivers thunderous low end and brilliant highs. The YST-MS30 and YST-MS35 (USB) multimedia speakers will dramatically enhance your gaming and music/MP3 listening experience. Act now and get one for as low as $49.99*.

Save $20 when you buy now!

Get a $20 rebate from Yamaha when you buy YST-MS30 speakers before 1/31/2000. See product box for details.

Yamaha
The Way Your Computer Should Sound.

MULTIMEDIA SPEAKERS • CD-REWRTABLE RECORDERS • CD-R AND CD-RW MEDIA • HEADPHONES

For a brochure, call (800)622-6414 ext.523 or visit www.yamaha.com. *Estimated street price for YST-MS30 after $20 rebate (Yamaha does not set retail prices).

©1999 Yamaha Corporation of America, Consumer Products Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622-6600.
Tech Medics
You've Got Questions, We've Got Answers

Drawing A Blank (Screen)

If I leave a game alone for about a half hour, the screen goes completely dark and when I try to resume, the sound is usually off. This is not the screen saver, which I disabled. Is there a way I can prevent this from happening?

Your computer is going into "sleep mode." From the display control panel, click on the "Screen Saver" tab, then click on the "Power" or "Settings" button on the lower right (depends on which version of Windows 98 you have). Select the "Always On" option. If you want your monitor to remain on, select the "Never" setting for turning off the monitor, or the number of minutes you want your system to wait before it puts the monitor into sleep mode.

Slot Swap Bingo

I recently added a new sound card. Windows detected the card, but then couldn't find the drivers, so I added the drivers and restarted the computer. When Windows came up, I checked in Device Manager and saw the yellow exclamation mark next to the sound card. It said that the drivers were not installed. What did I do wrong?

Sounds like there's an unknown I/O resource conflict of some kind. Try moving the sound card to another PCI slot. With sound and network cards, it's generally good practice to avoid the slot directly adjacent to the AGP slot. In motherboards with five or more PCI slots, you may want to avoid the very last slot with these cards as well.

Slurping Acronym Soup

When an upcoming video card like the ATI Rage Fury MAXX says that it supports texture compression, is that the same as supporting S3TC, like the Diamond Viper2 will? From what I've gathered from previews, the MAXX will support DX6 and DX7 compression. Is that the same? Will it support the S3TC textures of QUAKE 3: ARENA, as this is not a DX game? Any enlightenment you could share would be greatly appreciated.

The texture compression in DirectX is, in fact, S3TC. Microsoft makes S3TC available in a flavor called DXTC for Direct3D. However, if a company wants to use S3TC in an OpenGL game, they need to license it directly from S3. Recently, ATI has announced a licensing agreement with S3, but they're the only PC graphics maker to date to cut such a deal.

Good PCI Card

On my eMachine computer, all I have for a 3D accelerator is a PCI slot. I read CGW and saw that you recommend a Voodoo2 1000. But I want more than 12MB. What would be another good 3D accelerator for a PCI slot?

Your eMachine has a fairly fast CPU, so a Voodoo3/3000 PCI might be a better fit than a Voodoo2. However, you need to determine if the graphics hardware currently built into the system can be disabled. If it can, then consider the Voodoo3/3000 PCI accelerator.

Cheaper To Build or Buy?

I am a college student. I was wondering if it would be cheaper/better to build my own system, or to buy one complete from somewhere like Gateway and do a financing program. The main reason I would like a computer would be for games, mainly strategy games like TIBERIAN SUN and SEPTERRA CORE, but I would also like it for Quicken and Word. Any advice would be appreciated.

Quick Tip: Easy Access to Game Controller Panel

Tired of plowing through the Control Panel to see if your joystick is connected or calibrated? There's an easy solution: Create a Game Controllers shortcut on your Desktop. To do this, open Control Panel, right-click the Game Controllers icon, and hold down the right mouse button. Drag the "ghost" of the icon onto your Desktop and release the mouse-button. Select "Create Shortcut(s) Here" to create the shortcut, and voila—instant access to the Game Controllers control panel. This is especially handy for gamers who like to use different controllers for different games.

This is an age-old question that has no clear answer. It's not necessarily cheaper to build your own system. But if you're comfortable doing this, it's almost always better, because you have 100% control (within your budgetary constraints) over the components that make up that system.
Gratuitous Violence is 200 Times Faster With a D-Link Network Than With Online Games.

To get the Maximum performance out of a multi-user game, get off the Internet and get on a D-Link 10/100Mb Fast Ethernet Network. Up to 200 times faster than the Internet, and 10 times faster than other legacy networks. Easy to set up and install, a D-Link 10/100 Network In A Box comes with everything you need to build a Windows 95/98 Network.
Pistol-Packing Pokémon

The most memorable multiplayer experience I’ve had recently didn’t involve an Assault level in UNREAL TOURNAMENT. Rather, it prominently featured characters like Pikachu, Mario, and Donkey Kong, and it wasn’t even on a PC. I’m talking about how I spent a lot of my downtime playing SUPER SMASH BROTHERS on my neighbor’s Nintendo 64.

If you’ve never played it, imagine a traditional fighting game seen through the eyes of Japanese children’s show programmers. Instead of the same ol’ martial artists and panty-flashers in other fighting games, this one has the signature characters from Nintendo’s most famous games, and doesn’t even have any blood. What appeal could a Pokemon/Mario fighting game have for me? The four-player mode.

While the PC is spearheading the multiplayer revolution, it’s missing the multiplayer appeal that can be found in arcades and consoles everywhere: human contact. In PC action games, you’re almost always playing from the comfort of your own system against people who are, in turn, in their own environments, while the consoles and the arcades collect their players in the same area.

I wonder why there aren’t as many “head-to-head on the same machine” options for shooters as there are for sports games right now. Sure, it’s fun to anonymously frag some goon online, but it’s way more fun to talk trash face to face. Even if voice technology becomes workable, seeing your opponent’s expression is half the fun. Only hermits find the distant anonymity more appealing. While LAN games are a pretty good substitute, it’s not always convenient to lug your machine to your buddy’s house.

It’s easier to just play a console game that he has right there.

What are the obstacles to head-to-head PC gaming? Playing a deathmatch on one machine will require split-screening, which some claim takes away from the experience, but I don’t see these GOLDENEYE or QUAKE64 addicts complaining. Monitors would have to be bigger, since 17 inches can get crowded with four players. The only real obstacle is the control scheme, because even with USB, two sets of keyboard and mouse are impractical. Gamepads are getting more shooter-friendly, like the SpaceOrb and Microsoft’s Dual Strike. The Gravis Xterminator is another step in the right direction; reposition one of the D-pads, and use one for movement and one for mouselook (a la the GOLDENEYE control scheme).

Given some time, single-machine-multiplayer may become more plausible. But until developers start trying it, I’ll have to stick to playing on my friend’s Dreamcast or Nintendo 64 to get a regular dose of in-your-face multiplayer. GDW
It's Okay To Play With Yourself

Imagine you're a square-headed lipless freak, irredeemably ugly, shunned by all of mankind and the bulk of the animal kingdom. Your only hope for a normal life is to have a human head transplant. But before you undergo your cranial upgrade, you'll have to make a decision – do you have the family doctor squeeze in the noggin-swap between flu shots and ear exams, or do you opt for a human head transplant specialist? I'm betting you'll pass up the risk of forever looking over your shoulder and choose the specialist. So why aren't more of us applying the same kind of logic to our thinking about solo and multiplayer gaming?

One or the Other

Just as action games are increasingly breaking down into either single-player or multiplayer titles, strategy games are subtly doing the same thing. I say “subtly,” because so far no strategy title has flat out declared itself a multiplayer-focused title the way that games like STARCRAFT, TIBERIUM ALLIANCE, or UNREAL TOURNAMENT have. Yes, both of these games have or will have a single-player component, but the emphasis is there on tutelegion than on a hugely rewarding solo experience along the lines of HALF-LIFE. So why can’t gamers cut the same sort of slack for strategy games? Why can’t we let a game do one thing great?

Look at JAGGED ALLIANCES 2, a rich, incredibly deep single-player-only game blessed with an enormous amount of replayability, yet a game some pundits in the gaming press dinged for not having a multiplayer side. Good Lord, why? I can think of nothing more tedious than slogging through a game of J2 waiting for some anonymous online hillbilly to decide whether or not to have one of his marces reload – let alone stand by while he manages all that military training. I’d rather choke on my own vomit.

AGE OF EMPIRES II illustrates the other end of the spectrum. Sure the single-player campaigns are exponentially better than those of the first game, but AOE2 really shines in its multiplayer game. While I’ve fiddled around with the campaigns, I find myself primarily playing the game against other humans, or recreating that experience on a random map. As great a job as Ensemble did with the single-player game, for myself and countless other gamers, AOE2 is a multiplayer game, and really nothing more.

Unconditional Game Love

Does this mean that games shouldn’t have both a single- and a multiplayer side? Not at all. A game like COMMAND & CONQUER: TIBERIUM SUN that does both pretty well, but neither overwhelmingly, would be fairly disappointing if it opted for just one side or the other. But the insistence of gamers that every single game give them stars as well as the moon hog-ties developers into delivering both types of games, whether they are called for or not. As exhilarating an experience as single-player HOMEWORLD is, the game as a whole is somewhat diminished by a multiplayer game that doesn’t come close to comparing to its solo game. Had the multiplayer component actually sucked, Relic’s visionary masterpiece would have been significantly tarnished by the inclusion of a feature for which there is just no real need.

I predict that we’ll start to see a rise in strategy titles designed primarily for either multi- or single-player play. In fact, we might be starting to see the beginning of this in the shape of online-only titles like Veran’s SOVEREIGN. The either/or model adopted by the action gaming genre will extend to the strategy side of the gaming world, with multiplayer games offering up limited campaigns as nothing more than training scenarios.

And for this, we should be grateful. In a marketplace knee-deep in crap masquerading as entertainment, there’s absolutely no reason why we shouldn’t embrace games that provide outstanding gameplay, regardless of focus. Demigrating a game that has fabulous solo play but has no multiplayer is like disparaging Hendrix for not being Picasso – there’s no basis for comparison. If we as gamers free designers from the limiting, greed-born tyranny of our unreasonable expectations, we will only be rewarded with better games.

And a HOMEWORLD II that will kick your ass straight to the moon. CGW
Fighter Pilot for a Day

CGW Editor Ken Brown – a shifty, shadowy, behind-the-scenes kind of editor – called me up recently and asked, “Ever hear of Air Combat USA? You know, one of those dogfighting-for-real type of flights? Wouldn’t that make for a dandy column?”

“That depends,” I responded, “on how you feel about puking.”

“Oh, puking is great!” Brown exclaimed. “Our readers really like puke. The more puke the better!”

With that, I and my oh-so-weak stomach accepted the assignment: to throw up all over the skies of Cincinnati.

Air Combat USA (and other services like it) definitely let you find out just what a real dogfight feels like. It’s an adrenaline pumping, positive G-inducing, stomach wrenching, full blown (pun intended), incredibly intense once-in-a-lifetime experience. You are at the controls. You make the decisions. You pull the trigger.

Such an experience begs some obvious questions: How closely can I compare a computer simulation to the real thing? What do I think most simulations get right or wrong, just how many times did I heave?

What They Get Right

Much to my surprise, most simulations capture the visuals perfectly. Despite the obvious limitations presented by a computer display, I had a sort of “been there, done that” experience while up in the air. For example, in many simulated dogfights there’s an alternating state of energy advantage/disadvantage between both aircraft, especially in maneuvers containing a mixture of both vertical and horizontal elements. Each pilot experiences a fleeting moment of near elation, quickly followed by near panic because the target is suddenly an aggressor. I have long hated the way the opposing plane seems to hang suspended in mid-air, while you revolve around his axis and he dives toward your tail. “Bah,” I always thought, “damn 2D screens.” But that’s precisely what it looks like in real life.

I’m also less inclined now to bitch about flight models. Much of what I did up in the air was the same thing I’ve been doing for years on a computer, regardless of the simulation. WARBIRDS, EUROPEAN AIR WAR, JANE’S WWII FIGHTERS, SDOE – they all more or less recreate the fundamental concepts of ACM and BFM perfectly, by approximating any given fighter plane’s strengths and weaknesses. Yes, stalling a Mustang requires different techniques for each sim, but you still perform a low yo-yo the same way in each game. Even though each sim flies differently, they all do very well in capturing the heart of the flight itself: the tactics necessary to win.

What Could Use Improvement

There was one thing that got me into a lot of trouble up there, and for that I blame my sim experience. I was constantly buffeting my Marchetti, meaning I didn’t stay within its ideal performance envelope. Avoiding this requires a pilot to “ride the tickle” of the stick, but I had a hard time noticing the buffeting – I was too busy trying to point the nose of my plane at the enemy. In fact, if it weren’t for my Instrutor/Copilot (“Quit buffeting...quit buffeting...stop buffeting the damn aircraft!!!!!”), I would have had no idea that there was a problem.

Still, it explained why I often couldn’t quite line up my target. But if I didn’t notice the problem in real life, how am I going to tell in a simulation? While most sims do penalize extreme behavior, hardly any give enough indication that you’re doing something less than ideally. Force feedback is the most obvious solution, but I’ve yet to encounter a feedback effect as realistic and as subtle as what I personally experienced.

Oh yeah, I filled three barf bags while in flight, and one on the ride back to the hotel. This thrilled Ken Brown to no end. Now he’s trying to get me to take one of those Mig rides over in Russia. Ken...uh...no.
The PC That Knew Too Much

Back in our November issue, Inside Gaming questioned—with moral indignation—the pigskin integrity of MADDEN 2000 and NFL FEVER 2000, our official prognosticators for the current football season. We wondered what kind of drugs these games' designers were on when we saw the Tennessee Titans and Jacksonville Jaguars dominating the digital AFC. We gasped with horror when the Niners failed to make the playoffs, and when the Broncos barely played .500 ball. Who knew that MADDEN 2000 would be more right than just about every sportscaster and odds-maker in predicting the abrupt changing of the guard the NFL has seen this year? This is particularly the case in the AFC, where the Tennessee Titans and Jacksonville Jaguars did very well. In fact, in two season sims, Madden picked the Jags and the Titans to go to the Super Bowl. In both cases, however, the AFC champ lost out, first to the Vikings and then to the Packers. NFL Fever also picked the Jaguars to play themselves into the Super Bowl.

Outside of predicting that the 49ers would stink, neither game was very strong in looking at the NFC's future. Both titles picked the Packers and the Vikings to play well. Both titles totally dismissed the Rams and Lions.

Here are each game's two Super Bowl predictions:

**NFL FEVER 2000**
- Denver 27, Minnesota 14
- Jacksonville 7, Minnesota 28

**MADDEN 2000**
- Minnesota 24, Jacksonville 10
- Green Bay 31, Tennessee 17

Sports Game Controllers

Given the pending arrival of Microsoft's brand new Sidewinder Game Pad, we assumed that our sports game pad decision was a no-brainer. But the controller's outrageously mushy, non-tactile directional pad (see our review last issue) makes it surprisingly horrible for sports games. With Logitech's WingMan Extreme also failing to satisfy us—an overly long handle creates too much fatigue in fast action games—we found ourselves right back where we started.

Here's hoping that Microsoft gets it right the next time around. In the meantime, the CGW offices are currently divided into two different old-school gamepad camps: the original Sidewinder Game Pad and Gravis' Game Pad Pro.

George Jones: Sports Psychic

I write this before January 1, with no idea who will actually be reading this month's Inside Gaming; average, everyday human beings; or lipless, drooling nuclear mutants with teeth where their eyeballs should be. I guess it doesn't really matter. No matter who or what you are—if you're reading this, you like sports games. Or you're desperately in need of paper. Either way, I press on.

Since this is the first official sports column of the "future," I can indulge an urge I've had for many moons: making profound, earth-shattering predictions. Read and heed the wise words of George Jones, Sports Psychic. And take these futuristic visions to the bank.

**Bold Predictions for the Future of PC Sports Games**

- Following in the footsteps of VR Sports and the unrealized ESPN PC sports line, Fox Interactive Sports will fail to make inroads into the digital sports arena and abandon the project, mostly due to a lackluster first year in a category dominated by other brands. Hey, wish it weren't true, but the coffee grounds don't lie. And Fox's first batch of games were average at best. By 2001, Fox Sports won't exist as a PC sports game label.

- In the next two years, some bright sports gaming group will devise an amazingly elaborate, widely-embroidered online fantasy football league that will transcend the typical ESPN.com and Yahoo format by allowing more strategic depth than simply picking your starting players. (Imagine career rosters leagues with varying levels of difficulty in coaching strategy and front office decision-making.) EA Sports has a little bit of a head start here. Will they be the golden ones? The crystal is cloudy....

- Infogrames (or someone else) will try to resurrect the HARDBALL series. It will not work.

- A wise sports game group will create a sports game that incorporates story and role-playing. The gaming equivalent of Hoop Dreams or The Longest Yard.

- Text-based sports games will make their return...on the Web, in Java. Perhaps in multiplayer form, these could serve as the sports junkie's equivalent to "classic" gaming like checkers and chess.

- We'll see yet another *Monday Night Football* game. It will suck, just as the previous two incarnations did.

- Someone will take a stab at a game that allows five-on-five or eleven-on-eleven multiplayer action. The only thing I can't predict is whether or not it will work. If someone figures out ways to balance these multiplayer games so that everyone plays a meaningful and interesting role, it will work.
Going Pagan

In spite of its funky proprietary memory manager, chaotic combat, and the nasty bugs in its initial release, ULTIMA VII: THE BLACK GATE is now regarded as one of the best role-playing games ever made. Creator Origin Systems knew that ULTIMA VII was special, even for a product in the computer gaming's most acclaimed series, and quickly released an equally successful spin-off and two expansion packs.

In spite of the accolades the game and its spin-off garnered, Origin Systems opted for a substantially different design for the next core game in the series. The result was ULTIMA VIII: PAGAN, a game that was almost universally panned by ULTIMA veterans and the North American gaming press.

While other games that received poor reviews quickly fade from memory, PAGAN inspired gamers to hurl vicious criticisms at Origin Systems (and its new parent company, Electronic Arts), initiate accusations of betrayal, and clamor for a virtual coup of ULTIMA's sovereign, Lord British.

The backlash caused Origin Systems to reconsider the direction the series had taken, resulting in the cancellation of the planned expansion pack and delaying the release of the next game for over five years. With the benefit of hindsight, I'm going to reexamine whether the outcry was justified, or just the result of unrealistic expectations.

Mario the Avatar?

Even though each successive ULTIMA game sold more copies than its predecessors, by the mid-1990s role-playing games were no longer the most commercially successful genre. The creators of PAGAN tried to reach a broader audience by emphasizing visceral, action-oriented gameplay and downplaying the complexity and non-linearity of earlier ULTIMA games. Making a more accessible game was an understandable corporate goal, and even if that decision alienated veteran fans, it wouldn't inherently result in a bad game.

Unfortunately, even judged as an action/RPG hybrid, PAGAN was disappointing. Action-oriented jumping puzzles and arcade-like combat didn't just feel out of place; they were badly implemented. Combat lacked the depth and fluidity of a polished action game and was, at best, a dull chore at worst. It was extremely frustrating. The isometric perspective and interface proved pathetically inadequate for the jumping puzzles. It was extremely difficult to predict where your character would land, making each of the hundreds of mandatory jumps a potential trip to the reloading screen.

PAGAN's soundtrack was outstanding, but few gamers had General MIDI sound cards, and the non-MIDI soundtrack was far less interesting. The character animations were excellent, but in many ways the graphics seemed less stunning than those in ULTIMA VII. The beautiful beaches of that game, for example, were replaced in PAGAN by jagged, blue "edges" that bore little resemblance to actual shorelines. Gamers would have to wait a couple years for Blizzard's DIABLO in order to play a well-crafted, accessible, action-oriented RPG hybrid.

Lack of Morals

Judged as an ULTIMA game, PAGAN rates even worse — as it abandoned most of the innovations that made the ULTIMA series so popular. The games were legendary for their detailed and immersive gaming worlds, but PAGAN provided a non-interactive, stagnant realm that was populated by only a handful of NPCs.

Gone were the day/night cycles, the interactive environment, and meaningful subquests. A more notable omission was the ethical theme infused in the series since ULTIMA IV. Since that landmark game, the ULTIMAS had established both an ethical code of virtues and plots with great moral depth. In PAGAN, the series protagonist, the Avatar, enters an unknown, relatively-stable world and leaves it in shambles, all in pursuit of a selfish quest to return home. There was nothing virtuous about the Avatar's actions, and there was certainly no moral depth. It was just a bad action game that foolishly abandoned the traditional strengths of the series.

ULTIMA VIII: PAGAN was a project that failed on almost every level. A significant patch subsequently fixed the most egregious problems, but that effort came too late to save it from gaming infamy. Series creator Richard Garriott would later apologize for PAGAN, saying his terrible strategic mistake was deciding to be a good corporate citizen and ship the game on schedule, instead of when it had been properly polished.

It's been a long time since PAGAN was released, but the game is still worth remembering as an example of how a lack of perspective can cause an experienced development team with justifiable ambitions to produce a disastrous product. Did they fare any better with ULTIMA IX? My verdict on that game is on page 66 of this issue.

For daily RPG news updates, check out Desslock's RPG News at desslock.gamespot.com.
As one of the fastest character types, explore the world of Dune 2, journey across desert lands, fight new warriors, discover new treasures and uncover ancient mysteries.
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**SOLDIER OF FORTUNE**
The hunter becomes the hunted... You are the world's deadliest soldier, now a target in a vast, thrilling city, a city "alive" with citizens. Explore the constantly shifting urban environment, engaging in deadly combat and action. Read more unique characters. Explore a world with new and different game types. Issues (Action) Release: 11/92 PC CD $36.99

**CHIPS & BITS INC.**
POB 234 DEPT 11227
ROCHESTER, VT 05767
INT'L 802-767-3853 FAX 802-767-3332

**New Releases!**
Messiah
Dalkatania
Age of Wonders
Quake 3 Arena

**COMPUTER GAMES: ACTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Release Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soldier of Fortune</td>
<td>$44.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPUTER GAMES: ADVENTURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Release Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Messiah</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalkatania</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of Wonders</td>
<td>$44.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quake 3 Arena</td>
<td>$47.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**URBAN CHORDS**
The year is 1999. You are a 16-year-old music student.into the shattered remains of this city & try to bring order. Choose from 30 missions, each with multiple endings. Read more unique characters. Explore a world with new and different game types. Issues (Action) Release: 12/99 PC CD $36.99

**PC: SPORTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Release Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-BallPG 000</td>
<td>$32.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFA World Cup 00</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIBA 2000</td>
<td>$39.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA Live 2000</td>
<td>$37.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL 2000</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL 2000</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA Live 2000</td>
<td>$39.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL 2000</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFL 2000</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHL 2000</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBA Live 2000</td>
<td>$39.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HINT BOOKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Release Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duke Nukem 3D</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke Nukem 64</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke Nukem Zero</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke Nukem Forever</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke Nukem 32</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BATTLEFRONT 2 THE MIGHTY 8TH**
The current supreme battalion of World War II. The new member command. Navigate accurately across Europe. Locate and bomb strategic targets, and deliver planes from enemy attacks. Beat the sound of German aircraft. Images (Simulation) Release: 02/00 PC CD $38.99

**SONY PLAYSTATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Release Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ace Combat 3</td>
<td>$54.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VIGILANTE: SECOND OFFENSE**
Destructible environments, morphing vehicles, special missions, multiplayer, all-new story. Blast your way through 12 areas across the U.S. Pilot your arsenal from a variety of vehicles, high speed highways, highways. Activation/Simulation Release: 12/99 PC N64 $39.99

**NINTENDO 64**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Release Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avalanche</td>
<td>$54.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DREAMCAST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Release Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battlesto</td>
<td>$49.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**P.C.: BUNDLES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Release Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>$49.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreamcast</td>
<td>$49.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPANY</td>
<td>PRODUCT</td>
<td>PRICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDO</td>
<td>Army Men Air Tactics</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DO</td>
<td>Cudglers</td>
<td>104-167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acclaim Entertainment</td>
<td>Southpaw Rally</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>Skate III Arena</td>
<td>G24G1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>Star Trek: Armada</td>
<td>14-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>Soldier of Fortune</td>
<td>24-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activision</td>
<td>VivaPiña</td>
<td>29-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aureal Inc</td>
<td>AXD</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bally Games</td>
<td>PC Strategy Guide, Final Fantasy VIII</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUX.COM</td>
<td>BuyPGGames.com</td>
<td>56-57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C'lyde</td>
<td>1607 A.D.</td>
<td>150-155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chips &amp; Bits</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cdmag.com/chips.html">www.cdmag.com/chips.html</a></td>
<td>172-173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council on Computing Power</td>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Labs</td>
<td>WebCam Go</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Labs</td>
<td>Sound Blender</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Link</td>
<td>D Link Networking Kit</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dell Computer Corporation</td>
<td>Dimension &amp; Inspiron Lines</td>
<td>05CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Multimedia</td>
<td>Viree</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA Sports</td>
<td>ea.com</td>
<td>117-119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidos Interactive</td>
<td>Rebel Advance</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidos Interactive</td>
<td>Sinister</td>
<td>4-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidos Interactive</td>
<td>Union Chaos</td>
<td>6-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidos Interactive</td>
<td>Eidos Interactive</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidos Interactive</td>
<td>Deus Ex</td>
<td>19-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidos Interactive</td>
<td>Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidos Interactive</td>
<td>Thief II</td>
<td>47-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidos Interactive</td>
<td>Omikron</td>
<td>44-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidos Interactive</td>
<td>Shadow</td>
<td>46-47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>The Sims</td>
<td>53-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Arts</td>
<td>FIFA 18</td>
<td>58-59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falcon Northwest</td>
<td>Compaq Systems</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamecube</td>
<td>gamecube.com</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT Interactive Software</td>
<td>Wheel of Time</td>
<td>140-141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT Interactive Software</td>
<td>Unreal Tournament</td>
<td>1755C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>Gungho</td>
<td>114-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>Monopoly</td>
<td>132-133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasbro Interactive</td>
<td>Rubik</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interplay Productions Inc</td>
<td>Microsoga</td>
<td>2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interplay Productions Inc</td>
<td>Ice Wind Dale</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interplay Productions Inc</td>
<td>Enigma</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LucasArts Entertainment</td>
<td>Indiana Jones and the Infernal Machine</td>
<td>8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modtronic Entertainment</td>
<td>Close Combat 4</td>
<td>120-121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nvidia</td>
<td>nVidia</td>
<td>128A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photostar</td>
<td>Kingdom Under Fire</td>
<td>76-77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razer</td>
<td>BombDot mouse</td>
<td>38-37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock &amp; Roll Games</td>
<td>Star Ops II</td>
<td>94-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigsoft Networks Inc</td>
<td>Tux</td>
<td>59-59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra On-Line</td>
<td>Cinemag Central</td>
<td>16-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra On-Line</td>
<td>Nascar 3</td>
<td>22-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra On-Line</td>
<td>NFL 99</td>
<td>69-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra On-Line</td>
<td>Nascar Legends</td>
<td>80-91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra On-Line</td>
<td>Star Trek DS9</td>
<td>92-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SouthPeak Interactive</td>
<td>Wild Wild West</td>
<td>60-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SouthPeak Interactive</td>
<td>Samba and Brawny</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SouthPeak Interactive</td>
<td>Bass and Birdie</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUARE</td>
<td>Final Fantasy VIII</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonssoft</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonssoft</td>
<td>Rung Sun</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonssoft</td>
<td>Code Name Eagle</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonssoft</td>
<td>Devil's Bistro</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGO</td>
<td>Pre-Order Promotion</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westwood Studios</td>
<td>Nex</td>
<td>20-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westwood Studios</td>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>126-127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterdducks</td>
<td>Dirt Track Racing</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamaha Corporation of America</td>
<td>Speakers</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDNet</td>
<td>ZDNet</td>
<td>128D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Importance Of Being Pidgey
Is that a Gameboy in my pocket, or am I just happy to be here?

As a lifelong oddball, nothing turns me off more than trendy marketing fads. Okay, I suppose naked photos of Bea Arthur might turn me off more, but I'm still waiting for those to arrive in the mail, so I can't say for sure yet. The point is, when something gets extremely popular, that's usually my signal to run in the other direction.

So when this whole Pokemon thing began heating up, I fully intended to ignore it with my usual snobbish disdain. I did this quite successfully at first, laughing with my fellow wizards in my online Magic guild about what loser geeks all those Pokemon fans were.

But over the last month or so, as the mania has reached an insane critical mass—appearing on the cover of Time the week I write this—it became clear to me that I needed to check it out. I am, after all, a gaming professional. A pundit, if you will. And no gaming pundit worth his Protoss action toy can ignore a phenomenon that has now raked in tens of billions of dollars in cross-promotional sales.

Besides, our esteemed editor-in-chief, George Jones, recently became addicted to Pokemon. In addition to being a gaming professional, I am also a world-class suck-up. What better way to bond with the boss and advance my career than to share in one of his interests?

Me: This Pokemon game sure is great, huh sir?
George: I'm kinda busy here.

Me: Who do you think is cooler, sir, Jigglypuff or Cubone?
George: Get back to your desk, Green.
Me: Another excellent idea sir! You're a genius!

So I bought Pokemon for the Color Gameboy. (Pokemon Red, for those who care.) And what I learned, and what I want to share with you this month, is this: It's not the godawful kiddie toy from hell that I was expecting, but it's actually...good.

I know that this is not what you want to hear. It's certainly not what I planned on writing. If there's any topic ripe for ridicule, it's Pokemon. For example, when I read that over 200 people lined up before 6 a.m. at my local Toys R Us on the day after Thanksgiving just to get some kind of Pokemon scratch card, all I could think was: These people should have all been rounded up, put in a bus with bars on the windows, and sold to the Pentagon for military experimentation. Because clearly their time as functioning members of society has long since passed.

But, see? There I go again, being a snob. The fact is, you need to separate Pokemon the game—which is what started this whole mess—from Pokemon the annoying media phenomenon. You may not want to know this, but the game itself is quite incredible, and any PC game developer—or gamer—looking for a sterling example of game balance should drop their pretensions and check this thing out. Because what it is, really, is a pretty serious role-playing-strategy game, masquerading as a kid's toy.

To try to catch and train all 150 Pokemon, you'll explore and fight your way through a huge gameworld, with a variety of rewards constantly propelling you forward. The fighting and magic systems are creative and deep, and the sheer number of monsters at your disposal ensures that no two gamers will ever have the same experience. Your first fights will seem almost too easy, lulling you into thinking that you are in fact playing a dumb kids' game, but I guarantee that once you're far into it—I'm 30 hours in and not halfway done—you'll be just as engrossed and obsessed with winning as in any PC game. And if you think I'm joking, then you haven't played it.

My point here is that just as gamers, all gamers, should be careful who and what they disdain. We shouldn't get above ourselves here. We shouldn't pretend that just because we play OPERATIONAL ART OF WAR or ALPHA CENTAURI that we somehow occupy a loftier, more respectable position in society than the Pokemon fans. I mean, who are we kidding? To the lumpen mainstream mass out there, to those who have no clue what the difference is between Mario and CIVILIZATION, we're all a bunch of immature geeks, right? So why fight amongst ourselves?

The fact is, the Pokemon crowd is a lot closer to us than you might realize. And a lot of them are going to grow up to be us. So the next time you see a kid playing the game, don't shake your head and mutter to yourself about the decline of Western civilization. Let it be a time for bonding, instead. Ask him if he's caught a Snorlax. You'll put a smile on his face, and he just might remember that the first time he goes online to kick your ass in STARCRAFT.

What Jeff doesn't realize is that his 42nd level Venusaur is no match for his PR pal Eric's 72nd Level Meewto. Pity the fool at jeff_green@z.com.
I WANT A PC THAT WILL MAKE MY STEREO FEAR FOR ITS LIFE.

Your stereo has reason for concern. Because we can customize your Dell® Dimension® PC into a true music monster. The pre-tested and factory-installed Jukebox software lets you download MP3 files off the net, and convert your CD collection. The 512 Voice sound card, combined with enhanced Jukebox software provides CD-quality playback. And you can store your entire CD collection on a roomy hard drive and create play lists; no more fumbling for that CD you just knew you had yesterday. It's one more benefit of the Dell4me™ total ownership experience. A complete resource for products and services that make it easy for you to get the most out of technology.

NEW DELL® DIMENSION® XPS 600G7-Desktop
The Audiophile’s Nirvana
- Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 667MHz
- 128MB ECC PC100 RDRAM at 333MHz
- 273GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
- 17” (16.0” vis., 266dpi) M780 Monitor
- NEW 64MB NVIDIA TNT2 M84 4X AGP Graphics
- 48X Max Variable CD-ROM Drive
- NEW 5.2L Black Deskstar Digital Media Storage System
- NEW Ac'97 5.1 Compatible PCI Audio for Windows
- Microsoft® Works Suite 2000 with Money 2000 Basic
- Microsoft® Windows® 98, Second Edition
- 1-Year Diagnostics™ Internet Access™ Service with 20MB of Online Backup
- 3-Year Limited Warranty
- 1-Year At-Home Service

$2599

Dell Recommended Upgrades:
- RIO 500 Portable Digital Audio Player, add $269
- 19” (16.0” vis., 266dpi) M790 Monitor, add $116

1.800.545.7126 MON-SUN: 7A-HP CT

*Monthly payments based on sales price depicted for 48-mo. term at 13.99% APR. NOT ALL BUYERS WILL QUALIFY FOR THIS APR. APR for qualified customers varies by creditworthiness of customer. as determined by Dell Financial Services, L.P. Payments exclude taxes and shipping charges that vary. Taxes & shipping charges due with 1st payment unless included in the amount financed, in which case your monthly payment will be higher. Purchase Plan offered through Dell Financial Services, L.P., 14050 Summit Dr., Austin, TX 78728, to U.S. state residents (including D.C.) with approved credit, excluding AR and MN residents. Availability may be limited or offer may vary in other states.
BRINGING GREAT VALUES HOME.

DELL INSPIRON™ 7500 Notebook
Mobile Desktop
- NEW Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 500MHz
- 15.4" SXGA TFT Active Matrix Display
- 128MB 100MHz SDRAM
- NEW 12GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive (17GB Max*)
- NEW Removable Combo 32X Max* Variable CD-ROM and Floppy Drive
- 2X AGP 8MB ATI RAGE Mobility™-P 3D Video
- 3D Positional Sound with Waveable
- Internal PCI 56K Capable V.90 Fax Modem

$3549
Dell Recommended Upgrade:
- Inspiron™ 7500 Advanced Port Replicator (Includes 10/100 NIC Card)
- NEW HASBro® Interactive Family Gaming 5-Pack
- harman/kardon Speakers
Add $379 E-VALUE CODE: 889554-800129a

DELL INSPIRON™ 7500 Notebook
Mobile Desktop
- NEW Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 500MHz
- 15" XGA Active Matrix Display
- 64MB 100MHz SDRAM
- NEW 6.6GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive (17GB Max*)
- Removable Combo 32X Max Variable CD-ROM and Floppy Drive
- 2X AGP 8MB ATI RAGE Mobility™-P 3D Video
- 3D Positional Sound with Waveable
- Internal PCI 56K Capable V.90 Fax Modem
- DellNet™ 1-Year Internet Access Service™ with 20MB of Online Backup

$2899
Dell Recommended Upgrade:
- NEW 12GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
- Microsoft® Office 2000 Small Business plus Encarta
- NEW Quickens® 2000 PowerPack
Add $339 E-VALUE CODE: 895554-800132h

DELL INSPIRON™ 7500 Notebook
Mobile Desktop
- NEW Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 500MHz
- 15" XGA Active Matrix Display
- 64MB 100MHz SDRAM
- NEW 6.6GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive (17GB Max*)
- Removable Combo 32X Max Variable CD-ROM and Floppy Drive
- 2X AGP 8MB ATI RAGE Mobility™-P 3D Video
- 3D Positional Sound with Waveable
- Internal PCI 56K Capable V.90 Fax Modem
- DellNet™ 1-Year Internet Access Service™ with 20MB of Online Backup

$2329
As low as $59/Mo. for 48 Mos.
E-VALUE CODE: 89553-800123h
Dell Recommended Upgrade:
- Custom Leather Carrying Case
- Second Lithium Ion Battery with ExpressCharge™
- Targus Defcon Notebook Alarm
Add $239 E-VALUE CODE: 89553-800125h

DELL INSPIRON™ 7500 Notebook
Mobile Desktop
- NEW Intel® Celeron® Processor at 433MHz
- 12.1" SVGA Active Matrix Display
- 32MB SDRAM
- 4.8GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
- Modular 24X Max Variable CD-ROM
- 2X AGP 8MB ATI RAGE Mobility™-M1 3D Video
- 3D Positional Sound with Waveable

$1699
As low as $16/Mo. for 48 Mos.
E-VALUE CODE: 89552-800118h
Dell Recommended Upgrade:
- Upgrade to 14.1" XGA Active Matrix Display
- NEW 6.6GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
- Removable 6X Max Variable DVD-ROM Drive (Customer Installed)
Add $499 E-VALUE CODE: 89552-800112h

*Monthly payments based on sales price depicted for 48-mo. term at 13.99% APR. NOT ALL BUYERS WILL QUALIFY FOR THIS APR. APR for qualified customers varies by creditworthiness of customer as determined by Dell Financial Services, L.P. Payments exclude taxes and shipping charges that vary. Taxes & shipping charges due with 1st payment unless included in the amount financed, in which case your monthly payment will be higher. Purchase Plan offered through Dell Financial Services, L.P., 14050 Summit Dr., Austin, TX 78782, to U.S. state residents (including D.C.) with approved credit, excluding AR and MN residents. Availability may be limited or offer may vary in other states. Pricing not discernable. Prices and specifications valid in U.S. only and subject to change without notice. For a complete copy of Guarantees or Limited Warranties, write Dell USA L.P., Attn: Warranties, One Dell Way, Round Rock, TX 78682. At-home or on-site service provided via service contract between customer and third-party provider, and is not available in certain remote areas. Technician dispatched if necessary following phone-based troubleshooting with technical support personnel. Other conditions apply. For hard drives, GB means 1 billion bytes; total accessible capacity varies depending on operating environment. 17MB X 100X Min. 90X Min. 75X Min. Download speeds limited to 53.3kbps. Upload speeds are less (in the 38Kbps range) and vary by modem manufacturer. Speeds also vary depending on line conditions. Analog phone line and compatible server equipment required. Includes 100 hours Internet access per month, with $1.55 per hour charge for each hour over fraction.
NEW DELL® DIMENSION® XPS 8300 Desktop
Cutting Edge Technology
- Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 733MHz • 128MB ECC PC100 RDRAM at 266MHz
- 27.3GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive • 17" (160') display • 5760 Monitor
- NEW 32MB NVIDIA GeForce4 4X AGP Graphics Card
- 8X Max™ Variable DVD-ROM Drive with FREE $20 DVD Movie Offer®
- NEW 56K LivelValue Digital with MusicMatch® Jukebox Enhanced®
- NEW Harman Kardon HK-559 Surround Sound Speakers with Subwoofer
- V90 56K Catelable® PCI Telephony Modem for Windows
- 1-Year DellNet® Internet Access® Service with 20MB of Online Backup

$2,799
As low as $278/Mo. for 48 Mos.®
EVALUE CODE: 89563-500127

NEW DELL® DIMENSION® XPS T650r Desktop
High Performance, Great Value
- Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 650MHz
- 128MB SDRAM at 100MHz • 13.6GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
- NEW 17" (160') display • 280dpi 770 Monitor
- 32MB NVIDIA TNT2 Ultra AGP Graphics
- 4X Max™ Variable CD-ROM Drive
- Turtle Beach Montego® II AD3® 320V Sound Card with MusicMatch® Jukebox Standard®
- Altec Lansing ACS-340 Speakers with Subwoofer
- V90 56K Catelable® PCI Telephony Modem for Windows
- 1-Year DellNet® Internet Access® Service with 20MB of Online Backup

$1,999
As low as $55/Mo. for 48 Mos.®
EVALUE CODE: 89563-500119

Dell Recommended Upgrade:
- NEW 56K LivelValue Digital with MusicMatch® Jukebox Enhanced®
- NEW Harman Kardon HK-595 Surround Sound Speakers with Subwoofer
- 200MB omega Zip BUILT-IN Drive with One Disk
Add $279 EVALUE CODE: 89563-500122

DELL® DIMENSION® L500r Desktop
Affordable Desktop Solution
- Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 500 MHz
- 64MB SDRAM at 100MHz • 5.4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
- NEW 17" (160') display • 280dpi 770 Monitor
- Intel® 3D AGP Graphics
- 4X Max™ Variable CD-ROM Drive
- SoundBlaster 64V PCI Sound Card with MusicMatch® Jukebox Standard®
- harman/kardon HK-195 Speakers
- V90 56K Catelable® PCI Telephony Modem for Windows

$1,199
As low as $33/Mo. for 48 Mos.®
EVALUE CODE: 89563-500111

Dell Recommended Upgrade:
- 13.6GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
- Altec Lansing ACS-340 Speakers with Subwoofer
- 1-Year DellNet® Internet Access® Service with 20MB of Online Backup
Add $279 EVALUE CODE: 89563-500114

DELL® DIMENSION® L433c Desktop
Affordable Desktop Solution
- Intel® Celeron® Processor at 433MHz
- 64MB SDRAM at 100MHz
- 4.3GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
- NEW 17" (13.8') display • 280dpi 855 Monitor
- Intel® 3D AGP Graphics • 4X Max™ Variable CD-ROM Drive
- SoundBlaster 64V PCI Sound Card with MusicMatch® Jukebox Standard®
- harman/kardon HK-195 Speakers
- V90 56K Catelable® PCI DataFax Modem for Windows

$899
As low as $52/Mo. for 48 Mos.®
EVALUE CODE: 89563-500108

Dell Recommended Upgrade:
- 6.4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
- NEW 17" (160') display • 280dpi 770 Monitor
- 1-Year DellNet® Internet Access® Service with 20MB of Online Backup
Add $189 EVALUE CODE: 89563-500110

BE DIRECT
www.dell4me.com

1.800.545.7126 MON-SUN: 7A-11P CT

The Dell™ total ownership experience; a complete resource for products and services that make it easy for you to get the most out of technology.

SOFTWARE: Dell offers a variety of software multipacks designed for work, education or play. • Family Fun 5-Pack featuring Star Wars-Rogue Squadron. $99 • QuickScan Power 3-Pack. $89 • Choose from one of four Education Packs. $79

PRINTERS: Dell simplifies your life and ensures compatibility by pre-installing drivers for select printers on your new Dell PC. Just turn it on, attach the printer cable, and it takes just seconds. • HP 695 Printer, $299 • Other brands and models available, starting at $149

CAMERAS AND SCANNERS: Dell offers you the tools you need to take pictures and archive images on your hard drive instead of in a shoebox. Send pictures and videos to friends and family via e-mail. • Epson 610u Scanner, $149 • Intel® PC Camera ProPack, $129 • Fuji MX 1200, $299

SERVICE AND SUPPORT: Dell offers the help you need when you need it, via phone or online. • 34/7 phone and online tech support • Dimension Premier 3-Year At-Home Service®, add $99 • Inspiron 3-Year On Site Service®, add $99 • Support.dell.com for innovative online tools

INTERNET ACCESS AND SERVICES: Dell offers you access to the Internet as well as online services and resources designed to help you make the most of your PC. • DellNet® Internet access® with 20MB of Online Backup® • Simple drag and drop website creation tool with 12MB of homepage storage space • Over $360 worth of special offers for Dell customers with popular online retailers

PAYMENT SOLUTIONS: Dell offers several payment options designed to fit a wide range of customer needs. • Dell Platinum Visa® Card • Dell Purchase Plan® • Dell E-Check (automatic checkwriting withdrawal)
HOW MUCH SPEED DOES MY PC NEED?
MORE THAN MY FRIEND BOB’S.

Congratulations. You just left Bob and his computer back there about half a mile, standing in a cloud of your dust. Meanwhile you’re cruising at Mach II thanks to the new motherboard. Combined with RDRAM, it offers up to a 116% increased memory performance gain over earlier systems. The result — WHOA! Start it up and you’ll find that everything is faster, smoother, more realistic and more intense. Technology at warp speed. It’s one more benefit of the Dell4me total ownership experience. It’s a complete resource for products and services that make it easy for you to get the most out of technology.

DELL4me YOUR THOUGHTS EXACTLY.

NEW DELL® DIMENSION® XPS 8733r Desktop
The Need-for-Speed Solution
- Intel® Pentium® III Processor at 733MHz • 128MB ECC PC700 RDRAM at 333MHz
- 27.3GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive • 17” (16.0” visi) P780 FD Trinitron® Monitor
- NEW 32MB NVIDIA geforce 4X AGP Graphics
- EX Maxx® Variable DVD-ROM Drive and Decoder Card with TV Out with FREE $20 DVD Movie Offer
- NEW SB Live! Value Digital with MusicMatch® Jukebox Enhanced
- NEW Akai Lansing THX Certified ADA956 Digital Speakers with Subwoofer
- V.90 56K Capable™ PCI Telephony Modem for Windows
- 1-Year Dellnet™ Internet Access® Service with 20MB of Online Backup
- 3-Year Limited Warranty • 1-Year At-Home Service

$2999 As low as $52/Mo. for 48 Mos. *
E-VLUE CODE: 89552-500129

Dell Recommended Upgrade:
- 19” (17.0” visi) P991 FD Trinitron® Monitor • 34.2GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive
- Microsoft® Natural Keyboard Pro, Dell® Edition
Add $839 E-VLUE CODE: 89552-500130

1.800.545.7126 MON-SUN: 7A-11P CT

BE DIRECT™

www.dell4me.com

*Monthly payments based on sales price depicted for 48-mo. term at 13.99% APR. NOT ALL BUYERS WILL QUALIFY FOR THIS APR. APR for qualified customers varies by creditworthiness of customer as determined by Dell Financial Services L.P. Payments exclude taxes and shipping charges that vary. Taxes & shipping charges due with 1st payment unless included in the amount financed, in which case your monthly payment will be higher. Purchase Plan offered through Dell Financial Services L.P., 14050 Summit Dr., Austin, TX 78728, to U.S. state residents (including D.C.) with approved credit, excluding AR and MN residents. Availability may be limited or offer may vary in other states.